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lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch coefficients from the Fourier
equation, deg
span of free tip, m
blade chord, m
center of gravity
rotor-lift coefficient, (rotor lift)/pS(_R) 2
rotor power coefficient, (torque)_/pS(CR) 3
centrifugal force, N
control moment, N.m
mass of tip, kg
rotor radius, m
radial distance from rotor hub center line to measurement station, m
revolutions per minute
planform area of rotor blades, m 2
free-stream velocity, m/sec
rotor propulsive force coefficient, (-drag)/2pV2S/_
tip pitch angle relative to the inboard portion of blade, positive nose up,
deg
total pitch angle of tension-torsion strap, deg
pre-twist angle of tension-torsion strap, deg
blade pitch angle at 0.75 R, deg
advance ratio, V/_R
density of air, kg/m 3
solidity of rotor, S/_R 2
iii
¥strap helical angle, deg
azimuth angle, deg
rotor rotational speed, rad/sec
_v
SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a wind-tunnel test of the free-tip rotor.
The free tip extended over the outer 10%of the rotor blade and included a simple,
passive controller mechanism. Wind-tunnel test hardware is described. The free-tip
assembly, which includes the controller, functioned flawlessly throughout the
test. The tip pitched freely and responded to airflow perturbation in a sharp,
quick, and stable manner. Tip pitch-angle responses are presented for an advance
ratio range of 0.1 to 0.397 and for a thrust coefficient range of 0.038 to 0.092.
The free tip reduced power requirements, loads going into the control system, and
some flatwise blade-bending moments. Chordwise loads were not reduced by the free
tip.
INTRODUCTION
A major goal of helicopter research is to develop the technology that will lead
to improved performance and reduced vibration. To this end, rotor-blade tips are
the subject of a great deal of study because the tip can affect both performance and
vibration. Oneproposed tip design is the free-tip, which may improve performance,
limit oscillatory rotor loads, and reduce vibration.
In the free-tip design, the tip is separated from the rest of the blade; the
tip is free to pitch independently of the inboard portion of the blade; the pitch
axis is forward of the aerodynamic center; and a control momentis applied about the
pitch axis. The design is shown in figure I.
These features add a new pitch degree of freedom to the tip's motion, which
allows the tip to weathervane into the tip's relative wind to produce a moment
balance about the pitch axis. The tip weathervanes about a prescribed null point
that results in a finite pitch momentand, consequently, in a nonzero lift of the
tip. Therefore, the free-tip maygenerate a lift level that is nearly constant as
it goes around the azimuth.
The purpose of this report is to present the results of the first wind-tunnel
test of the free tip in which it was shownthat the free tip can provide significant
advantages. These test results are presented in tabular form and in plots that
summarize key areas. An analysis of the results is presented in reference I; other
material pertaining to the free-tip configuration is presented in references 2
through 9.
MODELDESCRIPTION
A four-bladed, 5.09-m-diam, Mach-scaled model rotor was modified to incorporate
the free-tip design. The complete rotor with the free tip is shown in figure 2 as
it was installed in the Boeing-Vertol 20- by 20-ft wind tunnel.
Figures 3 and 4 show the tip region of the blade that was modified to incorpor-
ate the free tip. A steel pitch shaft, installed at the tip's 13%chord line;
transferred the tip bending and shear loads to the inboard portion of the blade and
also served as the pitch axis about which the tip was free to oscillate. The pitch
shaft was hollow to allow a concentric inner shaft to grip the free tip and extend
into the inboard potion of the blades where it was attached to the controller mecha-
nism. The inner shaft retained the tip against centrifugal force and transmitted
the pitch-control momentto the tip. The tip is retained using a locknut arrange-
ment in which the "nut" is an integral part of the free tip and is clamped to the
threaded end of the inner shaft. A Rulan bearing minimized the frictional forces
between the free tip and the pitch shaft.
The controller mechanismis a simple, wire-wound tension-torsion strap. A
continuous, high-strength, 0.152-mm-diamwire was wrapped 275 times around two
spools placed 5.71 cm apart. One spool was fixed to the inboard portion of the
blade and the other was attached to the inboard end of the inner shaft with a clevis
joint. The straps were encased in an elastomer material which kept them separated
while they underwent angular deflections greater than 90° . Without the elastomer
separator, the distance between the straps would decrease, with the output torque
decreasing up to 40%. This would be unacceptable. Large angular deflections
between the two spools were an integral part of the design criteria (maximum 9c
was 150°). The straps were fatigue-tested over more than 2 million pitch-change
cycles of ±10 ° while carrying the full design tension load and pretwisted to 125 ° .
The controller carries the tip's full centrifugal force and uses it to produce
most of the desired control moment. Control moment is produced by the centrifugal
force acting on the torsionally twisted straps. In the application of control
moment to the free tip, an invariant control moment with tip-pitch deflection was
the ideal goal. However, the control-moment variation AMc/A9 was 0.0615 N-m/deg
(from fig. 5) over a 10° range of Ag; this is 9% of the design value of
6.78 N-m/deg and was acceptable. Also, the ±1.9% variation owing to hysteresis was
considered to be acceptable.
The spanwise distribution of blade weight and its offset from the elastic axis
are presented in figure 6 for the outer 20% of the blade. A tip design criterion
was for the tip center of gravity (c.g.) to be on the pitch axis at O.13 c. How-
ever, space and volume restrictions prevented the c.g. from being on the pitch axis,
and the tip c.g. was located at 0.14 c. The spanwise loaction of the free tip c.g.
was 0.927 R.
The blade had a 0.171-m chord, a constant V23010-1.58 airfoil, and -9.45 °
linear twist from center of rotation out to and including the tip. The tip had a
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V23010-1.58 airfoil with a 5.8% chord tab added to match the basic blade airfoil.
The 0.I-R tip was constructed of a Nomexcore and magnesiumspar covered with Fiber-
glas. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show close-up views of the free tip. A doubler was
added to the upper and lower surfaces of the inboard portion of the blade just
inboard of the tip itself. The doubler enabled machine countersinking of the screws
attaching the base of the steel pitch shaft to the blade spar. For chordwise mass
balance, tantalum balance weights were inserted in the space ahead of the pitch
axis. Table I presents a summaryof the rotor dimensional characteristics.
The fixed-tip configuration was the free-tip configuration with a pin inserted
to prevent the tip from pitching relative to the inboard blade. The pin was located
at the 25%chordline where it spaned the gap between the tip and the inboard portion
of the blade.
DYNAMICANALYSIS
The calculated natural frequencies of the uncoupled blade are presented in
figure 8 as a function of rotor speed. These frequencies were calculated using the
transfer-matrix method. This method employed25 lumped masseswith each mass having
5° of freedom: flapping, lead-lag, torsion, flap-bending, and chordwise-bending.
Although these frequencies are for a fixed-tip configuration, the flatwise and
chordwise frequencies are also applicable to the free-tip configuration, since the
mass, center of gravity, and momentsof inertia of the two tips are the same.
INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation for the main blade consisted of four flap-bending gauges at
0.13 R, 0.18 R, 0.38 R, and 0.53 R and one chord-bending gauge at 0.18 R. Addi-
tional flapwise- and chordwise-bending gaugeswere located at 0.9 R and on the base
of the shaft about which the tip pitches. Shaft torque was measuredusing torque
gauges on the rotor drive shaft.
Blade flapping motion about the flapping hinge was continuously measuredby
transducers placed at the flap hinge of the instrumented blade. The angle of the
tip relative to the main blade was measuredby a Hall-effect device. This device
incorporated a tiny magnet on the free tip that modulated an electric current
through a semiconductor mountedon the inboard portion of the blade.
ROTORTESTSTANDANDWINDTUNNEL
The free-tip rotor was tested on Boeing Vertol's dynamic rotor test stand,
which incorporates an electrical power supply and a six-component balance. Front
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and side views of the test stand set up in the tunnel are presented in figure 9.
The test was conducted in the Boeing Vertol 20- by 20-ft V/STOL wind tunnel. The
wind-tunnel test section was configured with slotted walls, ceiling, and floor to
give 10% porosity for forward flight testing.
TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
The prime objective of the wind-tunnel test was to evaluate the free-tip con-
figuration relative to a similar fixed-tip configuration. To make possible an
effective comparison, the fixed- and free-tip configurations were evaluated at a
prescribed propulsive-force coefficient and minimized cyclic blade flapping, with
rotor-lift coefficient or advance ratio being the variables. Rotor-lift sweeps were
made at V/_R = 0.3 and X = 0.05. These data gave an indication of the maximum
lift coefficient attainable with the free-tip rotor. An advance-ratio sweep was
conducted from 0.2 to 0.4 at CL/a = 0.07, X = 0.05, and minimized flapping. This
provided a simulated speed-power polar at a typical design lift coefficient and at a
propulsive-force coefficient representing the equivalent flat-plate drag area of a
relatively low-drag helicopter. Rotor-tip speed was held constant at 213 m/sec, the
normal tip speed for this rotor. In addition, the free-tip rotor-test envelope was
expanded to include advance ratios down to 0.1 to test the tip's behavior in that
turbulent environment.
Data from this test were limited because of resonance problems in the test rig
itself. The rig developed an lateral resonance part way through the test. With the
blades off, the resonance was found to be sensitive to rpm, with the test rpm of 796
very near the resonance peak. In addition, resonance amplification increased
further when the rotor shaft was tilted forward from the zero shaft-angle posi-
tion. The resonance amplification was reduced to zero at 552 rpm, which is a tip
speed of only 147 m/sec. This tip speed was too low to provide rotor performance
and loads information suitable for realistic evaluation of this free-tip configura-
tion (compressibility characteristics cannot be evaluated at lower speeds). Because
data for 147-m/see tip speed do not include compressibility effects, the only useful
test data are limited to the 213-m/sec set included herein.
Eash data point was set (I) by setting rotor-tip speed and desired advance
ratio, and (2) by adjusting collective pitch, cyclic controls, and shaft angle to
achieve the desired rotor lift and propulsive-force coefficient, and to minimize
first harmonic flapping. All these variables were displayed in real time for the
rotor pilot to use in setting the test point. During the rotor-lift sweep, the
maximum CL/a attainable was determined by oscillatory blade-load limits. During
the advance-ratio sweep, the maximum attainable advance ratio was determined by
oscillatory blade loads or power limits.
The controller output moment was 6.0 N-m at the test tip speed of 213 m/sec for
the free-tip configuration. This control moment was determined from a pretwist
angle, Opt of 100 ° and the tension-torsion strap calibration curve of figure 5.
The tension-torsion strap pretwist angle was set at -50 ° for the fixed-tip config-
uration. This was done to remove the possibility of the negative aerodynamic lift
causing the tip to deflect nose-up. It was expected that a nose-up deflection of
the tip would cause greater tip drag, as was reported in reference I. With the tip
drag being greater at A9 > O, the fixed-tip configuration would require more power
and would appear less power efficient than the free-tip configuration. By applying
a negative control moment with Opt = -50 ° , and as long as the negative control-
moment balances the positive sum of aerodynamic and inertial moments, then AO
would likely be slightly negative (-5 < AO < 0). With A9 slightly negative, the
fixed-tip power requirements could be slightly less than if AO = O. Thus, any




Six component forces and moments were measured by the strain-gauge balance in
the rig, 0.444 m below the rotor hub center. All forces and moments were referred
to the hub center. Balance forces and moments were sampled every 7.5 ° of azimuth
for each rotor revolution. For each data point, the data from 10 rotor revolutions
were averaged and the steady balance output determined.
The data from this test were corrected for hub tares. Hub tares were obtained
from blades-off testing over the range of dynamic pressures and shaft tilt angles
used in blades-on testing. Included in the hub tares was the interference effects
of the non-metric test rig on the hub drag itself. No wind-tunnel wall corrections
were applied to the data. Blockage corrections were applied to correct free-stream
velocity. In addition, the fixed-tip power coefficients for the advance-ratio sweep
were further corrected to correlate with the two runs of the lift-coefficient sweep
for the fixed tip. These corrections for rotor-lift and propulsive-force increments
and repeatability are presented below (Data Presentation).
Loads Data from Rotating System
Loads data from the blades and pitch links were obtained with strain-gauge
bridges. These loads were sampled every 7.5 ° of azimuth of each rotor revolution.
For each data point, the data from 10 rotor revolutions were averaged and then the
averaged sum was harmonically analyzed. The averaged data were also used to extract
peak-to-peak amplitudes, minimum and maximum values, and the azimuthal location of
the maximum value.
DATAPRESENTATION
The data from this test are presented in graphical and tabular forms. The
graphical presentation summarizes the highlights from the test with comparisons of
the free-tip and the fixed-tip configurations. Figure 10 presents a comparison of
power coefficients over a lift-coefficient sweepand over an advance-ratio sweep.
The rotor-power data reflects standardized trim conditions of propulsive-force
coefficient X = 0.05 and lift coefficient CL/a = 0.07, when appropriate. Correc-
tions were applied to the data to compensate for small increments from the standard-
ized conditions. The applied corrections are presented as follows:
To correct for rotor-lift increment from CL/a = 0.07:
ACp/a = [(0.07) 2 - (CL/a)2]a/2(V/_R)
To correct for rotor propulsive force increment from X = 0.05:
ACla = (0.05 - -X)2(VI_R)31_
P
Since test lift and propulsive-force coefficients were very close to the stan-
dardized condition, corrections were I% or less for the whole test. Also, the power
coefficients were increased incrementally by ACp/a = 0.0004 for the fixed-tip
configuration in the advance-ratio sweep to yield consistent data. This allowed
correlation at V/_R = 0.305 with the two runs of the fixed-tip lift-coefficient
sweep made at that advance ratio.
Figure 11 presents a comparison of oscillatory flatwise-bending moments at
various blade stations during a lift-coefficient sweep at V/OR = 0.305. In
figure 12, the oscillatory flatwise-bending moments during an advance-ratio sweep
are compared, and figure 13 compares the oscillatory chordwise-bending moments over
both a lift-coefficient sweep and an advance-ratio sweep. Figures 14 and 15 present
the collective and cyclic control settings for the lift sweep and the advance-ratio
sweep, respectively. Figure 16 presents the effect of the free tip on pitch-link
loads over both a lift-coefficient sweep and an advance-ratio sweep.
The free tip's relative pitch angle AO as a function of azimuth position is
presented in figures 17 and 18. Figure 17 presents the tip's AO azimuthal history
as a function of rotor lift coefficient at V/_R = 0.305. Figures 18(a)
through 18(g) show the influence of advance ratio on the tip AO azimuthal
variation. In figures 17 and 18, the AO azimuthal characteristics over one rotor
revolution were repeated for the second revolution. This was done to facilitate
visualization of the trends at azimuth positions between 270 ° and 90 ° .
The tabulated data present all the data taken during a test run.
data are presented first by tip configuration and second by run number.
for each run are subdivided into three data blocks:
The tabulated
The data
I. Block A includes tunnel conditions, control settings, rotor-performance
coefficient, and rotor-moment coefficients. Wind-axis and shaft-axis data are
included both with and without tare corrections applied.
2. Block B includes meanand peak amplitude analysis of the strain-gauge data.
3. Block C includes the harmonic analysis results for the strain-gauge data.
The harmonic analysis data are presented in two forms, as coefficients of the sine
and cosine terms for each harmonic, and as magnitude and phase angle of the resul-
tant vector for each harmonic.
Tables 2-4 present a glossary of terms used for the computer-generated headings
for data blocks A, B, and C, respectively. The data for a lift sweep are presented
in tables 6 and 7 for the free-tip and fixed-tip configurations, respectively;
likewise, data for an advance-ratio sweepare presented in tables 8 and 9.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A research program concluded in this a successful wind-tunnel demonstration of
the free-tip rotor design. The free-tip was shownto be effective in reducing power
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TABLE I.- ROTOR GEOMETRY SUMMARY
ROTOR RADIUS, m
BLADE CHORD, rn
BLADE TIP CHORD, m
BLADE TWIST, deg
FREE-TIP REFERENCE CHORD, m




















































































TABLE 2.- NOTATION FOR BLOCK A DATA: STEADY-STATE DATA
BLOCK A DATA










BLADE ADVANCE RATI0-WIND AXIS
ROTOR SHAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG
ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED, REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
ROTOR TIP SPEED, FT/SEC
ADVANCING BLADE TIP MACH NUMBER













TUNNEL SPEED , FT /SEC
TUNNEL DYNAMIC PRESSURE, LB/FT2
TUNNEL DENSITY, LB SEC2/FT4
BLADE THRUST C0EFF-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR THRUST COEFF-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE H FORCE COEFF-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR H FORCE C0EFF-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE SIDE FORCE COEFF-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR SIDE FORCE COEFF-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE TORQUE COEFF-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR TORQUE COEFF-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED







ROTOR LIFT COEFF-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE PROPULSIVE FORCE COEFF-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR PROPULSIVE FORCE COEFF-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
CDER WITH HUB TARES APPLIED
EQUIVALENT DRAG COEFFICIENT,
£ (TORQUE )0MEGA/VTUN - XR3 /(RHOTUN )PIR**2 (VTIP )*'2













ROTOR L BAR-WINDAXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE X BAR-WINDAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR X BAR-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE P BAR-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR P BAR-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE EFFECTIVE DRAG BAR-WINDAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR EFFECTIVE DRAG BAR-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE Y BAR-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR Y BAR-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE PITCH M0M COEFF AT HUB CL-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR PITCH M0M COEFF AT HUB CL-WIND AXIS
-NO HUB TARES APPLIED









ROTOR ROLL M0M COEFF AT HUB CL-WIND AXIS
-NO HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE HORSEPOWER-SHAFTAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR HORSEP0_4ER-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE THRUST-HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
BLADE PITCHING MOMENTAT HUB CL-HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB













BLADE SIDE FORCE-HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
BLADE ROLLING MOMENT AT HUB CL-HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB
BLADE TORQUE-HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB
VELOCITY OF SOUND, FT/SEC
TUNNEL TOTAL PRESSURE, LBS/FT2
TUNNEL STATIC PRESSURE, LBS/FT2
_JNNEL TE_M2_A_.TRE, n=n_==S F_k."-_IT
PRESSURE ALTITUDE, FT
DENSITY ALTITUDE, FT
ROTOR REYNOLDS _MBERBASED ON CHORD AT .75 RADIUS
BLADE THRUST COEFF/SIGMA-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED













BLADE H FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR H FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE SIDE FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-WINDAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR SIDE FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE TORQUE C0EFF/SIGMA-SHAFT AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR TORQUE COEFF/SIGMA-SHAFT AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
PROFILE POWER COEFFICIENT,
CP/SB - 2(MU')*_3(X/QD**2SB)/PI - SIGMA(CT'/SB)_2/2(MU')
BLADE LIFT COEFF/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR LIFT COEFF/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE PROPULSIVE FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-WIND AXIS
-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR PROPULSIVE FORCE COEFF/SIGMA-WIND AXIS
-NO HUB TARES APPLIED













BLADE L BAR/SIGMA-WINDAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIELIED
BLADE X BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR X BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE P BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR P BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE EFFECTIVE DRAG BAR/SIGMA-WINDAXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR EFFECTIVE DRAG BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS
-NO HUB TARES APPLIED
BLADE Y BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS/HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR Y BAR/SIGMA-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED





















ROTOR LIFT-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
BLADE PROPULSIVE FORCE-WIND AXIS-HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTOR PROPULSIVE FORCE-WIND AXIS-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
BLADE EFFECTIVE DRAG-HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTOREFFECTIVE DRAG-NO HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTORTHRUST-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTOR PITCHING MOMENT AT HUB CL-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB
ROTOR H FORCE-NO HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTOR SIDE FORCE-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
ROTOR ROLLING MOMENT AT HUB CL-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB
ROTOR TORQUE-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, FT-LB
ROTOR LATERAL CYCLIC IN CLASSICAL AXES, DEG
ROTOR LONGITUDINAL CYCLIC IN CLASSICAL AXES, DEG
BLADE COLLECTIVE PITCH AT .75 RADIUS, DEG
BLADE LATERAL CYCLIC IN CONTROL SYSTEM AXIS, DEG
BLADE LONGITUDINAL CYCLIC IN CONTROL SYSTEM AXIS, DEG
SHAFT TORQUE, FT-LB





ROTOR PROPULSIVE FORCE/LIFT-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED, LB
BLADE LIFT/EFFECTIVE DRAG-HUB TARES APPLIED
ROTOR LIFT/EFFECTIVE DRAG-N0 HUB TARES APPLIED
CORRECTED ROTOR SHAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG
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Maximumvalue in positive direction
Azimuthal location of MAXIMUM
Maximumvalue in negative direction
Half peak-to-peak over cycle


















Coefficient of cos(HN._) term
Coefficient of sin(HN._) term
Vector sumof the COSand SIN coefficients





NUMBERJI L Blade station, percent of radiusBLADE
U--parameter:
FB : flatwise-bending moment in..ib
CB : chordwise-bending moment, in.-Ib
LEADLAG Lead-lag angle, positive opposing direction of rotation, deg
FLAPANG Total flapping angle, positive tipup, deg
O03HANG Angle between tip and inboard portion of blade 3, Ag, positive tip
up, deg
O02HANG AO on blade 2, deg




TABLE 6.- FREE-TIP FROM LIFT-COEFFICIENT SWEEP, RUN 37
a) Block A data
LOW SPEED
5UP_._Ar_Y i IRTIh;_
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-1,1J13E-_3 -liPggaE-_3_i.q655F:_4 .4 _379F-_4








CT'ISH CT'ISW CXISB CXISW CPE/SF}
2,4952F-_3 3,8193E-_2 3,742_E-_2 4,6558E-_3 3.1115E-_3 8,77_2E-83
3 2,47_IE-_3 5,6842F-I_2 5,_08RE-_2 4 1713E-{_3 2,7487E-_3 9.4683E-_3
4 2.3745E-B3 _._52oF-02 5.0779E-_ 2:7593E-_3 1 4_56E-_)3 q.4_MgE-M3
6 2.5BRaE-L3 . _.E .2 7,g_69_-_ _:_5_Q_-_3 1 5395F-_3 1,1262F-_2
LIO!)2$B I /Or'_2SR X/(JD2SB X/IJn?SR P/I_IVC,2SI.,


















3 : 175E-_I 1,_899E-_;_1 ,_559F-V;I -I 866JE-r=;P -J 84_BF-_?
4 2._911E-_._I 1.5056F-_I 1.R5:P6E-_1 -8 4276E-1_3 -_ 2112F-73
_._.57V, F-P} | ,77_6E-I:_I I q773E-(i_1 -2.P561E-_._2 -2 P345F-i,_2













3 1. 1559F+_13 _.5966F+_I
4 1.242_E+_3 5. 7367f: +(A|
5 1.447'_E+_3 6.1166E+PI
6 I .6259E+_3 5,_62aF+_!I


























2 6.74_1E.+_I R.3354E+Ht -_,77_F-_| -2.7533E+_t 7.23_7F+_2 -3.en94F+_
3 7.5763F+_1 a.7735F+_1 -9.?_41F+_1 --6.7_1F+_;1 7.321HF+_2 -3°7446E+_ _
4 _,7576E+PI o°a_87F÷_| -I ._[_5_+_I 6,2635E+vi_ 6.Sfi87E+[2 -3.7|_3E_,_
5 t.gP86E_I 7.11_6E+HJ -P.7_6hF+_I -3.Sh64E+_1 7.PSBv_E+_<_ -5.163gE+P_
6 q.1234E+_} R.8387E+_t -3.31_IF+_I -3._42_£+_1 7.52h!F+_2 -5._837E+_(







lP I_ 1oC0_ TttETA,75
:_ -P.. 3 | 34E+,,_ 7. :}34fiE+_,_
5 ,-2.2.011E+[_ . 7.8445E+v,_/_ -'(.54(_6E
7 -_.|45(,_EI+P_ c).93q2E+l:_ -_.5807F
TP X/!. R I_/i)EH ! /_{-R
4 2.3._ 13E-(._,p 6.4"_/'_hE + "4v_ 5.4767E






+P_ -4. 298_F_ +OV,





R : 722f, F + _;:)
At PHA,_ At. PHA SC
+,._g, -1._o2hE+_! -1.E,92hE'+;_I
+;'_ -7.153,_F+_,_ -7.1534E+,:,_,
+ v::i -h, 5.195F +_I:_ -.'i,53c_fiE+_.1_


























P SIEAF>Y P"_AX "1'N+_I_
2 7.1337E*r,_2 7, _$3P,7F+_P
.._ fi,cJ479F +.4;) 7, (iPP4F +_:.2
7,4 _61F+C,_2 R 1_76F +L'P
7 _, 73C)5F +:,_P g,'4p35F+v_
TP _T.FADY 1'4A W'T Nlt_
4 TI,7187F +B;J 5,_4_%E+_p
._ 3,gv_l 6F+P? 5.A1 5_F+C_2
4,'A272E+q2 6, _ 701F+i')?
























































































-2,1 _8 ;_r +.;2



















AI. T_ _ u t,T TI_G
9.! .'41F+Pt
I , I_722F J"I''_++_
1 . ++_4OF +{42
2.'_;+9F+{42




2.3'+:" _A7 F +;_2
AL, T _'#,4A 1 ING
1. _i_7aF+Z/2
I, t 799E++,:_






































TP STEADY *_AX I_'!_/
2 3.719gE+_A2 4.3_] 5_ +v,P
3 ,"t. 6553 F + ',q:> 4,8_7E+_2
eC,_ "- j.
7 3.972-_F +[,'P _.B144E+i'2
TP _TFA _Y
?, 9. _723F,I,_1 1,1P,,hql_ +bp
,', 5. 7458F+P't 1,9,')b 3E _._"_




3 t :3327F+,_? P,B543E+_2
.5 1, I9v]6F. +r_2 3,247fiE+_2
7 I,_333E+_2 3. c)455E +_-_2
STFAI)v H A X IP_IIP,:
2 1 B_31F+'_? 2. gh77E +c_._
3 I ,"52USfw.(_:_ 3.1 :S;_F +;'2
a 1 4164E+B_ _, P.63fie +_.'_2
5 I : 34 v' 9 [-"+.;_p. j, _1_13E+_2
6 1,2gl3F+PP' 3.?4_6E+v,?
7 1,1831F+92 3, _z_7eF+_p
TP S!EADY _AXI_t_ _
? 1.398qF+_l 1. l_f_?F+k'2
3 -3.7_41: +p] I _, fi_*_3E'+{.'l I
7 - 1,120P.E. +_2 9,_413F+_1
TF SIE_nY MAXI_I!H
5 _.B{;tv_[,ff:+(_ P. v ,:4f4r4E + (,__._
TP SIE_nY MAXTH_I_
TP STE_I)Y MAXIM|It4





















































- 1 . F.hP'4F+(.2
--1 ,, 574 ]FI'_(_ )
,":] _'I N:IJF!
-5. ?,a23f + _:.,_
- 1 . r;_,57F +v2
-! ,, 7,h ! 7E +('.:_
-1 , _P:_, 3F +(: 2
-?. a ('i 94 F+ _;2






-2. f_ ! ggF +n2
(_._E+F_v_




I. | I e_IE +_/,'2
_ . 177_:F+VP ,
__. fi I 9P, F +J' _I'















1 . | 4fii_E+r_p




















TP 3TFAF)Y MAX T _IJ:,_
TP STEAI)Y r,_A X T_iJ,',',
7 -8,,__4?pEcOs 1 "'3, _,_.'+,':1
.o, gOq'c'_E + :_.3 -0,099r_F+I:!3






























l . 1 i 72E +_',:,;
20
















e) Block C data













2 _. P'34_F+_,:" -3.,_2,_/E+,,, !
3 -4,57_3F+,_ / b,/b,51F+_:;_;
5 1,145_E+_I ?, 75_,2F+f 1
I ,__ 7. P,OPOF +,_<. I. 9Q24 _-;'_I
H?_ Cn$
1 -I.4183E+E_2 1._'472k"+A2
I.g54 IE'+_! -3. _2_,t71:+ v,1
3 - 1. P_,I.IE+ _;,t 4. _4hc/F+_ I.
4 t.7,;,iOF+:_2 8.2fi_AP÷; I
7 I.,_191E+:,_ .6.3435F+,_ _
-5.7035F+k_l -2./'4t_gF +_: 1
I u_ 6,745PF +_'J_ -2. 9774 __,+_)V_
_:_ CnS
I -l.n_i77E+J2
2 2. 757_F +r_ 1
:t -4. P.317FT+_t
•_ p. ¢-_39r +_ 2
_: -2. P?_SE'_!':I
7 7.73P'=;F+,:; -:
A -5.2:PI)'*F+ J I.
!:* 1 , v!fi_,7F 4,-, ]
_"' CnS
3 -2. 7645E4._, 1
4 ?.P,a_7F+,/,_
5 ,'t. 138PF+_ !
A ._. b44OF _.c_,1
! -6. a I _',#F+,,,v
SIP,
-2.4116F +'_" 1.
d, _:_.054F a.'.! I
,I. !'_P 7 8r: + :: 2
- I. 33(_7F +:_ 1
3. ,a26_,_F +,,, :,
-2.6 1 _'G,F + :_ I
3.14_P_ +,,v,
3.42,'.12 F + _.?:;'
..qI t,._
6. E42v_F +_ 1
I .8 It_7F+-'2
-t .3151 ,_{'-*;' 1
-2. a31 v_f"*_:1
RFSill IANT SCPI-:AS(:
c_-2gh IE +":I 13_.a
3- 6H35F+C'! 25] ._
t .al ! aF+,,_.2 c_b,9
3. _.*b77F+_ 1 I 39.7
1._15F+?1 2r,2. _
._.332;>F+_: : 25_,. '_
1 . 95_'_F +_:_ ;:72i,4. _
3.1 _42E+,.'_ 34_.'3
_FSUI. rA_.,T SCP_ASE
l .271 _F..+r_2 1,12.2
-_.723_E* :1 2h3.2
4. F,,_,IF +4 t 172.t}
2. J _4R3F+¢:,2 h7,7
?.c}7o2C+:;t h,l.4
i. 3.-__,._ E, : .! _..,'_-_n.7
e.7TV_6P.+_i! 2P_I .4
5 .Tb?:4P+:'.:" _4..5
7, O_. _"_iF"4."_ _ ,4• _._
QFSOI,TA_T _CPHASF
._551E+ ,2 14".5
2. g I 3,t¢+;,_2 4h. 7
5.-_7t_FT+ _ 1 _'_, 7
. <_3.4F,c _->__'_ j'). _
]. 11 4hF+r,l I 7.o
2.4163_ _,:%_ 1,22.5
4. 227 I E+,,', ] 32-t,. 2
7.'_TqaF+,:1 1!;?.!._
7..'_ 65.",F+ :'_ ! _ 5. 1
1.4r_3F,, ;l 24/4._'
!.1714F',* _l 27. {






















? 4. 1517;E+_1 -4.21_q3E+;_l
4 1.715aE+_2 3.?g.").7r+_,'_
r_ 2. 1396E+_'! _. 3CHTPF+v_ t
F, -6. _6RF+_I 3.8o7=;F+:;!
7 1.3_g1£+/'1 - 1. F_I _:_E-*,_ 1
q 5.P:_37_+:',; l..%,'_ht, F+v!l
u_ Cq$ 81 ,";
1 .7.7_6xE+'_,,: 3.g714F+_}_'
3 -3. 356PE+'_:_ _ _. _;r,_F _-;'
S 2.1310E+v_ 6.71F6C+_" ',
_,. 871 ?F w.:*'._ 5. _,avT'.i- + _,.
7 6.4_7F+;.h" 3. gg_F.,-?! '_
P 7._'_,SF_F+v '" -l.la_E-, t
_, 4 ._14_F+V't' -2.57(_3F': +,)v '
I_ 2.766_F+Cc TM -2.6"t13 _-+ ,_'_'
1 -_. I5:,;_E+_'_ 1.3_'6c_F +,"'_"
2 -!.3313F+,:;_ 1.6(',72E+v _."
7_ -!._,gbnF+7_' 2.p_gE+CT_,.'
4 - I ,,q I P_,_-!,:,2 3.q3_F +(,_,
2.,t87 _E+v ._ 2.51_'_7F "_v ''_
7 2., t25"_E+c,_,_ 1 .6252F+- '_
;_ l. 02_3F +_'_! 7. I,.7.',v-_'?
c_ 2.7.tgaE +_i.,._ .2.52_F6: +t,_
H_ £FtS
2 -7.7_hRE-'"2 3.';45.,_F --'_'2
I . 7927_.--g? -6.1727F-; ?
5 _. 17H4E-;,?. 6.7 -P_;,:.:_'- ( 4
,'% 2. __ 45E- ;'_2 -6. _76'5F-_'2
1.156(_E-_:2 -4.263.51 _-_:2
9 ! . 343_E-?-P l.?3P_aF-e?
1_ 3. 919_F-93 5.7¢c)_iF- _3
RESUL. T^ _T 5CP,IA_E
_.ql 1 ;'_El+','t 314. -",
:_. 7154E+_,2 02.5
7. _,13PFT+v I 15'_.S
7,2i',74F_+_._1 C_al .5
I .,_7Q'_E+'ll 73.Q
I . 75 _¢+;._ 1 P.7. ':)
P65ULTa_T S([P_ASE
7. a'.)221:÷ / "_ 11_.6
7. / _,_f.Sk ÷ ,._,: 5h.b















2. qt6,_f-_ ? 2Pa.9
a. al 7,,!,F -_"2 2_5.2.



























HN .£08 SiN RESOLTANT
1 1.7896F-_l -6.g737E-_l 7.1906F-_1
3 2._8?6E-_2 -7.654bF-_P 7.9276E-;_2
4 6.a237E-_3 -6.9254F-_2 6.¢551f-02
5 4 3_5,_E-_2 1.2_81E-_2 _.5591F-_,2
7 -I.643_E-_2 -4.S878E-J4 1.6436E-_
8 -I._6@9E-34 -1,6234F-_2 1.6234E-_2
9 1.291qE-_2 -2.7278F-_3 1.32_'3_-_2
I_ 1.714_E-@2 2._466E-_2 2.8_57E-_
HN COS SI'_ F_EF,!il, T A'._ T
2 -7.9152F-_2 3.5954E-_2 8.6_35F-_2
3 1.84_7E-_2 -8.4717F-_2 8.6bq3E-_,_
4 -4.5698F-_3 -5.9487E-_*P 5.9662E-_2
5 7.541_E-_2 7.Sv_SE-_3 7.5783E-_2
6 -1.1_87F-_2 -5.74_3F-_42 h._453F-_i2
7 2._375E-_2 -3.2¢4_E-_'2 3.7_76E- _?
1_ 5._gORE-_3 9.7977F-_3 1.1432F-_2
H_; C08 £ r_ g{,E Sill T A ¢.;T
3 4. 757_E-;_P_ 2._37_;E-:.i ,2. 287_,E-:'1
5 -t.4735E-YAt 7.937aF-,_2 ,1._,737F-,_t
6 -| .4131F-_;_1 9 ,, 6 _,a hE...;:; 3 d. 41 _4E-,2/1
7 5. _445F-V,2 -3.34"i4F.,.¢;2 6. ,_5¢_3E-_.;P
8 -3.6517t:-_,'2 @,3345E-_ 2 o._g(_2F-,';2
I ',_-3.508PE-:_2 -I.E'_3a,'JF-'-_2 3.744._F-;,2
H), COS SIN RESUL rA_:l
[ -I .4R43E+V;_4 3.63_iOEi+_!','. 3.o;_7h_.'+;_4
2 3. I ¢85E-_1 -_. _'_165 g'-1_ ! .ri. J 3_bF;-_l
3 -_. 1041F-,':2 3.2_v_2F-,, I 3.2506E- _1
4 -1 . 4_,9qF-_,_1 3.4a_:'_g'-,'l 3.71hJ_-'-'!I
5 -2.2125E-_ I 5.9_,77E-_3 ::).P 133r'- _ I
6 -t .2451E-_'l 9._t_ME-_ 2 1.5734E->,1
7 4.9185E-_4P_ g.4_.:9?E-.,i2 _;. 742i_E-;"2
8 -9.5354E-P2 2.9_,!37F-_-1 2.219',E-' t
9 -o.V,346E-02 -1.7227E._,9 q.1_74E'-,/'2
I_ -3.P867E-eP_ -2.9430F-_2 4.4123E-{.'2
Hr: Cn5 SIK ,;,ESUL T A _!l
? 3. 7236F-__ 1 -4. 3947E-;_ 1 5.76(" lP-v_ t
3 -!. 2_5 IE-_" 1 4. 789_E-_1 4.939_;E-_ 1
4 -2. 5879E-e-? 4. 'J_22..6 E- c_1 4. _;31'_c)E._ i
5 -2.619,3E-_:! 1 _. 3{_5RE-__2 2,7a7_E-,,l
5 -1.4235E-F_I 1.9_i28E-_:1 2.376aE-_!I
7 a. 6a4_E-_}2 4.715,1E-_;2 _.6183E-:,;?
8 -7. 1813E-riP_ 2.2386E-_1 2.351 _E-_:: 1
(_ -9.91(_WE-_,2 -3.3955E-,;_2 1 ._._47_,F-u_I















































































TP 8TEA_Y H_ COS

























4.54gaF+{i;: 4. HSH3E÷v_!_ I i {",.5
-4._727E-='i 1 5. 756e)E-{; 1 315._
5.2467E-P. 1 _.53S4E-_,I 1_ 8. _,
4.57_1E-_1 4. _Q_pF'-_,_ 1 96.3
2.762?E-_? _.bbl 3E-_;1 174 "
7.7qttl F-_12 1. r,t7_2E-,,, 1 46,3
2. 787aF-_.': I _.9355E- :1 1_._. 3
-4.7v_25E-:2 _.38hQE- 12 21'_!.1
-5,51 _3E-_:P_ 9.31_1F-_2 216.3
SIN RESdLT A,_!T SCPNASE
-5._87E-_'1 6._114F-; ] 290.9
fi.9578E-(;_l _.143_P-"l 1_,4.1






Sin RE St.}L.TA_-_T SCPHAgE.
- l :43._7t_-!_ 1 4.73P?F-!_t 197.7
3.8_:_33P -;; 1 3._87E-_:t 26.8
I 2724E-_ 1, _-. 42_E-_,f _ 117.1
4:8368F-L_ 1 4._,77c_E-V_t g/.a
-1 .fi_5_E-q I I. o,_55E-_, _ 234.6
-1.0145E-_.1 I. 1,?pOF-v,) _44o_
SIN _YE,_I!ITA_;T SCc_h_qF
-2.65_7F+:',_I 3.635gE+'r J_ ?p7. _,
-1.9_ 1 _F+,'_l }. Ohl]._E+;' I 272. ._
6.7_'t_ 7F-(-_, 1 t_.77_,_:E+_':.', 4.4
-o.5_3SF+i_'_ I .t_37_F+,*1 52,,.h
7.375{;E+On 7.393hE'+,'!, V4.1
-9.9721 _.-_ ! 3, P_O'_E+_'_ lq_.1
3.6371F+v{_ 4.4552E + _';_-:_ 125.
5.6_37E+;,;( > V._,gfii:*E+.: ''_, t--14.2
P.. 478gF+_; 1 2.67_3F +_t 111 ._
-2.5gg I E+_':,! 1.2134E+_"1 347._
- J..R_idRE+v, I I._,37E+# I 273.2
I .3227E+_1 I .78q7F__l 47.7
6. 4457E+'_F_ g. 766 f'il_.+ ," _ 13,_.7
1 .gRI6F+_ ';_ ,P.. _ a,,_ _,E +':' 1 17P;.2
- 8. _,1394E + ;:'..'_1.3193E+,,I 217.5





























H;:, ,C_,q SIN RESULTANT
1 -1.0B85E+v31 .I.3P_64E._l P.3127_4_1
3 .4.7_7C1E+¢_ _, -7.6374E+_)1 7.652_F*_,1
4 ?.._255F+V1 -2. P.751F+{',1 3, {'146 I F #-_."I
t) 2,82_gE+?.! 1.3737F+_1 3. J 376F+kil
7 -t,7848E-P1 g.B_P74E+_,_ g,SPq_E_._, _
_ -3,818aE+_)t t,6346F+_l 4, Ib36E+!_t
q -7.4_,35E+_(_ -1,7525E+_1 i.9_?r_E+O1
,v_ £n_ SIN RESOL. TA _IT
! -5,8748E-Rt -5,8593E+0_ 5,8887E+_a@
? -1,3_3OE+_1 3,P56_F+O1 3,3233E+_1
3 3.6R_E+OI_ -7,19HRE+_I 7,2_H2E+_t
4 3._2pE+_1 -2.3425E+01 3._Sfi4E+_l
5 1,1_61E+_1 -3.af47F+_l 3.627_E+_1
3o_4F+t_1 1._373E+_1 3.49_1E+_1
7 -3._61RF+_1_ 1.2132E+u'1 J,2513E_)l
-4. =_,:,_/t-*,:i _._14F+_| 4._7£+_I
1: -I._765F+Pt -7._q21E+_ t.2RqtF+dt
'_ £_S SIN RESI,LTAHT
I -?.181_E+{il l._54qF+v:l 2.4233E+_1
2 -1,Pq3_E+gt 2,g247E+{_l 3.12_4E+_11
-1 4323E+_ -7.8214_1 7.8227E+_1
?:7H61F+_t 3,3342F+_I 4,2942E+HI
1.2325E+_ -4.6617E+P1 4.6533E+_t
_ 3.q783F+¢_1 -1.7012F+_1 4.3_7F+_1
7 2,1391E-_l 1,11_E+_1 1,11_2F+_1
-1.g6q_F+v_l 2.g25_+_1 3.527_F+_1
-2°P67_E+_I -4,2441E+_1 4,72H7E+?]
1_ -7°81RBE+_ -4,2937E+6_ 8,g_2E+_
H:, C_S BIN RESUI.TANT
I -3.9455E+_1 2._477E+V_ 4.d4R3_+(_J
2 -1°1711E+_1 2.qgS_E+Pl 3.215RE+_I
3 2,566_E+_1 -7.6_51_+_1 8,_832E+¢_1
5 9.7434E+H(_ -3.5913E+_1 3.7_11F+_1
6 4.7151E+01 -3.6_42E+_1 _°9349E+_1
7 1.IRB9E+HI 6.239_E*(_ 1._724E+(_I
-4.515_E+_1 2.167qF+01 5._nOE+H1
9 1.12R8E+_! -5.6933E+_| 5.8_41E+_1






























1 1.648qE+01 -4,9153E+_1 5,184bE+at
2 -8 7525E+_ 3.7893E+_t 3.88g¢_F_l
4 I _34Rf*_I 1344E+_ 1._36(_E+_1
5 5 7_g4E-¢l 66_7E+(_1 |.6637E+_1
1.1852E+_1 1.2480E+¢_1 1,777aF+;_1
7 -4,474_F+|_ 8,443n_+0_ 9. 5559E+(_H
R -2°|.g_4E+_I 4.gt_71E+P_ 2,2447E+_1
g -6,5395F+_ -6,8936E+_ g,5_E+_


























































































2 -g,dd3,w_+Aj 4._,,_44_F+v 1
3 -I.ttR_4F_.::-_I -9.5111F+'_I
a 2. 141fiF+_1 -2. _2,12E+_ 1
8 -2.5_76F+;_ 1 1.6_-_G I F +c_1
q -3._3_SE+'./q -I._J,'74_+'_I
1"._ -6. | 6_'_F +'A,:) 1 . 4_-.B 3F-.i 1
SIN
1 2.4RIP, E+_I -6.3c} I?',T + U I
2 -1._)_3.2F+>,I 3.q737_'+_,!
3 9.aid4_[ ":-'_t "9._'_399E+_,1
5 g, 6?81t- +d::_ -3.6_}_E÷_ l
7 6.'_133_-'_ 2 l. 1 _65F+':!1
8 - 3. ,? :,_'_F + 2. 1 1. !t 77_F +_:_1
0 n. P1RaF+V,.) -2._OSP. F+_:I
I _ -6. _21E_-_,_ -3.8(_01 E+ _''_
_N COS
? -I. 13931'T+?I 4. ;_rb_aqF + f,, l
4 2._29PF+_il -4. _.,'_57F +,_ 1
% 4. _R_gF-,:_ 1 -4.5_40F+f,J
6 3. 7727F.+:?. I -2. V,_ 15('- +(: 1
7 3.,-_641E+_+_ I. a85,5_+{: l
F_ -1.!356,E+_II 2.7535F+_:1
c) -1..427PE+;,_t -3.4424E+_1
1¢_ -5.i;_423E+';-_ ,_ -1._)61_F+c :_,
l d. fig ! 1E+;,_J -6.3163F +'-;1
? -2. a327tF+:_l a. P_hqF +_,_1
3 P.b_OSE+¢I -1 ._',259F) P2
4 3.839,_F +",'.1 -5.77{;,6E+F t
h ,_. } 43oF+ql -3. o'113F+:;I
R -3. 357_F+,-! I 2. _335F- • c"_
9 I .t'_l_3E_:l -4.6a35r+U,l
H_ COS SI_
1 4.?h2_E+_l -l._'v_F'["+"2
P_ P_._75(}E+i;l _.3310F+_ 1
3 4.4,SC'_OE + h!_ -2.7_)79F+_,_I
4 R.2,_6qE+¢,'_ -1.7_49E+,_"_
5 _. 7267F+_ " I. 5_E-_'_ !
7 -,3.34 (-}IE'-_'_I -2.64_aF-':2
8 P.6732E+_; '-_ -7.6769_'-;'_1
q _. aq4OE-:A l -5. ] 752F-;? _











Q. :'4<14F+,_ 1 :7 _.,_
a. 125,_i:+,,1 _ I .'3
3.727_E+v1 2_5,_
3. ',',;0? %F +;', _ 1 ,_. 2
3.41 ,q£F+:".l 15q.r4
7.7_, 20E+;'_' 21:_.. !
_ESULT'A,_T ._CPI)ASE
6. :"_ A F,E +'<: _ 276.6
0.9221E÷;'I _03.')
,5.I! 2: E_;:] 3' 3.7
I .bI_9_+;:I 7_.3
2.g78bf+_l 11P..4
3.7265E+:._I 2 d 7..")




g.7_ 33g+': ; 69..2
d._+)74F+C" I IA'_.O
4.7'3 _F+,;I 72h2.4
I • a_a l_f+'," 1 22_.!
R [!:.RIIL TA_T SCFiIASF
l . (,,"; 14 E +*,';._ 2(,_3. !.,
d..R?_ _ 7 F + ;.',1 ha .a
2._.126E +_I 270.v,
2.7 :_<')66 +,_:' .]. 3
3. 350_.)_ -,;' 1 1_4.5
2.7 a 1PK-:+,_':_ 344._:'


































1 5.5395E+fft -I.2361F+P2 t,3545E÷_2
2 -i.a349F+_t 4.59o7F+_l 4.711RF+:_1
3 ?.2356E+_1 -6.573_c+¢1 _._4PaE+_I
5 -3,4_3_E+_,' -6.St23E+v_i 7.3571E+:_!
1,3548E+_ -3.54_4F-_I 1,a_aE+_ _
7 4.8173E-_1 -6.4919E-v_l 8._4,_E-_l
r+++ C n S
_E$_IL. TANT
1 ft. 7a 13F+_,Sl -1.35+1t +++2 1.4754E÷ +_
2 -t.695qE+(Pt 4.63579+_1 4.93_2E+_+1
3 -7.5830E+P;_ -9.q3k_PE+_il q.05OlE_.'++t
4 I. fi58,_.,-_ ! - I, 8_,9"2F +-f,_1 2. ?83bE+C_, 1
r_ .5.556._E+:_+_ -].3_6_E+S1 1.41o_,E++:;1
7 -3.v,;+34F+i+ ',+ -2.2267F+_ > ].73+_E+>+.
0 -P_,_fi_F.i*,!_. 4+79(i,_F+_4 4+8.,+a7E+',_ "_
iq,,+ C05 SI"i
_E S_,JL.TA "JT
1 6.7572E+_:1 -1.4243E+_'2 t.5765E+:,*_
2 -3.23151"7+_' 1 3. B7969+_: | 5.1_49_k +v,l
3 6, t 999E +',_+,_-9,332.1E+:_ I _. 3_v_TE +:_, 1
4 1.52! 1+F+++',I -_.3794E+,._1 2._41FI+_c+1.
S -4.411qE-Ul -1.738!E+'_1 1.73,_76÷_1
7 -1.5++_IE-._2 -4.q_3,'tF+{;',+ 4.qq,'t3F+:'_ _
8 t.l +5mE+_1 -3._oo3E+t' _ 1.1_51E* _I
1 _;_ 3._Q61E+!_V ++. I. 8176F+;;,+ 3.5_¢+2F +,4,_
yt,N COS SIN RFSLII TA+,_T
3 -2.7_4RE+_"'I -I.C+739E+v_2 t.v742E+_2
1.9981E+_1 -3.2_76E+2Jl 3.8++12E+,: !
-4.|77:4E+_*J -2,_47E+,'I 2.12fitE+'_l
2._ _,'_3E+_+ -1.2Q32F+;_l 1.3+_01E+_+1
7 -_.7a23E-_1 -2.2)_;_E++/_ 2._612F÷+J_
q 3,fiTq4E+'_ _.3hl'_F+t_1 1.4 173E*'1
8Ir_HN COS RESUL. TAc_T
I 6.996_E+_" 1 - 1 . 57h6E+{-,2 1.7240E+_2
2 -ft. 3_63F+L_ t 3.Sh77F +:_1 6. 3041F++,_t
3 3. lq77E+vl -I.138PF+L2 1.1 _,_3E+,_2
4 2,1446F+(_1 -3.7135F+_41 4.2_3_+i_1
5 -fi._'_If+!'+'+ -2.',+_391E+-_:t 2.15PqE+'_I
6 1,_253E+_;1 -I. 7+_87E+_1 2.¢_17E+,_:l
7 -4.0684E+_Y, -5.3148E+_ 7.7741E+:_ +_
8 I .3547E+_1 -3. 9933E+';_'.4 1.4173E+_!
O -7. I293E+4_ I. 876F_E+,::_ i 2. P_76E+g I_










































































HN COS SIN PESE)L TA;_T
1 3.5_8_E+t_1 -9.32R4E+_t g g663E÷_l
3 6.2561F+t_O -I .7995E+[_t 1,9_51E÷_1
4 4,2310E+_A -t,2h_7F+_v_ 4,4157E+;_
8 a 781aF+Pv_ -l..qR;_3E+r_,_ 5.1753E+,'-;
g -8 ' _._3aF-_ 1 1,4693F-_t _,(_745F-'_ t
ld 7. 934,qE-_'_ 1 -1,1327E+;_ 1,3R2VE+PH.

















1 5._52aE+_1 -1.2154F+_P 1.3162F+_2
2 -i.q464E+;_l 3._515E+_1 3._1o4E+>_1
5 -t,ghb7E-f, 1 -7.4_13F-_11 7,_774E-_1
6 -2,8537E+Pvi -8,7613E+_) 9.2145E+P_ ;_
7 -3o60_E-_;1 -4.1593_+_ 4,1749F÷_t. _
9 1,_03E_ 7.4_11F+_ 7._14_F+_
H_ COS












I 4.q747E+UI -1.3341E+t)2 1.423_E+;_2
2 -3.2;_33E+_1 2.6623E+_1 4.16_3E+@I
4 6,_44_E+_ -1,2545E+_1 1,392_E+_1
6 -_.5734E+_! _ -2.6974E+_ 7.1_53E+_
7 -1,R_gSE+I_ -7.5153F+V_ 7,7311E+v_i
8 7,6_53E+_ -J,31_7E+_l 1,51q4E+_il
9 8,shg6E+_O 2.1194E÷_}1 2,2975E+CI




















































RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY
_.37 R_4FA53 2 1.399E+01
RUN FIRST t/R TP STEADY
37 _4FB53 3 -3,76eE÷_1
RU_ FTRST 1t_ TP _TEAOY










































































































































7 -2 3138F+00 -5.6331E+0_
8 I10391E+_I -I.3222E+019 1 1278E+01 2.@041E+01





































TP STEADY HN COS




























5 O.O00_E+_O 0.00_0E+0_ O.O00OE+_
7 P.OOO_E+_O _,POOGE+_P _.I_MOE+O0
8 O.OOO_E+O_ 3,O_OE+O0 O.o_OOE+O_
9 O.R_OOE+00 O.BOBOE+_ O,OOOOE+O_





































TP STEADY"RUN FIRST 1/R CH









HN Cn8 SIN _ RESULTANT SCPHAsE\,
\
2 _.00_E+8_ 0._00E+O_ _.00_HE+_ 133.6
4 B.POO_E+00 0.0000E+0_ 0.0_OE+PO 43.2
5 o.0O_0E+_O 0.000_E+0_ _,0_0_E+0_ 315,8
6 0,o_E+0o _,00_E+00 0,0_00F+O0 55._
7 _._E+_ _._(_H_E+_ O._E+_ 87.1
8 0.0_t_F+_a_ 0.000PE+(aH O,_OvF+_ 1RI.2
IB _._0O_E+O_ a.O_O_E+_ O.h_E+_ 262,7
1 6.d3g_E+_l -1.6354F+_2 1.7fi77E*¢:2 2q1'.5
2 -1.8_86ff÷_1 3.qg12F+_l 4.3i_P4E+_l lll.q
3 1.66_7E+_| -2.g758F+_t 3,4_7q_+_1 _qg,2
4 2._621E+0_ -8.g503E+_ g.a277E+(_ _R8.3
5 -9,qta?E-_l -2.3537E+_0 _,5540E+_ 247,2
6 -5,4535E+OH -4.850RE+_ 7,?_R7E+O_ 221,7
7 -8._370E-_1 -fi._SB2E+_ 6.1410E+_ 2_2,5
8 1.7614E+01 -I.13_2E+_1 _._845E+_1 327.2
9 1.5398E+H_ 6 5847E+_ 6.76_4E+;_ 76.8
10 1 -15=+_ :8_98E-_ .44 _ 327.4







5,9701E+00 5,9708E+00 ' 89,1
1 7,4_30E+01 -1.7078E+02 t.R613E+_2
2 -_._94_E+_1 3.Pg6gE+O1 4.2388E+@1
3 2,g425E+_l -2.9965E+_1 4.1997E+_1
4 3.3300E+00 -I 2905E+_J 1.3327E+_1
5 q.407_E-_l -3:48_9E+_ 3.b_5_E+_
7 -I.7197E÷_O -7 8476E+0_ 8,_338E+P_






/_UN FIRSTI/R _ TP STEADY HN COS SIN RESULTANT SCPHASE,
37 flO3F846 . 6 -1.313E÷_2 ! 6o§256E÷_I -I,7941E+02 1.9_91E_2 290,_ '
" 2 .2.757fiE+81 3o3574E÷_1 4,3447E+01 !29.4
r 3 307_45E+gJ "4"_9E6E÷_l 5"5t87E+_1 312"2
................................. 4 2-,7-84;zE-44_---_I,4t2_E-+LRt---t_d3_3E.+_ t ...._8-1_wc_-_
5 _2,3177E+_ 1,9551E+_ 3,0322E+_e _2_,1 1
6 6.4763E+0_ 2°5841E+0_ 6,97_8E+P_ 2_1.8 _7 t.1869E+_0 -4,9853E+0_ 5oJ247E+_0 2fi6,6 _
.......................................... 0-- 1,7848E_.t---to-3_30E+01 -2_2_98E+_1 - -323,.9--
9 1.3423E+_0 1,3651E+_1 1,3717E÷_1 84,4
10 4.4027E+00 -9,184_E-01 4,4975E+OR 348,2
RUN FIRST t/R TP STEADY HN C()S SIN RESULTANT SCPHASE i
37 _03FB46 7 -1,491E÷02 1 8._274E_0! -1.8358E+_2 2.0_37E+_2 P93.6 1
............................ 2 .l- 5.06¢7E _l 1 2o5152E+_1 5,6513E+_ 153,5
3 7,0_82E÷_! -3°1381E+_1 7°6787E+_t 335,9 :
4 6._978E+BO :2,8_12E+_1 2,0921E+_1 28e.9 I
5 ,6,6419E-_1 4°e861E÷eO 4,1397E+00 _6_.8
.................................................. --_---1,4t¢)2-3E_q_1 2.7355F+Oa ..... 1,_3-q_E_01 ---195-.-3--:
7 -1,Sl_OE-al -9,_284E+_ q,0303E+_ _68.8
8 2oIgFIE+PI -1.3484E+_1 2,5779F+_1 32R,5
9 -5,7_68E+_0 2,6306E+_1 2o6918E+_1 1_2,2
.......................... _ .... 4,t.¢_69_-0¢ 5,|884E+_0 6,6171E÷0_ . 51,6




• 5 -1,t657E+RI 4,8588E P1
6 -3,4995E_00 -9,7829E+_
• 7 6,7939E Bt 6.7992E-01
9 4,3067E-_1 -2.8245E+_
..... 10 1.9942E+0_ -7,5e¢SE-_l
...... -__: ...... , . ....... . ...... - .
hU.-FIRST i/R TP StEaOV COS Sin " '





.............. 6 --2,6_47E_L_ -3,6241E+_




RUN FIRST I/R TP _TEADY HN COS SIN







,., 1_ -2,084_E+0_ -5,3092E+O_
RESULTANT SCPHASE
5 657_E+_1 _58.5 '
2°2_34E+_1 65.2 ,
1.1667E÷01 177,6 1
1o039aE_01 _5_,39.6117E _1 45._
tQ1_3El+_1 _- 141.4-
?.857_E+0_ _78.7








































TABLE 6.- CONTINUED OF POOR QU_LLiTY
o) Contlnued
._RU.N-F'_$_ -_ -- _TP _--: -8TEkO¥ -HN- _5:-- - -...... _ BTrN-............... RESL,LLTANT_- _--S-C-P-H_








i RUN FIRST I/R 1 TP STEADY HN
734]E+0_ -5.3837E+_1 5.3966E+R1 266._ !
4795E+_1 -1,1391F+_1 1.8672E+_I 217.6 1
5350E+Ot 6.0047E+00 1.6482E+_1 158,6 :
6519E+Oe 1.38_6E+_i! 1.4058E+_1 le_,9 i3494E÷01 1,45_6E+_0 1,357_E+_1 t73.9 i
283RE+_l 7.9_36E+80 3.3776lr+_] 166.5!
57q_E+_O 12.6754E+01 2,6993E+_I 262.4 18977E+0_ 1.0870E+01 _.l_4qE+_} 255.1 i
................... ...................... i
r
COS 8Ik RESULTANT $CPHASE i
........ 6 -8.gt6E+_4 .........t _I,_2E+@I--B.2873E+_t
2 -2.2441E+_1 -3.6@_2E+_
3 1.6862E+0_ 2.3887E+_!
4 .1.5915E_ 1 1,_74_E+_1
.......... 5 3._q6]F __ l-5._'_S_8E_O!
,45_1E-81 7.2948E+_0
8 -3._784E÷g% 7,4763E+0_








RUN FIRST fIR T_ _TEAOY H_. -COS. " SIN
37 _03FBO0 7 -1,087E+_2 1 7,2784E+He -5.8256E÷Ot




l- 7 1_744_E+0_ 1.407tE+_1-
--;:............ 8 °3,4379E_el 4.803_F+0R
':" ' 9 8,1735E _1 -6.8655E+01


































4 _._E+O_ 0._0_0E+_ _._O_E+_ 323.8
5 R.OOO_E+00 O._ROE÷_O _._E+_O 278.9
6 R.OR_OE+O_ _._F+0_ O,_H_E+t_U 327.3 !








_RST I/R CH TP -STEADY HN







,COS SIN RESULTANT .SCPHASE
_, _;_0_E,00 0,000_E+_ 0,0_00E+00 t20,_ I
0,0500E+00 et, 000_1E,00 _, _PJ_E+_O 155.4
0, _O[_OE+@v) o. B{_EOE+_IO rA,_ k9{__ E + {.'P P79,7
B.BBRBE+RB _.B_B_E+B_ B.B{_E+_:I 133.5
































0, _OBE + C_('_ 326.1
_. _O_E+_ _':._. 1_5_,8 -
RESLILTANT "SCP'HASE
0. B00{_E ÷_.;_ 2B_I. 5 I
C_,P;_B_E+P'_ 353.9
_. _:_ O_F +_,_ 326._
O._P_E+O;_ 138.2 n
B.B_E+_O 78.5 t
_rae,_ e('}E+_ _ 3e8,_
_. _ _ _E +_3',_ 18.8,9
nRI_N-FIRST t/R .... TP---:-5-TE-A_Y











e,e_E÷ee _ 28 "



















0.0_00E+00 0.000_E+00 P.H_00E_O@ 144.5
TABLE 6.- CONTINUED
_ _._. ."ORIG_PAL " " IS
OF POOR QUALITY
c) Continued
Tp sT  oY .. ....
C08 ........ SIN ...........RZSULTANT SCPMA÷E
37 004C090 3 O,@H_E+O_ ! @,B_ORE÷_@ 0.B00_E÷00 B,OBB_E+_ 155,_
2 0.0000E÷00 0.0o0_E÷_o O._e_E,_O 318.8
9 _._E÷e_ _._e_E+eO _._E+_ 134.7 [
RUNrFIRST |/R - TP STEADY HN C08 SIN RESULTANT 8CPHASE
370_4C890 4e.e_eE+e_, t _ _eeE_ 0.00_E+_0 e._0_E+00 83,8
.............................: ....................2 ._:_ee_F_; _;000(_E,_@ _._e_f_ _5-._
4 _._m_E+00 0.00@_F+_ O._F+_ 49,2
5 _=_O_E÷_ _,_E÷_e _,_E_ 81.3
8 e.BBe_E_ee o.e_eeE÷e_ e.ee_E÷ee 21_.2
9
............................._ ,,•=',,_,_,L__'_ =0_.=_ _ _. -_ __,,;, _- 3,gi
............ tB B.BBB_E_BO eBeBF÷PB B._ePf÷_ 77.t
RUN FIRST t/R TP STEADY HN .COS SIN RESULTANT $CP_ASE
37 _04C090 5 e._OeE+_@ 1 _.ReO_E+BO R.@_E+@_ _._e_E÷_O 285.7
0.0_00E÷00 _.eBeOE÷_e _.B_E+_ 27_.@.eme_E÷e_ e.eooeE,ee _.m_eeE+_ 357.5 ]
............................................... 4 e._eO_E,ee- e.-e_eeE_oe _._eeeE÷_ 1_a,I
........ 9 _,000_E+00 0.00e0E+@_ 0,0000E+_@ 283
RUN FIRST 1/R TP STEADY HN CnS SIN RESULTANT SCPHASE
37 R04C090 6 R.OO_E+_9 1 0.0_00F+0_ 0._00@E_0 0.0_0_E+_ 36.2
3 _,0_00E÷0_ 0.000_E+_0 _.0_00E+_ 259.5
..... a _.Og_OE+@_ O,@gggE÷gO _._00E+0_ 260,6
5 g.geO_E÷00 0.0_0OE÷00 O,e00BE÷gB 191,5
......................................... _ 0._0_E÷_0 ......_.O_t_E_ m-,_'E_ ......;_h',_._--I
7 0.0e0_E÷0_ _.0000E÷_0 e. OBB_E÷B_ 1@4.2/
8 0,000oE_00 Oo@B@_E÷R_ _.@R_OE+P_ 21_.4
RUN FIRST 1/R TP . ...... _ TE AD Y ..... HN COS _IN RESULTANT ........................................... ..... _CPHA_E
37 004CR90 7 _.0_0E+00 I
e.O_E+B_ _:B_OBK÷O_ _,_E÷_e _Z._
3 _.00_0E+00 0.0gggE+gg _._90_E÷_ 57._
5 _.00_E÷0_ _.eeeef_e @,0_0_E÷_ 82.9:
7 _.000_E÷00 e.0_00E÷0_ _._0_E+00 187.1
8 0.0gfOE÷B_ 0.0000E+00 g. Oe_RE÷00 22g._




RUN FIR8T I/R -TP STEADY
37 PTCHLINK 2 -4,823E+Ot
OF POOR Q _LI_/
TABLE 6.- CONTINUED
[
-- I e) Continued
FIRST t/R _ TP STEADY HN COS SIN RESULTANT SCPHASE
............................ 2 ..8.0000E+0@ _O.B__.E+__¢ _ _,_g¢_{_E+_ - g.B.
_ - -- , 3 0.1DIAOt_E_Qm O,QElO:m_OI O.OOOOE÷f_O ' 253.:_
4 e.e_E_.O_ e,_OOOE+eO e,r_E+_V_ t70,9
5 O]_ t_teOE+00 _ BOOOE+e_J t_.00e_E+00 204.1
7 _:eeeeE+e_ O._e_F+_a B. _eaHE+_(a 272. _4
8 0_ _J_O_E+00 0,0000E+00 l_.000_E+Ota 333.3
_._e_E+O_ _.e_O_E+_ _, _E+_ 32.1
HN COS BIN
1 1.5638E+01 3,3064E-01
_ -2,6_53E_00 8,2615E+eg-7,918_E 01 2,0573E+0_
-9._805E-e2 -4.SIBOE-_t
10 -2.8_91F-01 -2.1285E-_1
_R N FIR:ST I/R .....:TP :_:I:_: STEADY HN
37 PTCHLtNK " ' ' 3 -5,518E+01
COS SIN




5 -S 425_E-01 2.1659E+_B


















2.3740E+_ 1111 _753E+_ .....356_-
_:049"E+"e 2904837E-01 291,4
8,621PE-01 31-1.fl
RUN FIRST 1/R TP STEADY HN COS SIN
I 1,8902E÷_1 2.1526E+_e
2 -6,8318E+00 8.0514E+_
3:1.3953E+_@ _8,5783E+_4 3,2169E+_ 8,271_E-Rt
5 -1.6_67E+0_ 8.3112E_16 1.21B4E+e_ -2._02tE _I
7 1.3046E_O_ 1.8818E+_
9 t,579tE-01 3,1251E _t
10 6,1241E-01 -5,3388E-_1
TP STEADY HN COS




.... _ .... t.t76dE*i_B--2
7 I i6632E+OR 18032E-02 -2,



















?.2447F+_08 3 2444E+00 271._
9 2,572qE-01 -I.3457E-B2 2.5764E-_1 357._
37
' TABLE 6.- CONTINUED
• _ • . _
/_UN FIRST I/R - TP :STEADY
37 PTCHLINK 8 -6.8R9E,,,OI
............ 7.....................
RUN FIRST I/R TP STEkr)Y
37 #TCHLINK 7 -8.242E+01
e) y Continued
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 2.1843E+01 5.016_E+00 2,2411E+01 12.9
2 -8.7404E+00 8.7917E+00 1.23_7E+01 134.8
3 -8._652E-21 -1.1693E+B1 1.1721E,01 266,1
4 -5,461_E'_0 -2,4851E_g_--5-;_)98E+_ 2_4.5
5 -1.3706E÷00 1.0607E+00 1.7331E÷00 14,2;31
6 6.2066E-01 Io0010E+0_ 1.1778E+00 58!_!2!
7 4.2320E_00 10,2




























































RUN FIRST t/R CH TP STE_nY







" 37 LEADLAG ,_5 6 _.,_I_E-'_. _ I g._E÷gt_
4 0. _B_E +t_(_
........................................................._J---_, _B_.E ÷ _ _;
6 2 000_E+00
8 0. _}000E+E_
















RUN Pt R_T--t-/ R- -f. H -- -TP ........ S-TE-_O_t ..... HN



































RUN FIRST I/R CH TP STEADY
37 FLAPANG 36 3 2._97E+g_
RUN FIRST I/R CH
37 FLAPANG 36
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 -2.8242E-el 4.91_6E-_1 5._4_E-:}1
2 -1.1_51E-_2 -1.124AF-_1 1.1298E-_1
3 -5.3434E-_2 1.6528E-_1 1.737_E-U,l
4 -6.g661E-03 3.5158F-_2 3.56777-_2
5 6.lq51E-03 2.1_24E-_2 2.1918E-_2
6 -1.5289E-02 -1._812E-_2 1.872fiE-_2
7 3.6281E-Q3 -6.6394E-03 7.Sb6_E-_3
8 !.PlISE-_2 -3.498RE-93 1.761_E-_?
9 5.57_?E-g3 8.1_20E-_)3 q._491E-_3
10 6.5575E-_3 8.5125E-04 5.61_6E-_3
TP STEADY HN COS









" -- |_ 3:0724E-_3
RUN FIRST I/R CH TP STEADY Hq COS

























































































































FIRST fIR Ch TP
FLAPANG 36 7
RUN FIRST !/R TP
37 TOR(4UE 2
RUN FIRST I/R TP
37TORQUF 3








4,216qE-_3 5 ° {_262E-_2
- 3.4'_grAE-P)2 2. 1234F-_*_
-5,_766E-_3 -8.821_F-k_3
5.4932E-_3 -_.145P.E-_2
8.2P- 1PE-_3 2. 3344E-_2




































































































STEADY HN COS SIN
5 6,948E+_2 1 1.5713E+_0 -4.8712E+0_
2 1.4702E+BB 6,5_87E-@1
3 2.6624E÷_ 2,5155E+_0
- 4 -4,2518Ee.Ot--3, IB68Ee_t
5 -1,g407E+e_ -1,3313E÷_
6 -t,R,1RE+,_ :1i4962E÷027 -1,1388E÷@. 1 369eE+_08 1_4314E+01.- 3 3_43E+gO
9 3.5182E-_1 4,355[_E-_t
I_ 2,_645E-_1 -4,6011E-_1
STEADY HN COS SIN






































.. 1:3666E+_[ _ -7,13_?E-_1
7 7,20_1E-_1 3.2665E-_2
8 9,66677+_ 1,1_4_E+_1












IP _TEADY w_._ COS Sl ._!





7 -4,gl. 77E+_ 7.995PE+_
O -!.78627+B_ -2.39H_F+_
1¢ -2,3216E÷BO -I,3R79E-_It












































RUN F_RST I/R TP

























































































3 2 5277F+n! 8.5B64E+g_
5 -t.510qE+e: _:74QO_*_e6 5.9_17F-_1 - g423F-:_1
7 -.1,329!_+_ -1.3597F+_
8 5.925QE+_ -4.9591E+_Q


































REStILTANT S CP },_,_-8E
1.41RIE+O2 289,_
4.3868E-P1 72.2
3.!4_E+_ _ 11_ 9














sI_ RE S!JI. T/,_i T
1 6,1317E_:1 -1,5b_2F+_2 1.6763E+_
-1o3492E÷_1 4 0222E+_lt 4o_425E+_13,1_1_E+01 2:g517F+_ 3. t355F+_l
4 2.694HE+_¢ -4.4133E+_ 5.17_E+_
g a°_305E+_ 2.7676E+_H 4°_645F+;1_











TABLE 7.- FIXED-TIP DATA FROM LIFT-COEFFICIENT SWEEP - RUN 61 DATA
a) Block A data
SUM_*RY LISTING
PlIN 61 wJOZ _1 MT 5_










TP roll' ALPHAS RPH1
2 3.295tE-_! -5.97_SE+BP 7.34MRE+M_
4 3.0651E-_! -6.3413E+_0 7.Q4BI_E*_2
5 3._505E_1 -5.4689E+H_ 7.98WeE+_2
6 3.e550E_t -4._94_E+_O 7.960k_E÷R_
7 3._632E._t -2.83R_E+_ 7.q40_E¢_P
8 3.@566E _! -I.5869E+_,_ 7.94W_E+R2q 3.05@_ H| -d.q641E-@| 7.060_F+02






















































IP CHR CYB CY_ CP8 CPH CT'8











1_ _.¢0_E+_ _.ORO_E+O_ ¢.d_¢_E+_S
TP CT'R CX8 CXR
2 -7,3161E+H2 2.5387E+_ p.5387E+_2
4 3,2353E-t_3 _,P903E-{_4 1.lP34F-P4
5 4,@S95E-H3 2.278aE-H4 1.14aSE-_4
b 4.7726E-_3 2,3167E-e4 1,2171E-04
7 5,5_0E-_3 2,3388E-04 1.2718E-_A
8 6.4863E-B3 ?.3115E-_4 1,29_E-@4
g 6,B_gOE-03 2.201_E-_4 1._IIgE-_4
TP LIQD2R XlOf)2B WIqD2R
2 -1,_584E+_4 3,6724E+03 3 6724F+_3
4 5.4089E-_2 3,R2gtE._3- 1:8787E-035 6.8520E-_2 3.8457E _3 1.9317E-_3
0317E-_ 3,BgB/E-83 p._482E- _3
7 E-o_ 3 15_E-_3 _.129_E._3
8 t."ge4E:Bt 3:8859E-B3 _.!5_7E2_39 1,1493E Ol 3,8669£-03 2,21 3E 03










2 -2.4_57E_054 1,4688E 02
5 1.5139E-_2





































































































OF POOR .......... TY
TP CRMR ROTORHPB ROTOR'HPR TB PMB H8
2 _t'5834E+02 -t.3975E+R9 -t.3975E+09 .t.s44_e+e8 :_:889BE+09 .;:2347E+07
4 .5046E-05 9.838_E_e_ O.q838E+_t 8.4272E+U2 4957E÷02 4OglE+Or
5 ].gOOSE:R5 l._t4 E e_ 1._286E+_2 t.Ob45E+03 .9.63R4E+_I 4.2246Ee_t6 -1.8183E B5 1.0640E+02 1._786E+.02 1.2442E+_3 -1.3475E+02 2.8858E+01
7 -1.2454E-_5 1.i318E+02 1.1463E+_2 i 4257E+03 -1.734_E*_2 lo_108E+Ot
98 -3.9054E't'2703E:Ob_5 I'3528E+02 _.3673E+0_ tt_6792E+e3 -I.8145E*_2 -1.3_85E+01o5_7E+02 .515tE+_2 7701E+03 -2o3923E+B2 -4o3993E+01
t_ Oo000_Eeee e._e_OE+_ _.0000E+O_ ot:6737E+Ot 1.3761E÷_ 2o8339E-_1
TP $F8 RH8 OA
4 4707E+_ _:6341E+Ot 6.5_E*_2
0589E÷_H 4.3582E÷01 K,_737E+_2
6 284bE+0! -3o7745E+Ot 7.02_8E+0_
7 6_63E+01 -2.5_57E_0I 7.4864E+02
8 -3.4314EeOt -2o558_E+01 R.g4BTE÷_
9 -5.7203E+_I





































-4.0717E:03 -4.0717E:03 -e..6136E:_3 -_.6136E+e3 -6._865E:04 .6o6865E,041.6344E _3 3.0444E 03 1.664_E 04 .4752E-e4 3.7O7eE 03 3.7617E-03
5 2.008_E-_3 3.3825E=03 -5._332E-_5 2.9874E-05 3.7687F-_3 3._230E=_3
5 1,3793E_3 2.718RE_3 -i._9iqE-_3 -t._IIqE-_3 3,9_67E-03 4,_412E-03
7 4.8585E _4 1,7921E @3 -I.2527E-_3 .1.1728E-03 4._752E:03 4.33_E:@3
8 6.2905E _4 6.279_E_4 -I.5496E-03 .1.57_8E_O3 5.IIOqE 03 5.1655E 03q -2,105iE-03 .8,945/E _= -2.7372Eo_3 -2,6595E _3 5.62q|E-_3 5,_834E-03
TP CPP/$B CTt/S8 £T_I$_
2 -1,_132E+_7 -9,_658E_3 -q._658F_03
4 2.623_E-_3 4._336E _2 A,_glE _25 2_5695E-_3 5._558E _2 5._3_3E-_2
6 2.6435E-_3 5,94taE-O_ 5,qIa_E-02
7 2.770_E:_3 6.8468E-O_ 6o8179E:02
3.3763E 03 .._TsE:_? Ro037_EH23.8i46E-03 R.4681E 02 8.437 E _2


















2 -2.0607E+05 -_.3115E+_5 -1.31i5E_5 4 5507E+_=4 4.55_7E+B4 -2.9355E+_64 t.0881_:_2 ,7435E-01 _,7a25E _1 :7448E-02 2 3274 -02 2._22HE-015 I.ltl4E 2 .5338E-01 8.49_7E-OI 4.7655E-_2 2.3O37E-_2 2.0853E-01
1.256_EI't720E:_2_2 _'9986E'01 q.9525E-01 831tE-_2 2.5381E:U2 2.1961E-_1.14 1E+0_ 1 1413 _ ::8513 _2 6 _2 33 2 Or
8 1.53_iE:02 .3563E+0_g l.7PO5E 92 _ !.35i_E+0O 4._i53E-0_ 2.b873E-e2 2.StltE-Pl,4p93E+O_ 1.424iE+_0 4.79i6E-H2 2.7439E-_2 3,1i46E._1
10 0.0_00E,00 -2.1216E+OI -p.1221E+_I -3.89btE-_t -4._977E-_1 0._00E+00
TP P/gVD2SR [)E/QD2$B DE/I_D28R Yt_D2SB YtODPSR LB
24 -2.9355E+O62._51BE,01"_:981_E+06 -_ 981_E+_6 -1,2461E+05 .I,2461E+05 ,_,0108E+_85475E-Or i:BIglE-_I 2,78 9E-_3 _.i3BiE-R3 .4133E+02
2.1154E-_| 1 6o88E-_! R76_E-_1 .8.4956E-H4 5.0424E-H4 _._637E+03
2.2261E-01 1:713OE-01 }:9723E-_1 -1._376E-_ -I.7_29E-_2 .2431E+03
87 _:8411E-Ot3662E'_I _:BStIE-O] _ IH2aE:_I .2.097_E-02 -1.9632E-02 _.4245E+033295E-_ :5724E 01 -2.7732E-_2 -2,6407E-02 .6782E,03








2 -t,61,38E÷_)_ 5,5_gSE+_7 _,sBgSE_7 -3 661,hE_9 -3,0615F÷_9
a 8.3621E+_2 5.gJ96E+_! _.o_3_F_I 1:93_oE÷_2 _.2695E+_2
5 IoM583E+_3 5o9398E+_l 2. q_3bF.*P. I 2ot_52[_'2 2. 3383E+L,2
6 1,2:,}74E+&_,3 (_,8M63E+31 _, 1555F+[_1 2o | 297F÷_,2 2,4521F+_2
7 I .4184E+M3 6. _gSF+_41 3.2_ 78gl_._ ! 2.3_._7E+_:_ 2. b 13_4F*_,2
8 1.b72_E+_3 5.q5_2E +Ctl 3.3257E÷r'l 2. _2.%E+_2 3. I _PgE+_12














TP P_ H_ _FR R_R OR
4 -1:5_34E+_2 b.35_lE+_t _ 1027_+t_ 5 44_£+_1 6.b_41E+_2
5 -g,6754E+_I 7,1161E+HI 6:2_gF-_1 4:I692E+{_l _.7bqSE+_2
b -1 3486E+_2 5.088bF+_1 -_.1172E+_1 -3.gO7OE+_l 7.11_HE+_P
7 -1:7323F+_2 3,7283£÷_1 .'_'44_F+_1 -_.2:7561P+_17_25E_l 7.5824E+_2
8 -1 i8103E+t:2 _,3_62E+_1 0,_445E+_:_
q -2 386_E+_2 1.8695E+_1 o3._75E+_1
I_ 1 37b_F+e_ 2.9929£-_1 ._.Rb79E_t -_.5124E+_1 g.gg71£+_2g,Q572F _t -2.423bE_ 7.73_7E-_I
TP Ht-cn_R T_F;I_,75 AIC BIS TO,hUE
2 3 0987E+_ 1,g433E+Sl -2oq65_E-_1 3 9'_7E_! _ -I._,_F+I_
4 4:44MbE+M_ 7.284_F÷H_' -_,]4_2r-£! 4:65ggE+M3 6.55_SE+S_
5 4._639E+_ 7.816q£+_¢ -3.7767_-{_1 4 3_84E+_ 6,7147F+_"2
6 4.26_4F_ _.64_7E+M_ -1.5_gaF+_ 4"8_+P{_ 7.V_567F+P2
8 5.9534E+P_ t._q2_E+_t -2.4382F+_*_ 6.8167E+H_ 8.9o7qE+_2
q b 5253E+_ 1,tSR3E+_l -3,428qE_ 7 6743E+_ _,9125E+_21 '_ 5:1125E-H2 6.5_18E+_ -1.4365E _1 q:142_£-_2 3.832_E-_1
TP X/LR I./DER L/DER ALPHAS ALPmASC
-3,47_@E-B1 4,3gg4E-e2 4.3gg4F-P? -5 q7_SE+e_ -5,qZMSE+_
4 3.472"E-_2 4.3578£+_ 3._846E+n_ -6:3413E+_
b 2.55_2E-M2 5.837_F+H_ 5.S461E+_ -4,s94q_ -4._q4q_+_8
7 2.3116F-_2 _.191b£+_ 5.4284E+_ -2.83_PE+_e -2.83M_E+eH
8 1.988_E-H2 5.8721£+v_ 5.752OF+@_ -I.586gE+_w -1.586gE+_






























5 I _759E+_3 1.5_42E+03
6 I:_609E+_3 1,496_E+03
7 ! a40_E+_3 1,4878E+_3
8 1_0434E+_3 1,4254E+03
9 1 _441E+_3 t,4134E+03
1_ 1:1326E+R_ 1,2490E+_2
TP STEADY MAXIMUM
2 1 423r4E÷_2 2.7388E+_2






2 _9,gOO_E+_3 -9,qgg_E+_34 9=gqg_E÷_ -9,goq_E+_3




2 -qiggg_f+_3 -_,9g9(_E+_34 3 9_59F+_2 b,a8_F+_25 3 9957F+_2 5,64_6E+_2
6 4 33_6E÷_2 h,_745E+_2
7 4i3941E+_P 6,121_E÷@28 4 433qE÷Pp 7,1276E÷_2
q 4 514hE+B_ 7,1737F+_2
TP STEAOY MAXIMI.I_
2 4 9543E÷01 1.02g1F+_3
4 I:4825E+_P 3.6255E+_2
5 ! 4287E+_? 3°6965E+_2
I:4095F+_2 3.9114E+02
7 1,3557E÷_2 4,15tfiE+02















































































































































2 7,6261E*_1 _._470E_024 I,B997E+02 ,1_33E_2
1,_916E+22 1,_961E÷021,1263E+22 t,1317E+g2
7 I,u983E+_ 1.1_24E+_2



































2 1 1_2_E+_ 7,_133E+_2
4 t_92_7E+_ 5,A712E+_2
5 li6893E.,, 5,4697E,,25980E+_ 5,7633E+021 5373E+R_ 6,R530E÷B2
8 1,2362E+¢2 5,5R_4E+B2
























































































































































































































2 -9 999_F+_3 -0,999_E+_3
4 6!5_17E÷_2 7,1_82E+_26 719gF+_2 /.4qTRE+_2
7 @341E+B2 BeH_37E+_2
7 7 494_E+¢2 8.SB23E+02
B 819713E+_2 1,_142E+_39 9 9_06E+_ 1.1257E,O3
1_ 3 8323E-¢1 1.3413E+_
TP STEAI_Y MAXIMIIM
AZIM MINIMUM _LTFRNATING
-99,¢ 6._147F+02 5:7675E+_t316. _ -9.9¢9_E÷_3 -9 OqgHF+B3
317,_ 6.12/BE+H2 6.85_2E+01
316,2 6.336hE+_2 8.3352E+_!
315.4 6.6854E+P2 9 4848F+_1
3|_,4 8.1148E+_2 1:_136E+_2
323_:_ 8,9886E_2 1.1343E+_23.8323E _I 8,_226F-OI
AZIM MINIMUM
4 99qOE+R3 -9.999_E+03 -99 :9 999_E+H35 -9.999_E+_3 -g.gq9_E+_3 -9O _ 9 9_9_E+_3
6 -9.999_F÷¢3 -9,99qOE÷_3 -99,_ -9,999_E+03
7:9,99qHE_3 -9,qqg_E+03 -99,_ -q ggq_E+038 9,99q_E 03 -9,9gq_E+_3 -99o_ -9:999{4E+R3






































c) Block C data
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 2.4fi31E+H_ 2.9392E+_ 3
2 .5o3938E+0_ o5.3635E+_ _:8284E÷_O6_b6E+_H
3 -t.9fi58E-_l -2,3844E-H1 3,R84_E-01
4 -5.1398E+_1 6.144JE-_1 _.1402E+_1
5 -2.312_E-_1 5.342_E-_1 5.82_8E-_1
6 6.fi793E t-_ 1.0424E+_ 1.2327E+_7 t.lfi_6E 01 4.21_2E-_1 4 373PE-01
8 4.556_E+_0 1.45_4E+_ 4:7813E÷0_
g 1.1367E-_1 4.5841E-_1 4.722RE-_1
1_ -1.2_28E-_1 3.4392E-{_4 1.2_28E-_I
HH COS SIN RESULTANT
1 3.1_38E+OH -1._5_9E+_ 3.2769E+0_
2 -5._496E+_ o2._232E÷e_ 5o5328E+_H
3 -l.89efiE+_O 1._967Fe_ 2o1856E#_
4 _6 1523E÷_1 -1.I_23E+_ 6°1533E÷_15 -.:0897E-_1 5.6_3E-01 5.7839E-_1
6 1 33_4E÷0_ 1.4_9Ee_ t.9759E+e_
7 6:5646F-_1 8.7_59E-_I l.agSIE+O_
8 7. 6655E÷0_ 3._671E÷_ 8.2563E+_
1_ -1.6864E-01 -1._705E-01 1,9975E-_1
HN COS SIN
4645E-01 -7.1195E+0_
3 1 4159E+_ 2._912E+0_
4
:4583E+0H 3.3_76E 01
6 2 5_3E-61 1.9571E+0_
7 6:7654Eo_1 1.5683E-_1
9 8191E÷0_ 3._18gE÷_H9 =:220_E+_0 1.5490E_OH
1_ -1.921fiE-01 -t.5filFE-01
HN COS SIN
1 3 389RE÷Oe -5.3792E+_
2 -3:2_6qE+_ -1.3661E÷_1
3 2.4395E÷R_ 1.8952E*_
4 -7 9787E+_1 -7.R240E÷OH
5 -_i67_5E-0_ -_:467BE-036 -1 2833E+00 9961E÷00
7 -3.6291E-01 3._574E-_2
8 7.3216E+H_ 2.9_12E+_
9 1 3626E+_ 1 18_fiE+0_
le -8:155_E-_2 -t:t_e3E-et
HN COS SIN
1 1 8927E+0_ -4.6_81E÷_
2 -5:3!94E+B_ -2.7232E÷_1
3 3 4231E+00 2.31_RE+_
4 -7!8_58E+01 -1.1122E+015 -2 3255E+B_ -I.231_F+_B
6 -5 2469E+0_ _.468_E+00
7 -9!733_E-_1 _:I426E-HI8 5 5106E+_e 7251E+00













































































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 1,7444E+_0 -5.4473E+e_ 5.7198E+ee
2 -6,1257E-_1 -4,_153E_01 4._158E+_1
3 3.3226E+0_ I.sag1E+O_ 3.666_E+_
4 -1.66_6E+_1 -2.61.48E_I 8._946E+@1
5 _ 1835E-_1 -1.4171E_ 1.6887E+8_6 :.:48ZqE+_ 2.9614E+_ 7,1318E_0¢
7 -1.3715E+O_ 1.5338E+PO 2.HSF6E+eo
8 2.723oE+ee 5-,_297E+0_ 5.7199E+ee
9 4 458_F-_1 -I.1566E+_@ 1.2395E+_
1_ 6:31_E-e?-t.2251E-R1 to3785E-_t
HN COS SI_ RESULTANT
1 -1.445_E÷02 7 IabSE+O_ 1.4476E+_2
2 1734E_1 -4:_444E,01 4°5914E+_1
-_:352_E+g1 -1.2351E*_1 2°6568E_1
4 1._27_E+_ 1.63qtE+_2 1.9346E+0_
5 -1._@3_F+_l 2.64_4E+_1 3.2551E÷01
O 1.7206E+_ 4.5925E+0_ 4.9043E÷_
7 -4,_41E+_ -l.t_TF+_ 5.0261E_
R I.]_BBE_O! -t.4a95E÷_t !.0664E_@1
9 2.4568E+_ -1.5803E+@_ 2.9212E+_
t_ 1.755RE+_ 1.8197E-0I 1.7652E÷_
H_ COS BIN RESULTANT
1 -I.7P_SE+02 6.5778E+_1 1.841qE+B2
2 2.gaPTE÷01 -3.5_5_E+01 4,5912E+_l
3 o2.8625E+01 g.6889E-01 2.8642E+_1
4 1,2124E+_2 2.0262E+0_ P.3613E+_2
5 -t._a86E+_l 1 314qE+BI 1.8132E+01
6 -6.PI88E-_! 4:3976E+0_ 4.4386E+¢_
7 -6.4282E+He 8.8687E-H2 6.42RBE÷B_
2.2771E+_1 -2.36eRE÷_l 3.279gE+(1
9 i._5_E-_I -8.3_16E-_1 8.5_19E-_1
1: 1.8481E+0_ -1.3852E+_0 2.3@95E+_
HN COS SIN



















HN cns SIN RESULT&NT
t -1.6587E+B2 1._06E+02 1 937_E+B2
2 4.2724E+@1 -5.8957E÷_1 7:2810E+_!
3 -4.6191E+_t 1.7478E+HH 4.6224E+_1
4 1.354_E+R2 2.6741E+B2 2.9977E+@2
5 2.45H2E+H_ -1.6457E+_ 2,gSI6E+_P
6 o_.5_)11E-R1 4o_61gE-_I 5 3625E-_1
*I.IRHRE+HI -3._474E+_ l:2alFE+_1
8 2._76_E+Pt -2.4_53E+_1 3.1773E+_1
9 -I.3864E_P -1.66_7F÷00 2.tb34E+_t]

























































































































































































































































































































































HN C08 SIN RESULTANT
1 2.9153E+9_ -8.3566E÷_ 8,85_SE+BB
:8,4117E-_1 8.255tE-_1 1,178_E+_3 i.5319E+_ -3.8958E-01 1.5877E+_
4 -5.6_91E_0_ -1.3876E+00 5,7782E+_v5 -2,8536E _1 -5.454_E+_ 3,4658E+_
6 -1.4_74E+8_ 5.2645E-01 1.5496E+0_
7 6,8_81E-_1 1.1388E+U_ 1.3268E,_
8 2 eg83E÷_ -5.3R3_E-e2 2._990E÷_g . :4758E+flR -6.5_78E-_1 1.6129E÷_





















































































HN C08 8IN RESULTANT
I 4,975gE+_1 -5,9974E+_1 7,7g?gE+al
2 -4._545E+@1 6,53¢1E+91 7,6H6aE+Ht
3 7._673E+_1 -3.28bRE+_l 7942E+_I
a E+01
624E+@1 2,2135E+H| 4oB963E+_I
h -4,9a3aE+_l 3.8124E+_1 6,210BE+at
7 -3,_886E+_1 -1,8322E+_1 3 5804E+_t
B 1.1778E+01 -3,2633E+_1 3;4593E+_1
q 981_E+H@ 6.8755E+_ g 1129E+_






































































HN COY SIN RESUI_TANT
1 6.136AE+_1 -4 6943E+_! 7,7264E+_1
2 -4.5594F+_1 b:U_a_E÷e] 7._Q28E+H!
3 8.5_SQE+H1 -2,3_gIE÷01 8,837gE÷_1
4 2.tBaSE+Qt 7.t_7gE÷_g 2,2q72E÷_*I
5 5.6fi04E+{]1 -1,417QE+_1 5.R25_E+@I
._._qSOE+_l 3.4632_+_1 7.@13_E+01
7 -3.3_5E+_I -2.3455E+_I 4._491E+_I
1.396_E÷nl -3.3282F+01 3.6_94E+_I
g 7.I_31E+_H 4 7941E+_]_ 8,56q6F+_
te _.Qg88E+_0 -7:3_9_E÷_@ I._|77E+_I
HN CD_ SIN oFSLItTA_T
-5._88_E+_1 5.b18_E+_1 7.7201E÷_1
3 I _a3QE+H2 -2.351QE÷_1 I.H7_E+_2
4 _:9246E_01 5._46E+_t 2,97RgE+_!
5 6,e_64F+_1 -2.127_E+et b,4287E+_l
6 -5.3065E+_1 3.6966E+HI _.53aIE+_1
7 -3.1393E+P! -2._235E+_1 3,7349E+_1
t.Sh_PF÷_l -2.548aE+_1 2.98q1E+_l
9 -4,2g74F+_H 4,_hglE÷_ 6,34_2E+_
I_ 1,937fiE+_-4.g_gSE÷_ 5.361BE+_,
HN CQS SIN PE$:ILT6NT
2 -6,3_5BE+_1 b.5239E+_t 9,_727E+{i1
3 1,_724E+_ -3.8357E+@1 1.138qE+_2
4 3.17_5E+_I -I.g4RaE+01 3,7214E÷01
5 3.bI4_E÷Ul -5.78_7F+_I _._195E+_12.2_14E+_1 1.3469E+B1 2.b3_IF.+_1
A O.g_gsE+_ -l,_g84E+_t 2.0223E÷_1
9 -3.7P8_÷_ -1,2134E+_1 1,2694E÷_1
HN C{)S SIN RESULTANT
2 -6.8_36E+_I 6.32_9E÷01 9.3_14E+_1
3 9.2798E+_1 -5.1652E+_t I.H61_E÷_2
4 2.4393E+t_l -2.34g_E+_! 3 3865E+_1
5 2,3_5_E+_! -5.2177E+01 5:7_43E+H!
h -3,8A57E+Qt /.654]E+O_ 3,gbO3E÷HI
I -2.4q11E+_t -2._8_6E+_1 3.25_3E÷01
8 2,5733E_ -9,3H2?E+_9 g.7287E+_
9 -I.6471E+_I -1,5884E+_1 2.2_82E+_1





5 ._:242AE+_ -7,4084E÷_0342_E÷_ 6.51_3E_























































































HN COS SIN RESULT6NT
t 1,4835E+_2 -I,4976E+_2 _,l_8_E+_2
2 -4,_q6E+_] 9.5838E÷_1 ioOBt2E+&)_
3 7,6633E+_I -1,_q25E+_1 7._935E+_1
4 1.2_a_E+_t 3.8_54E+Oe t,2h30E÷_l
5 1,7327E+_1 -9.642_E+_ t.9825E÷_t6 7.2_I4E+_ 5.465bE+eO g._885E÷_o
7 2.356RE+a_ 1.7bgOE+_H 2.9474E+_t
-5.1_17E÷_ 7.R693E÷_ B. 7t79E+_H
9 3°4896E+_ -4.7_9bE+e_ 5._6t4E+_
l_ 2.3921E-el 4,8869E+_ 4,_928E+B_
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I 1.6157E+_2 -I 5387E÷_2 2,23t2E+H2
2 -5,6457E÷_1 9:3468E+_! I,_92_E+@P
3 8,99a4E+_! -I.II5RF+_t 9,RSR4E+_t
4 1.4585E+_| 2 B172E+¢R 1,4854E+_!
5 _,J6_SE+_I -9:5_48E+_ 2.3712E+_!
0 -8,2_7_E+_ 4.5_09E+_ 9.a128E+uO
7 _.4_76E+aa 2.2873E+_a 3°32_qE+_0
-3,5_42E+_ 7._42HE+_ 7,8657E+_
4,6t23E-01 -3.5i4iE+_ 3.546_E+H_
l_ -9,7975E-_1 4o9967E+0_ 5._918E÷_
HN cns SIN RESULT&NT
l 1.7533F+e2 -1.6_4JE+_2 2 3764E+R?
-6,4487E+_I 8 9563E+ul l:t_36E+e2
4 2._65_E+_! b 4686E-_| 2,_664E+O1
5 2.5_16E+01 -I.A529E+_l 3,_b54E+01
6 -b,3HqlE+_ 3,6273E÷@0 7,447_E+_
7 3.93_3E+_ 1.773_E+_ 4°3117E+0_
8 -l,47qSE+e_ 4,518_E+_ 4,7543E+_
9 5.HSb(_E+O@ -3 2552E+_c,I 6,699gE+_






























































































































HN .COS sIN RESULTANT
2 0,0_0_E+00 _,_0_9E÷0_ _,_00E÷00
7 e._g_E÷O_ e BeeeE+O_ _.eBo_E÷_
10 0.0_0_E÷0_ 0:0_E÷0_ 0.0_0_E+0_
H_ COS BIN RE5ULTANT
















4 _,0_0_E+_ _.@_+_ O._E+{_















































































HN ,COS SIN RESULTANT
5 OoORORE+_ _,0_¢E+_0 O._000E+OR
g H.RRBRE+B_ 0.0BHBE*O_ 8,B_E+O_
10 _.R_ORE*_ 0.00_0E÷0_ O._ROOE+_O
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
2 1:3_E-_2 "_:2_]_E-02 _.S_1E-02
3 -_ _E-_ 3.e_2_E-.2 3._2_E-_4 2:2_S_-_ -3._E-_2 _.2_E-_2
7 =1.1513E-_2 1._056E-02 1.6671E-_2
8 1._12qE-_2 -1.325_E-02 2.2456E-_2
g 3.636_E-03 -2.61iiE-_2 2.6363E-_2
1_ 1o5988E-_2 -9o00_3E-03 1.8347E-_2
HN COS S_N RESULTANT
2361E-H1 1.9213E:_2-_:9466E-_2 2.7,08E 02
3 41798_E-02 2.9522E_V2
4 6 1207E-82 2._251E R2
fi 5 931RE-_2 -5.3831E-_2
6 1 3758E-03 -1.349RE-02
7 -7 123_E-_3 -4.4975E_38 l:242RE-_3 -3.2782E 02


































3 3.7933E 3 4.3163E-023.3_5_E._2 -4.34_E-.25 t._aE _2 -1.._5E-_2
.z._12E._3 -1._2_2E-_2
-3.9272E:H3 -9.055bE-Q3






















































































1 .3.6,95E-_1-ii1083E.027.981 - 2 4P69F-_2
9,_73_E_03 7886E-_24 5,8375E _ -4,3655F-82
5 2._11_E_02 _677E-P2
6 1.9354E _2 "l:2893E-e2
7 7,5197E a3 1,4_16E-038 9.3393E _3 -3.205aE-_2
g 4.763_E-e3 ,5_86E-_2
H_ COS BIN
1 4.4425E:_1 -4.2341E-022 -5.3781E _ _,4828E-02
3 -2.63RSE-_2 5.gb27E-_24  523 - 2 -2 4 3E- 2l: -9_E-_29B -2.5552F-_2







2 4.377_E e_ -2 6756E-0!
3 -1.369RE-_1 2 5515E _2
4 .2881 _2 9a_3E-_2
5 -3.2342E-_2 2 37_8E-02
6 1,577_E-_2 -t.48_1E-_2




1 -6.5_51E_01 -7 3B3qE-@t2 5.6219E-_2 -3:_35E-_1
3 -1,8355E-_1 6.2335E-_2
4 t,437_E-_2 2i445_E-_5 4.g772E-_2 2 4238E-826 4,4867E-_2 "3 2799E'_2
7 2,936PE-_2 9.983_E-_3
-1 23e_E-_2 _ 2_2E-_3
-3 31_E-_ I 38_2E-_3
I@ --7.5847E _3 4:393_E-_3
HN COS SIN







































































































































HH COS SIN RESULTANT
I -2,5162E-01 9,1602E-02 2,6778E-_1
2 5,8874E-_2 -3 t_39E-el 3.1593E-_1
3 =2,7360E-_1 3:4256E-02 2,7583E-01
4 -5.@Q95E-_3 4.726_E-H2 4,7534E-_2
5 -5,8725E-_2 1,9682E-_2 6,1935E-_2
6 4,3549E-_2 -2.74_3E-_2 5,1453E-02
7 2,1_56E-02 3,1894E-_3 2,1297E-32
-I,g53BE-_2 -1 8144E-_3 1,9614E-02
9 -1,_164E-02 Z:4747E-_3 1,4277E-02
1_ -9,g3_iE-03 5,0769E-_3 1.1153E-02
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I -6.4827E-_1 -1.7183E-01 _,7966E-@1
2 7,5241E_2 -3,6962E:_I 3.772_E-013  .6,9 E  .9985E 2.Tg 4E- l
1,t_87E-_2 -7,1366E-_3 1,3185E-02
7 1._305F._2- 2,9_18E-_4 1.63_8E-028 -1._8_1E _2 -1,2947E-_3 1.2_76E-02
9 -|,3_45E-_2 1,99O_E-02 2,3051E-_2
1_ -9,5675E-_3 t,2625E-H3 g,65_4E-03
HN CnS SIN RESULTANT
1 -3.t_g6E-_l 4.1256E-_1 5.2148E-_1
2 1,2711E-01 -3,7456E-_1 3,9554E-_t3 2,3376E-Ol 1,1_28E-01 2,5847E-01
4 -4,6691E-_3 9,6266E-_ 9,6379E-_2
5 8,5570E-04 6,7107E-_2 6,7112E-_
6 2.3477E-02 -5,672_E-03 2,4152E-02
7 _,2647E-_2 1.4021E-B2 2.7124E-_2
8 4,336_E-H3 4,1344E-_3 5,9918E-_3
9 6,174_E-03 1,3673E-_2 1,5O02E-_2
1_ -5,g]17E-_4 3.19_4E-_3 3.247rE-R3
HN COS @IN RESULTANT
I -5.6QgTE_B1 2,3535E+01 6,!655E+_I
2 2.8967E+_1 -6.2437E+Ht 6,8829E+_1
3 -2,860_E+_1 _,394_E+_1 4,4385E+01
4 ,5,4H4BE+_O 5,_47gE+01 5,0767E+_1
5 -3,H54BE+_ -2 4031E+_1 2.5_18E+_1
6 3,6727E+0_ I:5113E+_1 1.5553E+_1
7 -1.4721E+_1 -7_1_3_E÷_ 1.6354E+_18 -9,q835E+_t 2 1_36E+@1 3,65_5E+_1
g 2,8621E+_1 -4,482_E+OH 2.897OE+_1
IB -1.7741E+_1 3,8253E+_ 1,8148E+_1
CoS SINHN
I -3,3278E+01 3.0424E+_12 4.7173E+01 3.7596E+_1
3 -2 3821E+_1 3.2634E+_1
4 2:5887E+_ 3,765_E+_1
5 .1.4889E+_1 -1.1779E÷_1


























































































MN CD_ SIN RESULTANT
1 -3.19_6E+_1 2 4332E+_1 4.0125E+_1
4.4798E+01 -b:7352E+H1 7.2774E+01
-I.7852E+B! 6 249_E+91 6.dgg_E+01
4 -1._659E+_ 4:1B75E÷a1 4.1e88E+_1
5 3.37_5E÷_ =2._18gE÷_1 2._468E+_1
-1.1465E÷01 2.3228E+_1 2,59_3E÷_1
7 -I.5363E÷_1 -8.19_SE+HH I.Y41_E÷HI
8 -3.g_45E+61 2.6_27E+@1 4,7_91E+_1
9 2,Sfi6qE+_1 -5._147E+Oa _,_5_E+_I
I_ -t,9182E+_1 2.79a8E÷_t 3.3897E+_1
SINHN COS _ESULTANT
I -2.535RE+_1 7 5096F÷_ P._445E+_l
3.7479E+01 -9"8173E÷_1 1._5_8E+_2
3 -3o274AE+61 7:79_6E+_1 8.45_gE+_1
4 -9.1271E÷_B 1.9929E+_1 2.1920E+01
5 1.7_4_E÷@1 5.6221E÷V,, 1._135E+_1
6 -2.5740E÷_1 1.3556E÷_I _91._4E÷_I
7 -6.537aE+_o g._155E-B2 6.53HIE÷_
-3.115qE+_1 4._466E+_1 5.1_7_E+_1
9 3.4650E+_1 -1.2_g_E+_1 3.6771E+_1
1_ -3.5796E+_ 1.b07_E+_1 1.7_58E+01
_ COS RfSULTANT
I -I.25b_E+01 2 90_?E_1 3.2516E÷01
? 2.174_E+_1 -6:2781E÷_1 6.6439E+_1
3 ,2.94_1E_| 4.9927E+_1 5o794_8E*_1
a -2._723E+_I 2,2764E+_1 3.(_784E÷01
5 8,661qE+B_ _.32P_E+_I ?.4783E+H1
-7.1867E-_1 3.5436E_ 3_6158E÷_
7 -3 _59_E+_ -6.6334E÷_ 7.3_48E÷0_
A -3:175BE÷_1 1o326_E÷_1 3.4410E+RI
































HN C(]8 SIN _EBULTANT
1 -1._1_E÷_2 -7.2948E+01 1.2465E+_
2,225qE+_I -7.B972E+@I b,2_4gE+_t
3 -2.1855E÷_1 1 8774E÷01 2.881_E÷_1
4 1.369_E÷@2 2:6793E+02 3.0_91E+_2
5 -5.9B23E+_I 5.75_6E+B1 8.24_6E+_1
6 2.258_E+01 1.1798E+01 2.54_2E+_1
7 -1.8932E+0_ 6 8_99E÷_ 7.0682E÷_
8 1.1_39E+91 -1:2_35E÷01 1.6479E÷_1
9 3.4_23E-Ol 7.4716E+@_ 7,4794E+_H














































































HN COS SIN RESUt.TANT
1 -1 1796E+02 -b.4571E+01 1,3448E÷02
2 3:1}47E+_1 -6.2427E+01 6.9856E÷_1
3 -2.9295E+_ 3.7878E+_1 3.7991E÷ut
4 1,4196E+B2 3, 3145E÷B2 3,6_fi7E+_2
5 -5.9318E+_1 1.972_E+01 6,251_E÷et
6 2,1797E÷01 7.4482E+B_ 2,3_32E÷_1
7 3.3H_OE+flt_ o.0967E+OB 6.,9330E+_8 2.5139E+81 2.1_57E+et 3.2793E+_1
9 1 748_E+S_ 4,2651E+_e 4,6094E+_R


































































1 -2.1_84E+¢2 -1._81_E+_2 2.3691E+_2
2 6.8196E+_1 -6.1516F_l 9.1775E+Rt
3 -3.5877E÷_I 4.92_2E+_1 6._894E+_1
4 1.3197E÷_2 4.5_7_E+_2 4,6963E+02
5 1,6733E+01 -J.6548E+St 2 3533E+el
6 3.135_E+_1 8.1949E+0_ 3:24_3E_01
7 1.2296E+_ 1.227_E+_1 1.2331E+01
8 2.5932E+_1 -8.326IF+OH 2.8189E+_1
9 -4,3651E÷_ 3,2156E+_ 5,4217E+_










































































































































































































































































































































































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I -I,27B_E+_2 -6,3_82_+_1 1,4253E+_2
2 4.2135E+_1 -I.8711E+_t 4.6104E+01
3 fi,73RfiE+_ 1.7698E+_I 1.86_SE+e1
4 t,4_g_E+_2 6.2RO_E+_2 6.4366E+02
5 1,36gtE+_2 -1.6_29E+02 2.tRRRE_2
6 3.6475E+_I -6._2_RE÷_I 7.0388E+01
I -2,8_SBE+_t -2.3254E+et 3.6465E+_1
8 -3,2594E+_! -3.2029E+eQ _,285RE+Q1
9 6.7_65E+_ -1.9_65E+0_ 6,9722E+_0
|_ I.b976E+_ -9._9_4E+HO 9,2475E+_
H_ C08 SIN RESULTANT
t 1.4l 16E+P,2 -8.7896E+P1 1. 6629E+H2
P 5,_)62t E+0e 1.9_47E+_1 I.q7HBE+H1
3 -_,_39RE-(4! -1.7126E+_1 1.7145E+_1
4 _._567F+_1 -2._293E+_! _ 8893E_@ t-
.5 5.3_89E+_I -I.9723E+P_t 5.6634E*_)I
6-3.2755E+_! -2,2932E+@t 3.gQRSE+_l
7 1, c'82_F_,_1 -1.6409E+01 t.gO55E+_
g 3.717_E+00 -4,4926E+tat 4,5O7gE_.@ t
SINHN CO_ RESULTANT
i t.3161E+e2 -i,_4_2E+_ 1._782E+_2
8.9_51E÷_ 2.2_16E+_1 _.3749E+_1
3 -3,1465E+OA -2,7585E+01 2,7764E+_1'
4 3.5241E+_1 -_.R2_qE+01 4._6_4E+_t
5 5,7133E+01 -1.2fiUGE+01 5,85RaE+_1
-2.6223F*_1 -2,1_83E+01 3,3773E+01
7 bo87_tE+_ -2.1157E+Bt 2.2245E+Ht
8 t.nSSqE+Ht -1,I293F+H! 2.1724E+HI
g 2,_363E+_ -5._74tE÷F1 5,0782E+_1
_ 1.611_E+_I -I.1897E+_t 2._31E+_1
_ COS SIN RESULTANT
1 1 3483E+P2 -8.2830E+_1 _.5824E+_2
? 7:2530E+_ 1.930HE+_1 2._618E+_1
3 -1,sRg1E+_ -2.8957E+_1 2 _18E+_1
4 4.4_5gE+_1 -I.1819E+01 4:581_F+_1
5 _,72B_E+_1 -5.8728E+_ _,7457E+_1
6 -2,_al_E+_t -1.845_E+_1 3,2223E_1
7 7.g_gsE+_B -1.8812E+U! 2.H4_7E+_1
1.737qE+_1 -I._378E+@I 2._242E+01
9 1.8113E+P1 -6._851E+B1 6.349_E+_1












































































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT-
1 1.535_E+_2 -7.t5_5E÷01 t,6936E+R2
P -2._142E+01 2._13RE+SI 2.8482E÷01
] t.793iE+el -5.7481E+_1 6._213E*_1
a 5.5_9_E+01 -3.6784E+0_ 5.6_19E+51
5 3,8349E+_1 9.2_45E÷_ 3,9438E÷_1
6 -1.6325E÷_1 5.5623E÷_ 1.7_92E+St
7 1.1784E÷01 _4eTE+O |.5721E÷_1
:II l933SE+0. 2,116gE÷el9 4.8547E÷01 -3 6676E+_1 6.0843E+_1
1_ 2.4140E+01 -5 5655E+_ 2.4774E÷B1
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
.1.5389E÷,2 -6!,248E+_1 1.656_E+_2,5aO3E+_l 1 2e71E÷_t 1.9569E+_11.25 7E+01 39 3E 6.5211 ÷ 1
4 5.176oE+_1 2.2_4aE÷_ 5.1816E÷51
5 2.A648E+et 1.8287E÷_1 3.3988E*_t
6 -l.gS_aE+_l -3.1154E-_1 1,95@6E+_1
7 1._293E+_1 -1,_832E+e1 1,4942E÷el
8 4, 1759E+BH -I.8647E+_1 1.91_8E¢01
9 4,9596E+_I -4.@926E÷_1 6.43_2E+81
1_ 2.4743E÷_1 -6._999E+_ 2.SaB4E+Rt
HN COS SIN






















t 1.4PS_E+H2 -l.38eSE+_2 1,q864E+_2
2 -I 765PE+_0 5.3944E*01 5.3973E+01
3 -1:6612E+01 -3.598_E+_1 3.9631E+_1
4 2,9252E+@1 -2.7351E÷_1 4._47E÷_1
5 4,916PE_1 -1._188E+_1 5°_9e_E+_t
6 -3!H53¢E+_t _1.9380E+@1 3.6151E÷_17 -2 285_E+_ 2.1_52E+_1 2.1175E+_!8 7 7853E+_ -9.4535E+_ 1.2247E+_!
g -1,5147E+0_ -4._585E÷_t _.H614E+_I































































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 1,6201E+02 -1.28342_02 2,_6692_02
2 .1.49RAE+el 4,8146E+01 5._4012÷_J
3 5 3a6_E+0_ -5.337qE+01 5,36462+_!
4 5:25572_eI -I.17302+_I 5.385_E+81
5 5.86_RE+Ot -2.99822÷0_ 5,8705E+_1
-2 6O6qE+_1 -1,59_62+01 3,_538E+_1
7 4:B3832+0_ -2.43652+_1 _.46gRE÷_I
8 6 3963E÷_ -1.4716E_1 1.6_46E÷_I
q 2:7tg3E+Ot -4.794tE÷_t 5,51t7E+et
I@ 1.778_E+_1 -1.2983E+_1 2,2_t7E÷_I
TP RTFADY
4 g,4H3E+Bt
HN CDS SIN RESULTANT
I 1 72576÷_2 -1.2994F_02 2.16022÷_2
2 -2:89!_E+01 5.1365F+_1 5._9422*_1
3 1.45_4E+e1 -7.44_72_1 7.58_72+_t
4 5.75572+_I -1._35tE÷_1 5._4812÷_!
5 4.73572+_1 -1.93632+0_ a,73972+01
b -2.15H1E+_I -8.7622E+_ 2.3218E+_1
7 3.e477E+e_ -2._297E+B1 2,8525F+_1
8 2,1240E+_@ -2.162_E÷_1 2.17322÷_1
9 3.862_E+_1 -3.27962+_; 5._672E÷_I
IR 1.Te79E+B1 -8,483_E_0 1,9_792+81
TP STEADY
5 8,S78E*B1
HN COS SI_ RESULTANT
1 1.7423E+Q2 -1.22232+Q2 2.12832÷0_
2 -2.74132+@1 4.56732+_1 5,32682÷01
3 g.4_IIEeeO -7.9q69F+_1 _,_5192_01
4 5.52272_1 -4.70882÷_ 5,5423E+01
5 4 e3142+01 2.45332+@_ 4._388E_1
6 -2:197_F+_1 -1.6324E÷01 2,73732+_1
7 1 9t7qE+@_ _ 15932÷01 2 1678E_@1
.2:4192E+_e :=:133qE+_1 2:147_E÷01
q 3.7324E+_1 -3.68_0E+P1 5.24152÷01














































































































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT "
! 7.83t2E+_1 -7 QgB8E+01 1 IG4E+_2
:B.57_3_+0_ 1i373,E÷_1 1:_185E+_13,g284 +_ -1 589_E+@1 1.6368E+@1
4 -1.6168E+_1 8 9_6_E-_1 1.6103E÷01
5 -1.2335E_1 3:g744E+00 1.296QE+_1
6 7.7775E+_0 7.7728E+00 t._gg6E÷01
7 -2.3864E+0_ 1.1409E÷01 1.1656E+_1
B -2.9932E+_0 7.9871E+_ 8.5295E+_
q -8.6141E+@ _ 2.g455E+@t 3._688E+01
1 _ -6.1_E+@_ 6.9146E+_ g.26BSE+00
HN COS BIN RESULTANT
1 8.4792E+01 -8 7275E+01 1.216RE+M2
2 -1.3347E+41 1:2842E+01 1.8522E+01
3 3 6067E+@_ -2.3566E+_1 2.3953E+_14 -2:_121E+_I _.020¢_E-_I 2._122E+01
5 -1.23glE+_I 3.838_E÷_ 1.2972E÷_I
6 6.1859E+0_ 6.7836F+0_ g. IBO6E+_
7 -3.7_73E+_ 1.1558E+_1 1.2138E+_1
-2.5_47E÷_ _:I_6E+_I 1.137_E+_1-1.6912 + 1 372E÷01 3 4763
In -g.1639E+_ 7.7422E÷0_ t.i997E+_l
SINHN COS RESULTANT
I 9 2464E+_1 -g.B983E+el 1.3545E+_2
2 -2:1495E+U1 1.430_E+01 2.5817E+01
3 8 _874E÷0_ -3.76_5E+_1 3.8465E+el
4 -2:_812E+31 4.1677E-_1 2._816E÷_1
5 -_.1595E+_1 5.5238E+eR 1.2844E+_1
6 5o_494_+_ _: 7755E+0_ 6.9499E+_7 -3._52E+_ 1536E+_ 9.6343E+_
8 -4.22_6E-_2 1.6124E+_1 1.6104E+01
g -2.4474E+_1 2.3797E+_1 3.4135E+01
1_ -1.1_1E+_1 5.3485E+_ 1.2232E+_1
H_ COS SIN RESULT&NT
t 9.4287E+_1 -t.PliSE÷_2 1.3828E+_2
-_.9647E+_1 _.2_2qE+01 2.3_37E+_1
.7558E+_ -0._91E÷_1 3..9117E+_I
4 -2.0515E+_I -I.gg87E+_2 2._612E÷01
5 -1._7qE+_l 7.256gE÷0_ 1.3H77E+_1
6 5 3881E+0_ 6.5869E+_ 8.5_9gE+_
1 -1_573qE+e_ l.B821E+_t t._35E+B!
8 1.5511E÷0_ 1.7987E+01 1.8053E+_1
9 -2 4761E+_! 2 5784E+01 3.5748E÷_1
1_ -1:1675E+01 6:1351E+0_ 1.31_9E+UI
SINHN COS RESULTANT
1 _.@_E+_H B._HgBE+H_ B._8_E+O_








































































_)F POOR QU_ !__o
SIN RESULTANT
4 0.0000E÷00 0,0000E÷00 0,@00_E÷0_
g _._O_E÷O0 O.RQQ_E_00 o.0_0_E+00
10 _,0000E÷Q_ 0.0000E+00 _.000_E+0_
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
4 _.0000E+00 _.0_÷00 0.0000E÷00
5 ,,.,,._,,E+00 _ _'_ _ 0 _''_ _'_'_
6 Q,_QQOE÷00 0,00QOE÷00 Q.O_@_E÷_
7 e._BB_E÷@_ Q.e_¢_E+_Q _.@BB_E_
R 0,0000E÷0_ 0,_00E÷00 Oo0_00E+0_













































HN COS _IN RESULTANT
I
_;_OE.O_ _._E÷_ _._E÷e_2
3 0 _00oE.00 0.000_E÷00 0.0_00E+0_
4 0:_000_÷00 0.000_E÷00 0,0000E+_
5 0.0_00E+00 _.OPQ_E÷00 O.0O0_E+00
6 _.0000E÷0_ _.000QE÷00 O,0MQOE_00
7 0 0_00ff÷_ 0.0_00E÷00 _,0_0_E÷0_
8 _:0000E÷HO 0.000_E÷00 _.0000E÷00
g 0,00O0E÷00 0,0@0_E÷_0 0.o000E÷0O




























































































4 X:?54_E+U_ -2.2890E+_5 7438E+_ -8o2_6_E¢_
• 3427r+_ -4.|84|E+_


























! 3.0475E+01 -4.31_tE+PI 5,6463E+_1
2 -9.A825E+_ 2.7781E+00 1,_73E+QI
3 -7,42ggE+@_ -3.24|4E_R R,l_62E+_
4 1.341_E+_1 -7.759_F-_1 1.343BE+R1
5 8.6146E+_0 -9.5_1E+_ 1.289_)E+_1
6 -5,40RSE+O_ -4.6077E+_H 7,2_63E+_
7 -1,1233E+_ -4.9277E+_ 5,_541E_
8 I 4177E+0_ -3,3774E÷_ 3,662qE+_
l_ 7.gBSqE-_t -2.0724E÷_ 2.2211E+_
SINHN COS
l 3 576_E+_1 -3.9984E+_1
3 -3,4|9qE+_ -c:465_E_0
4 1,77_BE+_I _:6371E-_15 g.6_8_E+_ - 0_36E+_1
















HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I 3.535RE+_I -3,b34_E+_1 5.H788E+_!
3 g,_g73E-_1 -4,R736E+_R 4,g577E+BH
4 2,1124E+_1 =2,1725E-_ 2.1124E÷HI
5 1 2799E+_1 -l.2797E+_t 1,8_g4E*_t
6 1:_5_2E-_! -3.7567E+_ 3,7582E+_
7 -3,3536El_1 =2.7422E+00 2.7_2bE+_
R -1.7751E+_ -4,2532E+_0 4,6_8RE+0_
g 3,843_E÷_ -b.R_61E+_ 6.3112E+_









































































































TABLE 8.- FIXED-TIP DATA FROM LIFT-COEFFICIENT - RUN 62 DATA
a) Block A data
SUMmARy I TRTTNG



























































ALPHAS RPM| VTIP _l(qH)
-5,6434E+_ 7.96P_E+_2 7._lblE*_2 8,3372E-_1
-4,1385E+_ 7.962_F+_2 7,e161E+e2 R,3312E-9!
-3.746_E+_ 7.q6_E+R2 7._161E+_2 8.3276E-_1
_TI.JN RHOlUN CTB CTR
5 2732E+_t 2,3723E-_3 4.1_75E-_3 4.1358E-_3
5:2615E+et _.37_E-_3 4,7753E-_3 4°7454E-H3
5,2532E+01 _.3687E:_3 5.7376E-_3 5.7081E-P3
CY8 CYR CPB CPR
-8 3RI_E-@5 "7 65H_E-P5 3,_544E_4 3,Hq84E-_4
-6:_IR_F-05 -5:371PE-_5 3,B7_SE _4 3,1145F-_4
-l,6_97E-e4 -|,6252E-_4 3,6912E-_4 3,7352E-_4
CXB CXR CDE8 CDE_
2.5316E-04 _.3,7_E._4 7 4545E-04 8 743_E-_4?.303_E-H4 2_POE-_4 7:742_E-_4 8:9881E-B4
2.3q31E-04 1:3037E-_4 g.bB88E-_4 1°_922E-_3
XtQD2B W/QD2R P/QVD2B PtQVD2R
4,_5_3E-R3 _.3287E:_3 ! 6766E-¢2 |°7_e/F-R23,8713E-_3 2,_187E _3 1:6885E-_2 1,7128E-_2
4.H27(_E-03 _.lg37E-m3 2._331E-_2 2._573E-_2
Y/QO2B YtOD2R CPMB CPMR
-I.3937E-83 .1°_844E-_5 .4,6397E-_5 -4.6624E-_5
-I,_ll_E-03 -q.o_g_E-B4 .6,0156E-_5 .b,_214E:_5
-2.B434E-H3 -2.734RE-R3 .3._386E-e5 -3._4_2E-_5
ROTORHP_ ROTNRHPR TB PMB
l.HI26E+_2 t._272E+_2 1,_831E*_3 -1._149E+_2
I.gl6qE+@2 1._315E+_2 1.239_E+_3 -1.3146E+_2
I,221gE+_2 1.2364E*_2 1.488gE+_3 -6,6368E+_I
RMB OR VSOUND PTOTAL
:_:7737E+_1 16813E+_ 1._989E+_3 ?._996E+_3
_996E+e3 2.@998E+_3
2998E-e2 _ 71_E+02 l:099gE+e3 2 1_00E+_3
-7,3726E+_1 R R622E+_2
5,g7g7E+U_ -1 _13_E+¢_ I,IO_gE+_3 2:1025E+03
PRESSALT OENSALT RN,75 CT/SB
4,3010E+_1 @,2527E+_2 R.5547E*_l I q274E+_6 1642E-023588E+_! 9.2_72E+_2 lqllE+_2 1:9238E+_6 _:9174E-_2
TP CH/S8 CHtSR CYfSB CY/SR CP/SB
2 3.3371F-_3 -1._86E-_3 .9.4796E._4 3°7848E-B5
3 2.7628E-O3 .7.°_57?F-_4 .6.655BE-04 3._48_-_3




















































62 _ 1 !_834E-_2t 1138E-_24 1 3534E-_2












































_.2_qE+_R :1.1145E+_ d 7924E_0

















































































143, 7.22H_E_0291._ 7,6645E _1
TP STEADY MAXIMUM AZIM MINIMUM







2 2.7396E+_! _:3753E+_14,_1893E+_ll 7432E+_t
































183.) 7.1908E+02 3.7881E+02183. 5.2641E+02 4.475_E+0_
lll,; 5.1234E+02 4.2639E+_2I8R, 1,6754E+_ 1.3738E_01






























31,_ 1,1389F+02 5,B32QE-_l1.15filE+_2 5.Rb_BE-01
348,

















5 ...3.6r_51E+l_ .. :7732E+00
TP STEADY MAXIMI.IM




















































































7q,6 ,64e1E+_2 .8154 I
43.1 .3175E+e@ 1.1197E+_
AZI M MINIMUM ALTERNATING
5_.2 I 1522E-_3



















































! 2o2645E+_ -2.3_7_E+00 3.23_8E+0_
2 _2.6446E+0_ -6.9_53E+00 7.4692E+HO
3 -8._R_SE-_! 1o5939E+_ 1.7132E+_0
4 -7.676_E+_1 -l.ki474E÷_J 7.7473E+01
6 _.0294E-H1 1.gt45E+00 1.9253E+_0
7 -2.5666E-01 2,98fiZEoHt 3,g372E._!
8 8°5_qE+eH 4.471_E+{_0 9.6229E÷0_
9 6.2341E-O1 1.7472F+00 !.8551E+_
I_ -9.4217E-02 3.7_6_E-02 1.0124E-01
STNHN COS wESULTiN1
1 4.4_QQE+HO -5._QgsF+_Q 7,1672E+_
2 3.39_PE+_ -I.b612E+QI 1.1143E+_1
3 1,415nE+00 1.1_4_E+01 t. IQ24E+_t
4 -7.2_81E+_1 -3.3386E÷_1 7.gasHE+_t
6 -4.3_46E+O0 1.I678E+H_ 4°5182E+OP
7 -I.1003E+00 8.995_E-_1 !.421_E+_O
g -3.2737E-_1 5.8_35E-_1 6.6632E-;_1
1_ -5.a_93E-_1 -2.5_O6F-_1 5.gbosE-_I
HN COS SIN _EStlLTANT
HN Cn8 SIN RESULTANT
5 P,B_QRE+BB H 000_E÷_0 0,00@PE+0@
6 R,_OO_E+O(_ 0:000_E÷0_ H.OOOOE+_O
8 _.Q_E+OO e._OOOF÷_ _,000gE+00









































































































I -I.3HgE÷_2 5.554gE+01 1,A22gE+_2
2 3,6558E+_1 -3.2288E+_1 4,8762E÷_1
3 -2.489_E+_1 -7.8924E+00 2,_111E+_1
4 1.2147E+_2 2.3175E+02 ?,6165E+_2
5 -t.85RSE+_t -_,5_32E-_2 1,8508E+01
6 -5 I63qE+P_ 6.4168F+0_ 8.2366E+_
7 =8:8221E+_H -5.8_92E-_1 8,R413E+BP


























































































































































































-1.TAgIE÷@O _ 6676E-@13.3367E-01 :5815E-_1
-4,lfi64E-_l -5._183E+_
| 363E-P 1 6.373,E-_,
_!.,3oE-,, 86,1E-.t34_E-_1 4,1295E-01
2.6qg7E-@1 2.g_64E-01









































4 1,9493E+_1 6°581_E+0_5 4,899gE÷_1 1.438_E+0|
6 -4.7563E+_1 3.4827E+01













































































































1 i 513AE+02 -1.458gE÷_2
2 =5:_397E÷P1 9,4477E+@1
3 7,439_E+_I -1.2954E+_I
4 1.172aE+_1 1,8525E+_5 1.665_E+_I 8.8588E+0_
6 -6 _7E+_ 5,72_1E+_
7 3:449_E+_R 1,59MOE+_
8 ;_!14,1E+_ 8.3783E+009 2973E+_ -2.4753E+_@




3 8 859_E+_I -2.2712E+_1
4 t:6AO3F+Ol 3.143AE+@_
5 2.3_b_E+_1 -9,2357E+_




1 ._i7814E÷_2 -1.6099E+_22 735FE+_1 9.5414E+@13 1 3220E+_2 -8.6997E+_0
4 2.2_glF+_I 4.699_E+@_
5 _ 2127E+_1 -1.3625E+_1
6 -g:g_4E+O_ 8.6695E+0_
7 7.378qE+00 g,gO92E-_I












































































































































6.5_51E:_1 -7 5734E+_5.1734E et 2:4733E+_















1 2.b221E+_l -5.1798E+_1 5.56_5E+_1
2 -8.5e3_E+O_ 1.717PE+01 1.9166E+_1
3 3.91_4E+_ -8._StIE-Ht 3.9qTtE+_
4 -3.5_67E-P1 -I._144E+@1 l._15_E+_l
5 4.qs_|E-_t 3.tltgE_ 3.1511E+_
7 -2._24_E+_H -2.o331E+_ 2,8688E÷0_
5.963_E+_ -6._543E÷_ 8.4981E+_
3.4986E+0_ 3.175_E+_ 4.7245E+0_
!H 2.8857£+_ 2,1745E÷_ 3,6133E+_
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 2 _B44E+01 -6.0791E_Bt 6.4265E+_1
? -g:552_E÷_ 1.9543E+_1 2.1752E+_1
3 3.82_6E+¢_ -1.3824E+0_ 4._649E+_H
4 -6.898_E÷_ -7.B_S2E+_ 1.0416E+_1
5 -7.2666E+_ 9.88_4E-81 7,3533E+_@
6 2.94_3E+0_ -8.15gflE-O_ 2.9414E+_
7 -6.gI7RE÷O_ 1 3_32E+0_ 7._393E+_¢
8 4.0q4RE+_H -4:3217E+_ 5.g536E+R_
9 8.3575E-_1 B,fiSaSE-_! 1.1981E+_
1_ 2.@111E÷R@ 3.7266E+0_ 4.2346E+_
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 5.B91_E-_2
2 -4.2768E-_3 4 "_67fiE-_1
1 t 2193E-01
.92_1F-02 4:9387E-_2
3 2,Sq76E-02 5._787E-H2 5.B47JE-@2
4 -4.597_E-_2 -b.0656E-_2 6.S4_SE-e_
5 8.7331E-_3 -1.56_8E-_2 1,7885E-_2
6 2.137_E-_3 -5.2729E-_2 5._773E-02
7 -4,453rE-P3 1.5364E-_2 1.5997E-_2
8 -6,9277E-¢3 -1.5426E-H2 1,6910E-_2
9 -1.8514E-_2 -1.3318E-02 2.28a7E-_2
1o 9._@3_E-03 -1.6073E-02 1.8423E-_2
HN C05 SIN
1 1 2614E-_1 6.8739E-02
2 8:7785E-@3 3.343OE-_2
3 3.42_E-07 3.1713E:_24 -2.5821E-_2 7.2352E _3
5 3.352RE-_2 4.9986E-_3
6 -3.9289E-_2 1.4152E=o2
7 -2 6143E-_2 -5.39RBE-_3

























































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT SCPHASE
2554E-_! -2.2512E-_3
-_:7818E-_2 1.945_E-_2
3 0 4572E-_4 3.584_E-_2
4 3:6_5_E-_2 -3._834E-_2
747eE.b2
7 7 36agE-_3 1 1283E-e3















6 3.467_E-_2 -2,4564E:027 2,661_E-_2 1.3426E @2
R -_=q_31E-P3 !,4691E-_2











NN COS SIN NESULTANT
t -3.47¢9E-81 -I.SR87E-Bt



















H_ COS SIN RESULTANT
I -t 2oBaE÷_ .2,1713F-_12 6:243_E-_2 2._442E-_1
3 -3.3128E-Ht 7.491_E-_3
4 -4.6_27E-_2 3.814PE-P2
5 -5 572qE-_ 4,_64_E-_P







































































































































2.35_7E÷0_ 4.8157E,01 4.0214E+O!2.2576E+_g -2.4599E+_1 2_47R2E+81
_854E+el 2.9_g6E+_! 3.1867[+0|
-1.9863E+_ 1.1034E+et
5 _ 3t28E+O_ -4.8469E+00 6.4878E+00
6 8 5553E+00 8.7929E+_ 1o226BE+@1
7 -1:¢397E+01 6.6666E+_R 1.2350E+_1
8 -5.9765E+OP-2.7570E+0_ 6.5818E+_
9 I _I63E+O! 5.5287E+_0 t.156gE+01

















































4.4387E+_l -b!-1.5819E+_I -34 -1.5272E+el 4
5 -6.3_76E+_1 6.
6 t.7_IE+@! 1























































































































































8 -5,4715E+_t 3.4715E+_! 6,4799E+_1





5 7,8653E+flt 7,2539E+0_6 5,520RE+_1 2,8381E+_1
7 -3.76_0E+_1 -4.3RISE+_













































































































































































! 1.4_3E+_2 -1._068E+02 I.Sb37E+H2
2 -t.9083E+0_ 5.b355E+@1 fi 6387E+_!
3 -2,_99gE+_1 -2.g169E+_l 3:5942E+_1
4 3,3216E+_1 -2,5745E+_1 4,2_25E+Rt
5 5.748OE+01 -4.92ASF+_¢ 5.7bOrE+Or
6 -3,2225E÷P! -2.7211E+_i 4.2177E+_]1
7 7._1|7E-_1 -2.16_3E+_1 ?,t6t4E+Ot
8 7,5545E+OR o_,4058E+0_ 1,13_2E÷¢1
q |,|4qlE+_t -4,238_}E÷R1 4,391HE+R|
1_ _.3_35E+_1 -1.1_69F÷01 t,71_)E+01
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I 1.5365E_2 -1i2755F+_2 1.9969E+R29.58_3E+_ 5 1_78E+01 5.2756E+_13 -4,9448E-_| -4 _333E+01 4,_336E+_1
4 a.3322E÷01 -1 8469E÷01 4.7095E+_1
5 6.099RE+_1 -6:0313E+0_ 6.12q5E+_l
-2.7qtE+@l -1!837OE÷_1 3,3425E+@1l i.ala_E+_ -2 1610E+B1 2.1657E+018 1._462E+_1 -I |533E+_1 1.5571E+01
g 1.1626E+01 -4.7001E÷01 4.Sa17E+01
t_ 1.3561E_01 °1.3687E+0I 1.9268E÷_1
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I 1.47_4E+02 -1.191tE+_2 1.898_E÷_2
2 -1.1530E+et 5.7445E+¢1 5.8593E+_1
3 2.7218E+_1 -4._269E+_1 5,0274E+01
a 7.0161E+_1 1.2t83E+_1 7.i211E÷_!
-5 5.8_36E+01 I 5_8_E+01 5,qq63E+01
6 -1 1223E+_1 9:5148E÷_0 1.4713E+01
7 7:4797E+_ -_.9151E+00 1.1637E+01
8 2 785_E+0| 1.5265E+00 2,7900E÷01
9 2:945_Ee01 -8.8916E+0_ 3,0765E+Ul
|R 2,59_2E+01 6.4219E+_0 2.6686E+_t
HN COS SIN RESUL-TA-NT
1 7.3609E+_1 -7.46ggE+_l 1,_487E+¢2
2 -7.3122E+_ 1.5577F+_1 1,72_8E+_1
4 -1. 5aBqE+_l 7.559RE-01 1,55_7E+_1
5 -I.lR9gE÷01 1.5550E+0_ 1.2_IE+_l
6 8.613_E+OH B.g753E+O_ 1,244_E+_1
'. ..,8 -3,3591E÷_ : 6 4711E+0(I9 6.5961E+00 2.4895E+01 2 5754E+_1















































































4 1.75eRE+_t 4.9161E 015 1.282_E+_1 3.4132E+0_
6 6.7753E+_0 7.5085E÷OA


























































7 R,_BO_E+00 0.00_E_00 O,OO_PE+_
























































































HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 3 7303E+01 -4.5625E+Pt 5.8933E÷01
2 -9:2BO2E+O_ 5,B292E*_ 1,0485E+_1
3 -8.7489E+P_ -1.1413E+0_ 8,8231E+@_
4 I tO37E+k_l -1.!797E+_ !,1995E+B1
5 8i_6_E+_l:t _7.152gE+_0 t,07R2E+_!b -6 8165E+00 5,3175E+BO 8,b452E+O@
7 -6,4331E-B1 -4,5753E+_0 4,6_3E+_0
8 1,9897E+_ -3,119_F+_ _,6996E÷OR
9 I 435qE+_P -4.53_3E+_ 4,7525E+o_
1_ 7:727_E-01 -2,4118E+0_ 2,5325E+0_
SINHN cns RESULTANT
1 3.6R_OE+OI -4.216gE÷01 5,S974E+V_l
2 -1,_533E+0! 3.5237E+_ 1,11¢_7E+01
3 -5,7735E+PO -8,8538E-_| 5,R4Iv_E+OQ
4 1,3183E+0! 7.7995E-01 1,32{_6E+_} 1
5 B. g725E+P(:] -8. 7283E+0_ 1,2518E+(41
6 -4,7;_34F+0_ -4,8812E+E4_ 6,7785E+_0
7 -g,2394E-01 -4,2g6RE÷_ (A 4,,3g5,P,E+_AH
8 I .65_3E+Ok_ -3,2546E+R_ 3,6491E+@O
9 I 8_19E+.v-4.7977E+O_ 5,1.249E+@0


































































TABLE 9.- FREE-TIP DATA FROM ADVANCE-RATIO SWEEP, RUN 38
a) Block A data
StJMMARY LI_TING
RUN 38 _lOZ 37 HT 32











TP MU' ALPHAS RPM|
| 3,_529E-01-4,57gqE+_ 7.q40_E+_2
2 3,5712E-_I -6._lg3E+_ 7.92_F+_
3 3.9192E-_1 -5 9975E+00 7 R_E÷B2
4 3,0565E-_1 -4:6454E+_ 7:o4_E+_
2,54_ -2
5 2
7 1,526BE_1 -I,2R67E+_H 7 q40_E+_2
























































































5,687_E-@3" j,IQ57E-Q4 i:7_84F-Q4 8:P685E-%4
5.8275E-_3 _._RS_Eo_4 1.3377F-_}4 8 5_12E-_5.484_E-_3 _. 3256_-_4 !._496F-_4 8:2868E-_4
5 5937E-_3 1 5287E.v,4 g.2_41E-_5 9 63_1E-_4
5:4343E-_3 t:_OlgE-_ _.6362E->5 1:|46@E-_3
5 7116E-_3 4,3_58E-_5 _.!21+_F._5 I 743_E-_3


































































































3" g _-t5_E-(]3 1 'A 4_'r - P,"_
3. t=;54E-vJ3 1 367°F-_;_3
3,qI !AIE-_3 _ I )._PgE-:,_3
.3 7193E-_33 _3 24V:_F-_,3




































































































































2 3,4433E-.%3 .5. 2022E-;_3
3 3,oe,TE:_3 i! q:, 39F-(;',4 2.6963E _3 g652E-03
6 1,1_8aE-_3 J, 5634E-t_3
7 I._813E-_3 1,3782_-03









2,5 2_E _3 851BE-{i2 6,7757E-_2 2,88a2E-83
3, 1 _}38F-03
7,0437E-I_2 7,_56RE:_ 3,g64gE-_33 3,6_46F-_3 7,1744E-02 7,23_1E 0_ 3_SP85E-03
6 1,9773F-_3 6.g57_E-_2 6,74P3F-_ 1,3547E-_'3
7 l,g297E-_3 7,2_47E-vL_ 7,_'_63E-_2 5,367_E-_4












-6. ,,;4 ia,_F + ,<'_,;
-1 ,6164_:+.:1
I , 4_q4¢+(,iI





























1 . ] 41gE-_3
8._335E- _,4
-3"3e_4E-_s





























3.4 t.'.67 F-_._ 3
4. !414E-:'I













OF """_'r u v c_
a) Concluded
_8 1 1..171_E-_2 ].1547F+_ 1,1418E+_2 1 ,2249E-H2 8,675_F-_ 1 8.6O11E-_1
; 3 I _2854F-_2 7L3364E-_:_1 ...7_3933E-_1
5 1,2887E._2 1.738_E+_0 t.68q_E+_
6 I.4gsgE _2 2,5882E+_ ?,5_83E+_
k 7 2,2_61E-_2 4_8592E+0O A,Z793F+_
: .......... K--_4,1224E-_2 '],!2fHE+_l- 1,114_E+_1














































































7 .3,3276E+_ 8,6205E+0_8 3.3186E+H_ 7.6145E+H_
9 -1,871_E+00 4.8712E+_



























































































































































































































6 -4.9921F+_I -4 9289E+_1
7 -4.9842Een1 -4:9!31F+_1






















































































































































































......Tg .... STEADY M.AXIMIIM
I -6,7345E+_ !I,7135E+_0
2 -7,5879E_ ,0_98E+0_
3 -8,3577 ÷QR ,28!6E-Q1
4 -6.5446E+QQ ,6313E*R_




129i_ -1.26aBE+el128 7 -1,438_F+_I
136,g -l.C_91_F÷_l




TP " STEADY MAXIHIJ_ AZIM _INIMUM
I 3.6443E+_2 5.7963E+_2 67,5 2,_264E+_2
2 3,7P24Ee_P 5;245_E+H2 6_ _ 6_:_9F+_23 3,5443E+_2 6,tSg6E÷_2 6_:_ .:O6t7E*ut
4 3,5541E+_ 5,6t22E+O_ 68,3 1,9_2_E+_2
5 3,9626E+_2 6.1072E+!_2 334,9 2,2776E+32
6 3,Q7RAF+_9 6._IRF+_P 327 9 1.785_E÷_2
8 3,9552E÷_2 8,3872F+@2 I18._ 1,72_4F+_2


















TP STEA!)Y MAXIMUM AZIM HINIMUM
1 5,88_6E+_ 2.2714E+02 67,5 o1.6_74E÷_;_2
2 6,3584F+01 2;567qE+R2 238,6 -1.47_7E+;.2
3 6,_74.6E+_1 3,7_81E_2 237,7 -2.4013E+_
4 5,_68_E+_t 2,P175E+_2 68.3 -1.7813E+_:_2
5 7,4488E+_1 3,_OI_E+P2 327,7 ] _;_/1E+_'_7,3998E+_1 3,I_7PF+_P 327,8 :_366_E+,.J2
7- 7.g266E÷_! 3,44|4E÷_2 327.8 -P,J.-!_48E+n2
8 8°44JJE+RJ 4,0824E+_2 117, e475E+_2









TP STEADY M_XIMIIM AZIM _T;qIMt_
1 1 }961E+_? 3,1661E+_2 334.8 -1._914E+_22 1:,257E+_2 3,5_82E+o2 252,8 -1,7162E+_2
3 1,_R71E+R? 4.4325E+02 244,8 -2.4363E+_2
4 1.°1809E+_2 3.1482E+_2 335.! -1.8721E+P2
5 1,2471E÷_2 3.3_41E+_2 32_,5 -1,2761E+_2
6 t.2333E+fiP 3,3123E+_2 313,5 -I,18_9E+_;2
7 1,2678E+_ 3,_971E+_2 313.5 -6,6771E+PI
8 | ,438gE+_2 3.6379E+t}2 246.5 -1.5451F+_1
TP STEADY MAXIMUM AZIM _INI_U_
1 I 3568F+B2 3.328@E+02 32B.5 -1._253E+_2
2 1:2834E+_2 3.4829E+P2 252.7 -1._37E+_?
3 1,2665F+@2 3,98_1E+_2 244,7 -1,3667E+_2
4 1,3131E+_2 3,15_4E+_2 335,1 -1,4759E÷_2
5 1,3350E+_2 3.2258E+_2 313,3 :_,732_E+01
6 1,3638E+_2 3,3955E+_ 225,_ -, 7717E+_)1
7 1,3777E+_2 3.1881E+_2 225,0 o3 7816E+_1
8 1,5752E+@2 3.473gE+_2 225,_ -l:g651E-_t



















TP STEADY M_XIMLIM AZIM MINIMLJH
-6._297E÷,I _.56_E_1 32_. 4 :_.7'47E÷_2
2 -7,15_6E+_I 1.5379E÷@2 259,8 8_335E+02
3 -7=7819E+01 2,_a4E÷_2 258,9 _:3 _585E÷_2
.... t,_ITBE+O_ 32B,7 -2oOSggE+_?
4 -6,7639E+_1 1.0705E+_25 -6,8626E+_1 3_6,2 -2.7146E+_
6 -6.3278E+_1 1742E+_2 306,3 -2.267_E+_2
045eE 225,0 -2,81_HE+_27:6_t"56E+el 1.]: ÷B2
....... _4,213__1 3445E+_2 26_,7 -1.7617E+_2



















































































































W. ':;_.",_, P F +drl
AL_EP._'AT I '.'l;
{I. ['* >_{AF+VJd
_,:: ,_ .__ _.:_"+,/,, _
".)° ,;_( _;"I:+H9
AL TEPh^T It'._G











, RO-Jq--FIRST- I-/R .....



































































6 I _41RE+_v, I._654E-_I




























































































..... 38. ToRoUE .....
TP STEADY
6 5.631E÷_2




2.1389E÷(J _ 3. 2646E÷(_J
4 -3.3477E÷01 2.652r4E+o 15 -8.6,_39E _1 4,0574E-_1.
6 -t.235QE÷!_C4 4.4261E-_I
7 -Q.7079E-{,)t -8.110_E'-_'_]
g -I. 9_8RE_;: 2,4136F-_.; 11_ -5.7767E _,12 -3.86q2E-_2
RESOLTA'_T SCPHASE
5.2697E+v}'/i 313 t











I 2. g I _6E÷;_'._ -4 .St_,_E+_ _^
4 -2.3718E+{4_ #" 2:4952E÷_;1
7 -1,9491E÷O_ -6.97_47.F -:.'? 1
,R 1. 532_1E+'>_ 1 3.67a_E +_,;
-t._Sa1E+_ -I.(_2E+.":_'
I'4 1. 3633E-_I - 1.78VW'E-_-,1
f_ESUL TA_',T SCP_A_._
'_. 362',4, E ÷._ _, 3_;2.0
1,4771')E_" '.,' 3._
,P,,F;._qI E ÷',';, 4_).4
_,4.r-e:7_: 127.5
e .'Sq57F-,,' I I10.3
2. v:7;_,;_E+_,q ! 91.:,'.7
1.5764E+,;k i_5._
I o_lqSE+_. _ 23h.7
2.242,',_F-, ! 3u, 7.4
RUN FIRST.t./R TP STEADY HN COS
t
i_8 ToROUE B 7,13_E+_2
SIN
2 I. 1Pg3E+_v; 1.4988E+F_
3 -7. 224¢4E-!,) 1 9.7,T)42F- ;-';!
4 2.59B(-SE÷V) 1 4.222gE+C, 1
5 - 1. P 326E +_,._;,_ 1, ,"i676 E ÷ w'-_,';
7 2. 1168E÷BF_ -2,448_E-OI
8 1.953_E+_ 1 1,4779E÷_1







....RUN_FIRSF I/R TP $I_ADY




















RUN FIRST I/R TP STEAOY




3 3.7_6E÷klt 2 441_E+E1
1.3_46E÷_1 2:142_E÷¢_1








































7 I 6442E+_1 4 88_4E+_'_I
8 -1:9535E+_1 4:3_17E+;_I
g -3.66gfiE+_ -g. O45aE+,,_











I -3.3196E+_1 1.9896E+_ t
3 _.5273E+_1 -3.35_'5E+,,1
P. 4885E+_"1 -2. k_6,R.3E +:;_I
5 -8.7124E+Ct;] -5.3_29E+,-1









"t, p467E._ ,_I 37.'_, ;:
_. 374,,_E+,_ 1 2_ _.7





































































































































































HN COS SI_ RFSULTA,'=T
t 9.575aE+et -2.1131E÷a2 2.32F_r_E +.:,92
3 7,769_E÷_.41 4, OS_:_E+_= [ 9.2122E+:1
5 3 4aP_,E+_'++_ 2 1_25E+!_: 4.c47b2E*,::J6-5;3941E+e_) -,,'.41_7E+_;_Q 8.3_27E++;I_
7 -1.{_@89E÷_]1 -1.2@3!_E+:-_1 1.57r_:E+#l
-6._57.2E-_1 -t.81WgE÷gt 1.8122E+;_I
q -2,7187E+_ 3,6393E+_ "_ 4. 5427E4"_
















































































RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY












1 2,4135E+BI -_ ,4736E+I_2
2 -2._33!E+;_1 3. 656qE+V, 1
3 -2o71_1E+01 -l.9459E+OI
4 1. 4591E+0(_ 8.4547E-@1
5 -7'28_'SE+PI_ 2°7542E+_:_6 4,5521 E,w_@ 3. 9564E+'v;_
7 -2,3683E+P_@ -4.4920E+c= _,
R 1.279PE+_ -1.3532E+Ot
9 -4°473(_E+Ov) -l.ataPE+__l










6 7 717aE-_1 -3.8833E+_













TP $1EADY HN COS SI_
1 -4.5127E+_1 -5.476_E+_1
P -5.8554F*_1 9.7529E+¢ TM
3 2.567qE_1 7.q75_r+t_ _
4 -I,9_12E+_ 1,_76_E+_1
5 -4,3384E+'_ 1.OlT_C+_l












7 -2o4583E+P_ 4.73_2E+ _:_{_
8 -P.75_3E+_t 8.6135E*_
9 -I._787E+_,I -2._616E+_1






























1. _65E+_ 1. qS,_
1., lC_7E +_._._ 113.1
I,.29-:'3E + : 1 2P,8.3
_. 3_54E+,_1 221.3
I .66,_hE+d I 2a6.6







). 42fidE+v'l 2.1_ °_
6. _ _ 7FZ+','_; 259.3
96
ORIG_N_,J. T:''I_ '_"
TABLE 9.- CONTINUED OF POOR QUALITY
RUN FIRST I/R TP





































8 -2,91_3F-_1 3 1826E+_I
HN COS SIN
1 -4,_564E+_ -5,61_1E+_I
2 -1,17_3E+_1 -1 _b16E+_1
































RUN FIRST 1/R TP STEADY






























--_UN-FIRST I/R ..... TP " STEADY
38 _3FB90 6 -7,522E+01
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I -_,3350E-_I -3.8_02E+01 3,_3E+_1
2 2.5_29E+OD 6 7694E+00 7.2173E+u_
3 -3,217_E+_1 6:7674E+_0 3,_74E+_:_
5 1,405RE+01 -1.1123E+_1 1,7925E+,_1
-g.3_23E+_B -2.172_E+;_1 2.3h44E+O_
7 -t,3164E÷01 2,35_E÷_1 2.6936E+_1
8 -2,44_9E+01 1.1836E+_1 2.7127E+_1
g 2.174AE+_I 1,8577E+_1 2.86_2E+_1

































































6 _:6_15E+_ -2.1_67E+_17 - 4P65E+_I 3.1197E+_1
• _ -4,39B7E+_I 2,6731E÷_1
225ME+_1 4.9695E+0_
!:
--_RUN- FIRST fIR " TP STEADY
.3B PeSFR9_ 8 -9,73BE+_I
. ._.-_ii .L]I_IT-I . ...... i.............
RUN FIRST fIR TP STEADY
! 38 0_3CB18 t -1,612E+_3
HN COS SIN
I 2.3524E+_1 -1.6H22E+Pt












6 -5.334_E÷_1 -2 4_07E*_I
7 -t.148_E+et -1!351_E÷_18 -7.4147E+_1 -1 9932E+01
1,0265E+el 2 97_E+_C}
1[) 3.6B67E+B_ -I,_104E+HI
RUN FIRST 1/R TP SIFADy HN








RUN FIRST ]/R TP STEADY




























































































































































5. 4745E+_10 5. 4749E+',]_
3,72_1E+k_l 5. 5298E_-E_ I
-2. ?.6ti_E+':ii P-.33= i IE+_i










S_h WE_OLTaNT SC P,"!ASE
1 -1.2qI,_BF+_P 6.7 _5_E+_;I I °4546E+_2
2 2._897E+_1 5. 5850E +_)(') 2.9344E÷_,1
3 5. R652E+_l b.673_E+_l _._B48E÷_l
4 1.B616E+_)2 -t. 1336E+i,_2 2.17_){':E+;}2
5 -1.5 7 I 7E+;'_" 1 2.C_ I 5_'E+_1 3.3117E-_?_
(_ -R.3677E+_:._ -4.723_,!15+141 4.3:-_5.1E+,_1
7 9. 982_E-f_ 1 -4. 522_E+,_'_ a._3t 7E+_,:,f
9 3.576qE*_(_ -1.9519E+_1 1.9_4aE+_l
H_ COS SI_ RFStil TA;_T
1 -7.6293£*_1 7.6519E+_1 1,_5E+C_2
a 1.3_9_E+_2 -1.1183E+_2 1.7526E_2
5 -4.3675E+_P 3.39g2E+_1 3.a272E+_1
6 4,_54ffE+_ -4,5125F+_1 4,5386E+_1
7 5.gPeoE+_ -9.44}_E+_ 1.1140F+_1
B -5.996_E+_I -3._343E_t 6._29F_!
9 4.71H5E+_ -1.274BE+_1 1._5_3E+_1
19 8.R6_SE+_ -2,2277E+_1 2.3975E+_'I
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 -Q._6RIE+_I 1.2177E+_2 I.b_73E+_2
2 6.7432E+@1 -1._l_7E+_l 6.@185E+JI
3 -q.5ataE+_;_ 8.141RE+_ I._543E+_l
-1.2197E+_2-2,4692E+_2 2. 154_E+_P
5 -5.8625E+el -1.98_0E+01 6.1801E+_1
6 1.582.2E+01 6,1914E+_1 6,3_4E+_1
7 8°9448E+_0 2,1913E+_ 9,2_93F+P;_8 -5.3735E+_! 7._453E+_1 8.R6_6E+_l
9 -1.571_E+_1 -2.5741E+_1 3.=_157E+_1

































i_rON FIIT_T 17R .....
38 _3CB9_
o) Continued
--TF---_TE_D_ ......_N ......COS- ...................3_ ......
I -4.g84E*¢| t t.5592E'_t -5.8133E-Pt




























































































TP STEADY HN COS SIN


























...RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY HN COS SIN
38 _O__C_g_ . 6 -41gg__F.+.el .... 1 1,4322E,_1 _e_,_5581E,01
':: - ............. ---- ...... " .... 2 -1.6394E-O1 1.8931E-02
! 3 2.168RE-_3 -4.gtAAE-02
.......................................... 5 3,5574E B2 1,6682E 22
6 2.497_E-02 -5._711E-('_
7 I,R312E-_3 -3.R827E-_2









:; RUN FIRST 1/R TP STEADY



















6 -5.5442E_2 1.2_13E-_27 -5._62_E _2 -t._B88E-_t








































HN COS SIm RE_bLT_NT
I II.3757E+00 4.4714E+_Q 4,6782E+_
2.7814E-P1 -5.3578E-_1 6._368E-_1
3 -Io477RE-01 5o_g45E-_1 5o3_43E-_1
4 -3,_029E-_2 4,2154E-_1 4.23_7E .... I
5 -_.9465E-Ol 6.47_5E-_2 3,_16qE-_1
6 -1.2_3aE-_1 2.86_RE-_1 3.1_3hE-_1
7 8,837_E-_2 -2.6675E-_:;2 Q.23_E-_2
q -1,3334E _I -g.4045E-_ 1,b317E-_1





































































































HN C05 81N RESULTANT
1 -1.415oE+_ 6,3_6_E+0_ _.4_3_'E+_
3 6.464_F-P2 2.4_2_E-v_ P.h64xF-vl
7 -1._386E-_1 -2.445_E-_I P.a36_T-_.t
-2,_665E-_.2 1,1826E-_I 1.2169E-_}
_:_ COS SI_ PESULTANT
l -l.579RF+_q 4.349PE÷_ 4._7_E+_
2 3.7O6_E-V}! -4.522_E-_ fi.g_43E-_1
-!.7_3R_-Vl 4.o922E-::I 5.2H4/E-_l.
4 -7.2660E-_2 _.5_62E-_I a,5h_E-,:1
5 -_.a_l_E-_t a.531QE-_2 2oR_72E-_I
6 -1.7aq1¢-_1 ?,7i_87_-,_1 3.2353E-, 1
7 6,45_8E-_2 5.4377E-_2 _,_309E-,_2
9 -8.1_65E-_2 -5.4565F-'_ O._216E-_2
_ COS sin PE S!/I, TA;.!T
i -I.3116E+_ 3.6762E+6_ 3.P_31F+(_
3 -5.832_E-OP 5.1_61_-_:I 5oi3_3E-_1
5 -?,5457F-_ -2.265PE-_:2 2.555_E-c_
-2.7_57E-_1 2.4636E-_2 2.71_0E- _
7 2._375E-{_1 9.2393E-_,2 2.4]_!E-_l
9 -3.399qE-_2 5._321E-_ 6.234_E-_2
_ COS SI_ NES{_I TA_T
1 -1.21 _t6F_:"_' 2,8463F÷C'_ 3._9_2E+ _.''_
P l,_25aE+_ _') -O,92RSE-:_2 1 .1;'9c-E+ '"_
3 -2,7142E-01 5.1422F-_:;I 5._! a6E-t_ I
a -a.6qaSE-aI -4.6722E-;_2 a.7177E-v_,l
5 -4,232fiE-_!1 -2,0832E-v_! a.7_74E-_/!l
7 2.264oE-_1 2. _.26eE--_ I 3. _22(;;E-_" I
-2.8346E-_2 2.U)lg2E-_'t 2._:_3OC'E-_ l
_ COS SIN RESULTAi!T
1 -7.b63oE-;_t 2,2352E+';_ _ ?,3_ _WF+,,:,
3 -b, t,.293E-_ t 4. (:"95'?E-_' 1 6.45')t -F-;_ 1
4 -9,1"_32E-!_1 -3,b736F-_'l o._1_;SE-c_!
5 -6,2!*62E-F';I -4.1714E-_'I 7.477_E-."1
7 3. _66_E-¢_1 4,_7b IE-:A 1 5.76_:_IE-.Jl
-3, a354E-._2 4. 423_E-;_1 4,4371E-_1
O A. ! 237E-_,2 4.9251F-_2 6._P_3_F .... ;)













































- r,-t'L. I "_'
POOR QUALITY
. RUN FIRST +i+]R .......... TP ........... 8TFADY--
'+.......38 _+3HANG . " 8 "7,619E++m
!
o) Continued
































IRUN FIRST I/R TP STEAbY
38 _a4FB13 I 3.644E+_?
RUN
38
FIRST t/R TP STEADY






































































8 -1.1742E+_] ):7327E+@Ig -3,0477E+_I - 6847E+_
I) -I,7741E+01 2,38_4E+_























































HN COS Sin. PFSI_LTA,4T
I -2.2g27E+00 -t.4169E+_t I._35_tF,;_I
2 -I ,2468E+HO 1.7618E+::Jl 1.7662E+_,Jl
3 .-1.5_27E+@1 -b.6941F_.dl O.Sb_7E+_1
4 7.1733E+_0 -9.!491F.+_.k l.laP_E+_l
5 -2.3_E+_0 -3.2@5_E+_ l 3.214!_E+61
6 -b._gI_E+O_ 2.{_161E+_.I 2._7_4E+_I
7 :_. 5g2_lE +0:_ 2.4351E+_1 2.44R_E+v_I
8 -3, P}650E +lL_) 4. v_2HSE+U_ | 4.O3g4E_l
9 -I .226_E+01 1.2455E+._I 1.74_9F+:_I
1_ 8.8_15E+_ ._ 1.833qE+_}1 2 ._'342E+,_1
HN COS SIN PFS!II Ta_T
I -I,4_15E+BI -9,8333E+@_ 1.77_2E+_1
2 -1.687_E+_I 1.3128F+_1 2.1376F+_I
3 -1.1357E+_1 -8.8351F+_! 8.O_78F+_1
5 -t.Q346E+{_O -2,28A2F+:t 2._9.2_F+_I
6 I,783RE+_I 4.7477F+ _I 5°!.)7|5E÷_1
7 8.5407E-_1 3.2622E+_1 3._633E+_1
8 -1.7877E+at 2.2393F+_1 2,8654E+_1
9 3.99_2E+_1 3.8733E+_1 5,56_9E+_1
I_ _.5437E+00 2.1436E+01 2._587E+_1
HN COS SIN P,ESULTA,_T
1 -4.2774E+01 6.523]E+0_ 4.3_6BF+_1
? -2.1335E+01 5 4631E+0_ 2.2023E+_1
3 2.8513E+_0 -8:516_E+_!1 _.52PBE+_l
4 2,g623E-_1 5,4346F+v_ 5.44P_F+_
5 6.7728E+0_ -1.9317F+_'_! ?.C_AT_.E+_I
6 1.415qE+01 7.7353E+_1 7.Sn39E+!;_l
7 -6.8232E+_ 4 23_6E+¢I 4 _72F+'_1
8 -3.62e7E+et 2:6767E+gl 4:5_27E+_1
9 3.2743E+_1 9 79_3E+_1 1._323E_2





















































SIN REgUt TA_T 3CPHABE
-2 3733E+_I 6 _52E+.._t














































































I .3.7569E+_1 -8 71B/E+Ot2 5.4447E+_ 6_9_25E+_1
3 -1.45_BE+@1 -6o7996E-_]2
d 2._41HF+_1 -3.6_QRF+_I



































1 _ 6._578E+_ 1.521_E+_1
HN CnS SIN







9 3 5529E+01 3.0_5E+_1







































































4 -1.6_7_E+ Q_ 4.9978.E+_:_P
5 6.1 _A_QE-_t -1.8674E_t
6 I .523RE+_1 7.321aE+C_t






































































































































RUN FIRST I/R TP
__.;}_B .O_4FR3B ......... 7
31EADY
RUN FIRST I/R TP





OF Poor qu, UTy
TABLE 9.- CONTINUED
e) Continued
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
! 6,2_51E+_1 -1,3935F+_2 1.fi25_E+{;2
4 ,:6623E+_1 -2,0987E÷_}l ?.6773E+_1
5 -3,5Q4qE÷_ -I.bO21E+01 1.6419E+f)l
6 7.5534E÷0_ 2.849gE÷_ 8._732E+_
7 -2,4O67E+0_ -2,8_bRE÷_ 3,6967E÷_
8.8631E+_ -2,_460E-_2 _.Rb32E+._v.
q -4.2Rg7E+_ 3.2418F+_ 5.3769E+[i_



















HN cns SIN RESiJLTAt.;T
1 8.8394E+OB -g.oBI2E÷k_I 9.6418E+Vt
-4,5843E+_t 2 IBlqF+_t 5o_!432E+_;,]
-2,g254E+_ -I:|ll_4E+_P I,_4_3E+C12
4 -3.2626E+P_ 2.v_25_E+;;_') ._._30gE+_,'
-6.76_RE+_ -2._513F÷_ 7.3373E+i:_ _
6 4,gO_RE+_ I .4213E+_1 1,5_64E+_-1
7 3,7466E-_1 -1,36_AE+v'_ 1.41g _E+_;
9 -1.1596E+_1 -I.257_E+el 1.71_2E+_1
IH 3.2R2_E-_1 -8.4927E+_0 _.499_E+_
Hrl COS 81N NI_SIJI TAr, T
t -2,8"177E+#_1 -6,7863E+(._! 7,3441E+'_71
?. -5.4 ;]_}4E+I:_ t 1,544_E+vJ 1 5. _1 _7F+_,'|
4 -2.3783E+_ 9 4984E+_ 9.7917E+0,'_}
,5 -6,447qE+0_] -2:3346E÷_t;} 6._57bE+_,_-'_
6 7 2524E_0_ 1.966_E+_1 2, _g63E+_'_ 1.
7 3." 6_ 15E+_>iH 1,8198E+ _._'4 4 o _'_53 £:E +_.;'.._
8 9.6642E+_¢ -6.929gE+_ _ I. _ _92E+-_I
9 -9.2145E+L_'_ -3.4121E+_1 3.5343E÷'_;1
la 2. O,t 96E+_ -l,4g_gE+_! 1,5262E+_1
HN COS SIN RESUI. IANT
x
I -6._515E+_1 -4.7925E+_1 7.7194E_'.ll
3 6. 3918E+_1 1 ,_W_63E+_ 1 6,47;_E_+_1
5-2.6q73E+_l 7.8(_09E + v_i,} 2.8_78E+_'1
6 3.Se74E+_l, -5,7145E+_'_ 3.RSHIE+(hl
7 -4.1466E÷k10 -4.4708E+_,._ 6.___977E+,-,_1
8 1.6948E+el 4.5581E+,,_ 1.7551E+_1
q -1.6447F+@1 -7,(_65E+_;_ t.IFT_E+:_!







































































1 5 1434E+01 -1,24_4ECB2
2 -2_2_71E+PI 3.0484E+B1
3 -2.73aSF +@_ -6.83_5E+P1
4 5.8313E+@_ -9.7_77E+_
5 t.8B26E+O_ -3.bg34E+_
6 -6.3563E +¢_ -I.8123E+P_
7 -1.5771E+_ -3.6686E+_H















































































































_qTN--I_ I-RST--I/R .... - .......T P .... -ST E A D Y











COS SI N RFSt.JLTANT
I.B7@7E+BI =8 4212F+_1 8.489aE+_1
-4,1365E+_1. Ii829AF+01 4,5231E+_1-2.3868E+_1 -7 7325E+_! 8,_925E+_I
-3,9626E+B@ 5 3443E+eO 6,6531E+B0






RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY
i










--RUN FIRST I/R : TP ..... STEADY HN
38 0_4FB46 8 1,575E÷02
HN COS SIN RESULTANT









I -4.5727E+01 -4.2_87E+01 6.2147E+_I
.5,6q75E+01 7,9_73E+_ 5 7524E+_1
5,@62qE+_t 4.8524E+_ 5_k:861E+Bl
4 -3,_425E+_ I.3991E+R1 I,43|8E_1
5 -6,81_4E+_ l,_622E+kil 1.261_E+_1
7 3.432_E+Oe -I.8182E+_I 1.85_3E+_1
3,205_E+0i -8°666_E+_ 3,32_iE+_!
g -2,9958E+_l -9,4595E+_ 3,1416E+_1
1_ 6._77gE+_@ -1.1347E+01 1.287_E+_1
RUN FIRST fIR TP STEADY
----38 004FB53 ..... I -6,830E+_1
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 5.4167E+01 -I,3_BE+_P 1.4_3E+_2
-3.264_E+_1 2,7333E+_1 4,258_F+_1
3 -2o3366E+_ -6._754F+_1 6._799E+_1
4 -2.4748E+_ 2 5881E+_ 3.58_gF+_
6 -1.2_1E+01 4.4|69E-_| t°2_9E+J1
9 7,5303E+00 1.I_21F+_I 1.334_E+et
1_ 3.4276E+_ -6.67_E-_1 3,4glOE+_
-_UN-FIRST- fir TP " STEADY
38 OB4FB53 2 -7,151E+Bt
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
-4 01_4E+_1 6,2926_+_1 7,461gE+Pt
3:1571E+et -3,6917E+9_ 3.178_E+,_1
4 3 3333E+00 -3.7124E+_0 a,gBg?F+_
5 3:_2RE+0_ -4.3555E+ea 5.29_3E+_
6 -2,_667E+_1 -1._39_E+O1 2.3131F+_1
7 -4.4698E+_0 -1°466RE+_1 " 1.5334E+_1
8 7,131_E+0_ -I,563gE+_1 1.718_}E+_1
9 -1,861qE-@1 =.7425E+_ 4.7461E+_































































































































































































OF POOR _:_Q" _LI ry
TABLE 9.- CONTINUED
e) Continued
HN COS SI_ RE3ULTA_T
1 -4.8243E+01 -2.960BE+01 5.660_+_1
2 -6,3135E÷01 g.2625E+_O _.3811E+{_1
3 4.8041E+01 7.2113E-O1 4.8047E+¢_I
I..4ROSE4RO 1.435FE+_1 1.4424E+_!1
5 q.I_SgE+_O 1.3052E+_1 I.Sg28E+_,l
6 -2._646E+_1 -1.0_3E+01 2.d462F+t_1
7 6.6823E+_ -2.6473E+_1 2.73_3E+_1
3,16R_E+01 -1.7_97E+_t 3.6_3E+_I
9 -3.0261E+01 -6o7583E+_ 3.1_6E+01
1_ 2.7024E+00 -3,062_E+0_ 4-_841.E+O@
HN COS SIN RESOI.TA_!T
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
9 0._0_E+0_ O._E+_@ _._,_v,_E+_,"
1 _ 0.000_E+_ Oo_BRE+_ _._E+_
H_ COS SIN RES_LTANT
I _o_BE+_ 0.000_E÷_ H._0_E+_
8 0.0000E+OP 0.00OPE+_ 0,000:_E+_0
I_ 0.0000E÷_0 0.000_E_@O 0,_0_E+_
HN COS SIN RFRULTA_T
2 O.BBOBE+@O 0.0o00E+00 _.B_B_E+_v
3 O.BRROE+HO 0.0O0_E+0_ 0.000E_E÷_)
4 0.0000E+00 0.0000E÷0@ _._00_E+0_


















































''_ .............. STEADY HN COS SIN









9 _.oB_E+o_ _._OBE+_ _.O_@BE+_
















































r,_. _ 4e.>E +,; i_ 254._7
_. _C"_E + _,_' 29.5
_.PfiNhE+dW 210.2





RUN FIRST t/R TP STEADY
_3_B_..+.004C8!.8. • _. _+ .... _._ _8_.,.00.0.E+_0..
o) Continued
HN COS SIN




_.RUN F.IRST+ I/R _" T p .STEADy+
38 004CRt8 3 _,000E÷0_
RUN FIRST t/R TP SIEADY
+ 38 (_4CB_18 4 (_,_mE÷Bv_
RUN FIRST |IR TP STEADY

















RUN+F+IRST+IIR .... TP -,STEADY




























_. ,-__',_C._i E + _ _ 191o2
_o?',_oE÷i,::o 342. _}
_. H,}OOE+_@ 277.





























RUN _IRST fIR TP " STEADY
38 0_4CB!8 _ _,_0_E+0_4
[...










_ffh FibS T t/P _ TP ...... RYEAbY
- 3B O_4CqgO 2 _._0_E+P_
_'_ COS SI_
I_ 0._00eE+O0 e.Q_E+_







0. (4HB_E+O_ 104.1 i
_. v)_E+O_ t06.0
_. _'3 ,_F _ _ 197.,'5






_, O_'m_E +!_ _ _4,._ ......
RESULTANT 3CPHASE


















RUN=FIRST I/R TP STEADY
--'58 -_04C800 ......... -- .... 4 - O,_R_E +g_
c) Contlnued
-RUN'- F_R-S T'I/R .......
38 004CB90








RUN FIRST 1/R i TP STEAOY



















RUNFIRST-t/R " TP ...... STEADY
38 004CB90 7 O.O00E+00



























































































. TP ....... STEADY
1 _.BOOE÷_O
HN COS SIN

































































RUN FIRST fIR T P ..... STEADY HN





























TP _TEADY HN COS SIN RESULTANT 5CPHASE
- 7 -a,OBeE+eR .... 1 ¢ _eE+e_ O,_OeeE+_e _,_;_E+_4_ 164,_
5 e._eeE+e_ e.eeeeE+e_ _.H_oE÷ae 9H,I
6 o,_eeeE+ee e,eee_E+00 B,e_aBE÷O_ 6_,1
7 B BBO_E+_O 0,0_E+00 O,0_00E+B_ 117,4
10 O,0R_E+00 _o_E+_O _.H_E.+_ |H,7
HN COS 51N
_... it
-RUN F IRST--_-/R ..... '.... TP- - STEADY













RUN FIRST ItR TP STEADY
-T--J_-PTCHEINK ..... . ....t--;_16E÷01-
HN COS SIN RESULTANI SCPHASE
1 1.8987E+01 2.7467E+B_ 1.g185E÷81 8.2
2 .7,5633E+0_ 9.1_96E+00 1,184HE+_1 129.?
3 -1._322E+00 -g,A233E÷_0 9,4797E+_ 263.7
5.1437E+_ 2_1.94 o4,7735E+_ -1 9161E_OR5 -5,6556E-_1 8_9503E-_I 1,_587F+@_ 122.3
6 I.B40fiE+00 -9,8924E-_1 1.4357E+_0 316,4
7 2,7869E+00 1.6254E+eO 3,2263E+_t_ 3_.3
8 -2,86_1E-_1 -2,_953E+_0 2,1147E+_{_ 2_2.2
g -3,_278E-_2 -5.9926E-_I 6,_02E-_1 267,1
10 7,612qE-01 -1.1885E+00 1,4114E+_ 302 .6




r'RUN-FIRST--t/R ..... .--TP---- -STEADY - HN
1 2.551 _E+(]I -2.697_F+OL! 2,566_E+_1.
2-1 tq26E+01 t,575_E+V_t 1,9756E+t_1-
3 1 !41_61E+0_ 1,0812E+O_'I 1,7737E+0_-4 3 344qE+00 3,Ra32E+00 4,5221E+_Y5 3 4672E+0_ 7.7545E-91 3.5528E+t_
6 -3.3_JORE+t_e -8.9222E+0_ 9.-PI29E+0_
7 -1.666_E+B@ 2.6965E+_ 3o t_96E÷_;H
8 1.217_E+0_ -5.11_86E-_I" 1.319qE+_- _u_
9 -1. _449E÷0t_ 6,7651E-_1 1. 2448E+_J,_
le 1,3337E+ee 2,e35OE-_t

























































H_ COS SI_ =













































































RUN FIRST I/R TP .... S_E_.P_ __N ....... C.OS ............... 5_..N ..........
38 PTCHLINK .....................................8 =5 731E÷01 2! :i "615PE*OO,4327E÷O_2_']784E_628E_0i01
................. 3 ,0663E+00 "5051E+_0
4 =3,6_65E+00 5 °
5 8.8045E-01 5.g_gRE÷b0
6 2.2554E+0_ -3.7891E+_O





TP ..... _TEAPY HN COS SIN
10 _,BBBOE+00 00B_E+O_
RUN FIRST 1/R TP STEADY








___U_N__F_IRST _|IR "-:. TP 8TEAOY HN COS









RUN FIRST I/R . TP STEADY HN













































. R_ SllIlt.T.ANT SCP_ASF
1 8222E+01 104'7 1
714798E+_ 173,63 9595E+O_ 39,2









J, _e@_E+C,!_ 347°7 .....
0.{_0O_E+_ 260,8
RESULTANT SCPHASE













0. O_Ov!E +[-_ 32.4
0. _,tO;_E+_ 173o3
u). _,_00E+HH 238.
0. {_00_E+00 34'a° 5
0°0000E÷_ 347
119
_N_ FIRST_!/R ...... Tp_ ...... _T_EAD¥
3B LEADLAG 5 0. 000E,,._
RUN FIRST t/R TP 5TFADY









































_.g_ggE+Og _._@E+_O. 179.1___ _













RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY.
-38 LEADL_G 7 _.eOaE÷O _
-RUN FIRST I/R TP _TEAOY





























































RUN FIRST 1/R TP _TEAOY























F:! L I •
:i_ii
TABLE9.- CO_TZNUED OF POOR Co, - _
o) Continued
-_R-S-T-t-[R ....... -TP-- - -STEA-O-Y-- - -HN .... -COS ................. SI N ........... RF Su LT AN
38 FLAPANG 2 2,526E+00 ! -4.3305E-01 4 22¢1E-03 4.33t_7E-01 179,4
2-6,5690E-02-1 96@9E_01 2._68_;E-_1 251.5
.... ': --3"4,5217E=;02--_2:686gE-;02 -5_.2598E--02----1-_
4 -4,5816E-Ib2 7 923tE,.02 9,1524E-32 :120,0 ,
: ........ 5 -t.2714E-02 -5 707_E-W3 1,3937E-02 204,2; =
-8.1227E- a -2 ,z36E-,2 196.9 !
8-4.8713E-04-2 1895E._2 2,1901E-a2 268.7 [
9-2.4434E-_.3 I 5147E ;_2 1,5343E _2 99.2 I
!0) 9,7..454E-u3 _2 8846E-_3 1._.153E-02 .........lb._bLS__l
RUN EIRST I/R _. TP STEADY HN COS 5IN RESULTANT SCPHA_E
---38-FEAPANG ...... -...... _--2;Sg_E+O_" t -4.72_RE-_! -2,3161E-_1 5.2583E-_1 .... 2_6,}---
2 -8.3O55E-02 -2.1969E-_1 2.3518E-_1 24Q.1
3 -1.9605E-_2 -4.7@BSE-_2 5.1_3E-_2 247,4
4 -4 5_36E-02 1.5_8_E-_1 1_5744F-_t 1_6.7
.............................. 5 2:7268E-02 -5;7616E-_2 6,3743E'_2--205;3--
/ ..... 6 -1,3753E-8t 4 4376E-02 1.4451E-_1 162,]
'-" _.-:i- ! 7 -8.9754E-03 -4:659qE-B2 4.7456E-_2 259, x
t0 t,3264E-02 -5,_42qE-_3 J,41g_E-_2 339.2
_-R-UN FIRST I/R ..... TP- -STEIDY




t -3.854_E_2 .2.6R_lE-_t 2.7_82F-_1
_!i 1.217,E-_1
• 6493E.O4 1,2174_:_1
9731E ,3 2.525_E:01 2.525g -_1
4 6503E B2._ 6=526(r'E _2 6,731aE-02
5 6._265E-_3 3,7866E-_2 3,_342E-U2
6 -5.1215E-02 -t.g_7(_E-02 5o4O5_E-_2
................... 3 7.7119E-_3
M I 414_E-B2 .... 2,.__329E-_4 I.dt42E-'_2
.... 9-1i8505E-03 1,0254E:_2 !,@42oE-02|_ 6 96BqE-_3 2.0678E 03 7.2615E-03









"]_TJN FIRST I/R r_. TP STE arsY- H_ COS - Sin RESULTANT _)C vHA-.8E
38 FLAPANG 5 2,597E+0_ 1 5, _625E-_1 1.283_E-91 ft. 222_E-._1 14.2
1638E-H2 -"72:98bqE'r;2 ._,a941E-c42 .279,.322_E-01 - 2,3653E- __l 69.B
4 -8,3879E-04 -1.3735E-_2 to3761F-R2 266,5
5 3,BI47E-03 _.6202E-02 2,6375E-_2 83,4
............... _7 1.3344E,02 - .6955E _2 2.1577E,_2 3_B.2
--- ............. -1. 8498E.*_}3 - 1.6._27E-(}2 t .6133E-[_2 ?_63.4
' R -6.1896E-03 -1.5'._28E-@2 I._25P.E-_2 247.f.
' q 4,8906E-_J3 -6 2644E-ia3 7.9474E-;_3 3_8._
, ........ T.............................. 1._ 2,8337E 03. -.I'ISBZF._-_2 1.192BE-P2 2_3.7
: RUN FIRST IlR TP STEADY HN COS SIN RESULTANT SCPHA_E
1 38--FE_PANG ....... -" ..... 6 ..... 2'-590E+-{ao) " 1 4.3859E..01 -1.-8785E-{_t 4.77'13E-C_1 336_,_3
i 2' 7,4774E 1_2 -6 8{_.38E-_2 1._11_E-_I 317,7 :
! 3 5.04_7E-02 2:7103E v'_l 2,7627E-_1 79,5 :
.... _____.__,___ .................... _,_ 5.5_85E.t}3..3.371_E-_3 b 45e4F-_-_3 .._3_2__=5_
_ .3.501 rE-U3 .1.7141E-02 1 ".74q4£-{_2 78.5
6 .1.4635E_-{_2 4.3634E-02 4 6023E-v12 251.5
.... 7 6,7693E _3 -2,5289E-_2 2:6179F-_2 255,0
_ 8 4,2349E,03 -|,28E, gE,02 1,3538E,02 ..... 2B.8_J?.__;
9 -2.BI15E-VJ2 -2.13BOE-_2 2.9362E-02 226._















HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 t.PS23E-_t 2.1133E-_i 2,36_E-i_1
2 1._317E-_1 -4,gq_E-_2 !.I461E-_!
3 4.1327E-_3 2.6OOBE-Ot ?.6971F-_1
a l.n7I_4E-_ -1.8531E-(_2 2.14_3E-_2
5 -3.7qSqE-_3 1.8836F-_2 1._214F-_2
6 -1.7822E-02 -0 4_2(RE-t_2 6.7226F-I_
7 -6.BgggE-_3 -3_3824E-_2 3.437_E-_2
8 t.1519E-Q2 -I.644_E-02 2.(_(_81E-_2
9 -1.9t61E-02 -5.1_24E-_2 5.Sp_SE-_2
I_ 8.4971E-04 -1.9997E-_2 2.(_I_E-_2
HN COS SIN RF SLJLTA;_T
1 3.5620E_1 -6 g757E-_I 7 _32_E-_12 1.233_E-01 -3_23_2_-_2 1_2748E-_1
3 -1.7,_57E-_1 -9.9211E-93 1.7_86E.-_1
4 -7.6_31E-_3 -5.4437E-_2 " 5.496_E-P_
5 4,45}4E-H2 -9.5_OE-U3 4.5534E-1_2
6 -9,32_0E-02 -2.2523E-_3 #.322RE-O2
7 6.7574E-_3 -3.3572E-u2 3.4?4_E-_2
3.7692E-P? -2 3917E-_? 4.464,..',F-t_2
g -4,P_6E-_2 -1_5_5_E-_2 4,357rE-H2



























DATA FROM ADVANCE-RATIO SWEEP,

























































-P,4592E+_ 7 @4_.E¢_ 6,9985E+_2
-3._63E+eO 7iqba_E+_2 7._161E+d2-4,3784E+P_ 7 06_F+_ 7,PlbIE+_2
-6,21_4E+@_ 7 qH_wE+_2 7,_337E+(_
QTtJN RHOTUN CTB
2.3428E+_I _.3981E-P3 5,6683E-03
3.6715E_1 ? 38B4E-H3 5,5_29E-_3
9,R42_F+_| _ 28g@E-@3 7543E,03
CY6 CYk CP_
-5,_861E-_5 -a,RB27E-_5 ?,464_E_P4
















-_,_Tb_E-P3 -I.q658E 03 -3,8_74E-_5
-2,4R6aE-_3 -?.3783E-_3 -5.gI45E-_5
-1,28tIE:W3 -I._3_E:_3 -5.Bf25E-_b









2 5959E+Rt a226F+HP I,BOB6E+_3
-li8_lSE+_l _:86qgE+_2 1,_99_E+_3-7 tegSE+_l 7.07_5 ,1_E+_3
-4 7794f+_t 8.684_E+_2 I 1_26E+_3
7862E+_2 l,lSl_E+_3 1i1_56E+_3









































































































FUN TP X/LR "-L/DEB L/DEe ALPHAS" ALPNASC
,, .,,,,.,.,.,,,.,8_250+_ _.91130+g_ ._263E+80 -3.0263E+gB2 9926E-02 6.8584E*88 .7527E+Bg .3784E+_g .4.3784E+8_
,.12,1E.,2 .?.,31E.,8o11250-82 2388E÷81 ,23270+81 -2,7832E-g1 -2.78320-81







59 _ 4.2670E÷_! _.9445E*06 7._239E:g2 6.8879E-024.3074E÷01 .9290E+_6 6.819_E _2 6.72850-02
4,4_220÷01 1.9123E+06 6,9815E-¢2 6,94610-02
,8796E+06 7,01680-02 6,99330-_24,63240+81
4,9150E_0t |,84640÷0b 7.13_50-02 7,t6170-024°98430+_1 B.gO_OE+gg B.gg_gE+g_ O._gOEE_OO
3,05400*_3 3,.996E-_3
3,33040_03 3.3810E-03
4.g3_4Eog3 4,08480o035,01810 03 5,_738E-03
6,9383E-_3 b°9992E°03
g.gOagE+Sg g.gOggE+O_
RUN TP CH/SB CNISR CY/$0 CY/SR CP/8B CP/8R
|.2424E-03 -6.5503E-_4 -6...05040-_4
1.78930-03 -1.0680E_3 -t.gltOE-03
2.g344E_03 -t.8262E 03 _lo7468E-g3_,3.2543E 03 _1.2798E-03 ,2020E-0303
8°00800+00 _.g_ggE+gg O..ggg,E÷gg























1.8854E-O3 _:B165E 02 6°7300E-02 2.0268E 83 1.0995E-03 1,1012E 022.97870-03 g229E:_2 6.88870-02 1.32640:_3 7.1798E-04 1°3697E:02
2,48540-03 197570"02 6,94710-02 2.9549E 03 1,63560-_3 1.g255E-g2
3,079aE_03. _ 0076E_02 _,99770-02 3,88440-.3 2,_9420_3 1,.2170-_24.2624E 03 7 11450 02 7.17180-_2 5.3448E-_3 2.95920 .3 1.1714E.02









2,651_E_8| 2,92200 01 57|20-02 -2,436_E-82 I 4273E+83
1.7381E 0! 1.9828E-_1 081_E-02 -2.94710-02 1 4539E+03
1.2673E 01 1.50880-81 _1 58740-02 -1.49170-02 I 4407E+831.1|220-_1 1.35290-_| 89280-_2 -2.75050-g2 44700+_3
4.ti16E+08 4.1316E÷00 5165E+00 2.518_E+_8 -2 _0900+81
LR XB XR DE8 OER TR
,3058E÷02 _:54140+02 ! 4089E+83
2.,13730+02 2.4494E+,2 ! 4477E÷03
1007E+02 2.5_9E÷82 I 4378E÷03
.38240+_2 2.89000+02 ._:4566E+031.62180+80 1,6296E+¢g 00060÷_1
RNR ge At-CORR
2.62070+01 -1.27630÷01 2.4343E+01 5.5034E+02 -2.07180+00
3.7465E+gt -2.11870÷81 -1.9524E+01 5,95880+e2 -2.53580÷gg
4°24_tE+01 -3.64070+_1 .7.3846E+01
6.69_8E+01 -2.4725E÷01 .4.9845E+,1 8. 1659E÷02
3,68690÷g_
7803 + -3.8309E÷08
9,70620+01 -5.9091E+01 .1.0192E+02 1,1982E÷03 -5,5798E+gg




ii6798E-,1 +4.81810-02 2.59750-'28092E-_! .5.¢7460-02 2.8_960-02




_° 387 _: 3.4088E+_9863E+0! 4.30550+_|
1.4586E÷03 1.087_E÷02 6.01840+01
-2.e_80E+01 -1.6218E+00 -1.62960÷Be






RUN TP BI-CORR THETA.75 AIC i B_S ' TOROUE X/LB
3.0799E+00" 7o2382E+00 :|.6522E÷00 3o6313E÷00 5o9042E+02 2.9733E-0259 _ 2.3964E÷90 6.8581E+0, .4942E+00 2.76400÷80 5.45160+02 1.8886Eo82
4.250@E+0_ 8.49940+_¢ .4591E+80 5.06770+8_ 7.10650÷02 4.2360E-02
5.5755E+0_ 9.8972E+_B .25730+0_ 6.3770E÷00 8.7159E+82 5.5432E-_2





















































3_82E+_2 5,943RE+_2:_4588E+_? .7 59 ÷
4





!!'633E+,2 3.6149E-924 4468E÷m2 4.Bq2tE+92
5 1,3826E+_2 5._273E+92












242. _729E:_1 |.69982-9|331._ 2194E el 4.2494E-_2
AZIN MINIMUM ALTERNATING






161._ ]:_9,4E+,1 1i5528E+,_147. 2514E+_1 19235E+_1










2t8 _:5543E+_2 1.5958E+_218:_ 32_eE+e2 t.8_74E+e2
263;_262275"98_.7"i! 7278E+_22*ff62_E+_26B58E÷e|7343E+_697_E+_l5.4148E+_4°42 6 23*387_E+B2
AZIM MINIMIJM










292.8 !!,,,,E.9, ,.,8,,E+9,!292.8 _E+_ _.880_E+_;




















2 I 4516E+R2 1.4575E+_2
3 l:4525E+R2 i.aSRaE+_2
4 i 4498F+_ 1,4566E+_2
5 [!4444E.+_ |.4485F*026 I 4228E÷_2 1,4313E+_2
7 I 28_4E÷_? 1,_8_E+_2
TP STEADY MAXTMiM
2 4 4475E÷_¢ 5.155AE+BH
3 4:3461E÷RO 5,1534E+0_




2 -6.5724F÷_1 -2 APP6E+01
3 -5,2136E+_18, 41_904E+_1
4 -3.5635F+_I 1 6AOIE+_2
5 ]8_8E+¢_ 3 458|E+62
-3,452 ÷ t 1 |564E+_2




4 -2.I94tF+_] t 4966E÷_3





































327.2 1 4462E+_2 5,632qE-_|
6_.1 I_4476E+02 5.4076E-_|





t82,8 3 5872E÷0_ 7 8430E-_!
175,7 3i617_E*_1 7:7318E-_1
_o1,4 3 5723E+_P 9,_9_6E-_|
16q,2 3 iq68E÷QH 1.1764E+_
5 4 I 1588E+_ 2 882_E÷_
277.3 : I2_IE÷_! 4:4283E-_2
AZIM MINIMUM _LTERNATING
61,3 -9,7477E+0| 3 4595E+gt
285,5 -8 6384E+0I 6:3644E÷01
26.1 _76_F+R2 2 267iE+_2
164,1 2257E+_2 1 1911E+_2
27,1 -3,8824E+_B t 7332E÷_
AZTM MINIMUM _LTERNATING
17q,8 -2 6954E+63 3,g26_E÷_2
187,0 _!6954E÷03 4.g94_E÷e2194,1 : 8789E÷_3 6,9115E+02




94 t 1 3364E+_3 2471E+02
294 8 I 4362E+03 5837E÷_2

















336,9 :_i8438E+_2 1.7599E÷_2336,g 7259E÷e2 2;4441E+_2351.2 -3 ,,75rE÷P2 2,8656E_02





























2 -t _375E+m_ -5,1163E+_1
4 _108E+2_ -l.1587E+_t
6 .t _35E+A2. 8,4B56E+017 " 4958E+_ 3,5654E,_1
AZIM MINIMUM ALTERNATING
278
.99, _,_ 7.8346E+00 5 2557E+_l
-9,999_E+_3 -g:ggg_E+03
-99,_ -g,gggoE+_3 -9 9990E÷03
265 o 1.2_7E+B_ 3:_774E+el
-99!0 -q,999_E+_3 -9,999_E+_3



































e) Blook C data
HN COS SIN
1 1.9_662-_t 3 860RE+_g
2 5.[43442-01 -1:589(_E+_0
3 2o43_12-02 1 o36B2E÷k_g
4 ..2.8_092÷_1 5°_34E÷gg
5 -4.63262.._1 9°27982.-a1
._B71E+(4_ -4.6673E-B I) .t.v)6182-_1 4.24282-,t
8 3o 1498E-t_1 .1o7951E÷1_
g 5.67872-_1 5.22742-91












HN COS SIN RESULTANT
g°_88RE-_2 3.544_E+_R 3..545|E÷_R5.7996E-_1 -3,0900E+@_ 3.143qE÷_
3 -to6811E÷_B 1.36582*_ |66_E+_8
4 -2.6681E+01 -5,12962+0_ _71692÷21
5 -2.4457E:01 1.38442÷_0 1.4_58E÷_06 5.5f1252 01 1.7253E+_ 1.81342÷_
7 B.5t46E-_2 3.55132-_1 3.652_E-_1
8 .4.13472-_t -Bo78882+_0 8.79852÷_
9 -8.151fiE-03 -l.9364E÷U_ 1._3542+_-


























1 1.8782E-_2 -_i74522:_22-1.243_E-_2 1_2_E e23 1.7968E-_3 19692-_4
4 4._36qE-g3 -2.41122-_4
5 -2.5355E-_3 -I.7589E-e3















































































































5:2.737_E-Ut -1.4812E+8_6 2.It83E+SB -50234_E-_1
7 -4.7541E-81 -4.6_8RE-el
8 -7o7_t_E-eI 6.4247E+_O












HN COS SIN RESULTANT
! I 4663E+88 -5.3954E-Pt 1.5624E+e8
2 2_173_E+81 -1.1837E+el 2.475ee÷g!
3 -1_9t62E+_ 4._871E+_0 4.514_E+_a
4 -5.9621E÷_1 -6.R794E+_I 9°1M34E÷O1
5 1.SJqRE+e_ -4.483_E-_1 1.5838E÷8_
6 °2o_4_E÷_ -l.76b3E+_8 2.7172E+Re
7 -1.2774E÷0_ -4.4357Eo81 1._522E÷¢_
8 -1=277!E-_ 1;|_55E÷_! !.1_56E+_I










1 2 _59_E-_2 -4.9_32E-02
2 -I:II83EoR2 1.9_44E082








5,3183E_2 292°82.2_84E _2 12_.4
403456E-_4 11604







4 .9 47E @3 -9.5924E-_3
6 5237E 83 -1.4975E-_2

































li  .E: 2 28 .7
9559E 82 1_705327_E-_2 25303
4_66E-_3 145.4




































































1 -1.81_5E+02 3.7107E+01 1 8481E÷H2
2 4.8636E+B1 -1,39H4E÷el 4:_949E+Rt
3 -1._396E+_1 -1._956E+_1 1.51_3E+_1
4 3.873_F+_1 I._372E+_2 1.1_71E+02
5 -6.4_71E+_1 1.421qE+_1 6.621_E+01
6 -7.bSa3E+_ -5.2477E+P_ 9.3_52E+_
7 -9._69E÷0_ -4._4H7E+_ 9.9265E_0_
8 -2.4461E+_1 -8,5930E÷0_ 2,5926E÷_1
9 -1,76_1E+_1 4,5_20E+_ 1,8167E÷_1
_ 1,347_E+_ -5.2442E-_1 t.4455E÷_
_ COS SIN RESULTANT
t -t.4_SRE+E2 6.2485E+01 1.6231E+B2
2 4.5_¢E+_1 -2.8763E+01 5.34_7E+_1
3 -_.4¢59E+_1 -1,295bE+_1 2.7325E+_1
4 1.2_65E+02 2.944_E+e2 3,1818E+02
5 2,1437E+_1 -9,4123E+_ 2,3412E÷_1
6 5.3866E-01 -1.5227E+H_ 1.6152E+R_
7 -7,9844E÷_ -b.5557E÷P_ 1,_331E+_1
8 1,6771E+Ol -3,2589E+_1 3 6651E+_1
q 1.823_E+_ -4.8_1_E+_ 5:1354E+_
1_ _.45o_E+0_ 3.9149E+00 4.1748E+H_
_ COS SIN RESULTANT
1 -g,6153E+el 1._779E+02 1,4_75E÷_2
2 3._989E+_1 ,7,5127E+_1 8. 1268E+_1
3 -8,6994E+_1 -1._627E+_1 8,764_E+_1
4 1.5_26E+_1 3.1724E÷_2 3.1764E+_2
5 1.4_76E+_1 6o4219F+_1 6.58RSE÷R1
1 8791E+_ 6.8697E +_¢ 7.1221E+_
8 1.7827E+_I I.b206E+_R i.7gglE÷01
g -!,9113E+_0 5.34_E+_ 5.6725E+_
1_ 3.7631E+_ -7.8_40E-Pt 3.8432E÷0_
HN CO_ SIN RESULTANT
1 -1,9524E-01 1,1232E÷_2 1,1232E+_2
2 2.3686E+41 -1,2539E÷02 1,2761E÷02
3 -1,_6_E+_2 2,15_2E+_0 I,_t_E÷g2
4 -1.8382E+0! 3.4_97E÷_ 3.4146E+_2
-4.1R57E+_ 8.94RgE+_t 8.9583E÷_15.9476E÷_P 2.1239E+eO 6o3155E+eO
7 2.4986E+_ 6.8794E-02 2o4_95E÷ee
8 1,541qE+81 2,7437E+_ 1,5662E+01
q 4.426_E-_2 4.8135E+Oe 4.R137E+00





















































































!22BRE+_ 5._658E+00] 6514E+_0 1.7531E+e_
-I 1622E*ee 5.i58_E-01
4 -2.2_94E+_0 -1.gB86E*eR
5 3._977E+_@ -7._41_E:_15 - .7.39E- 1 1.5672E .z
7 1: 3e4E,  .2.234 E: 18 -t 53E+98 9.6946E 81

















5 4 5697E÷_ _O65E701
7 4.3547E-01 3.97_5E-_1
8 -1.7893E+SH -4._983E-_1



















8 7.8899E-_1 -3 9713E-_1

















-1.3124E_ 2.5775E+_5.3455E _l -3.0488E-_1














1 7.8025E÷_ 5.3699E+_92 2.4682E+_ 4.9632E+_@
3 .1.9egqE÷O_ -3.361_E+9_
4 -I.4145E-Ht -6.23_9E+00
5 2.5956E_9_ -7,7_23E+_b 7.3524E H1 4oB349E+_9
7 -4.5556E-_1 -l.3599E+_e
























































































STEAOY HN COS SIN
4,342E+02 t -2,0239E+02 I 2863E+Rt
2 B.1977E+01 -2;10_4E+_O
3 2.9378E._1 6 6320E+_
4 1.5355E+_2 1i399_E+025 -1oa778E+_2 O 4817E+01
6 5._991E+_1 6 3493E+_07 i,7355E+BI 2:1_19E-_2
8 1.3580E+_1 1.7945E+0!
q -8.3176E+0_ 1 1756E+01
10 5.36_3E+@_ I:6766E+_0
STEADY HN COS SIN
4,327E+_2 I -2.3983E+02 3.1112E+01
2 9.768_E+01 -3.3020E+Rt
3 3.9577E+0_ -1.1623E+_1
4 9 07_5E+_1 2,_44AF+02
5 -3:2332E+_2 5o689¢E*_1
6 4.8918E÷_1 -2o9218F+_1
7 -A.7495E+_I _:II7aE÷OI8 7.5997E+_1 33_1E+_!
9 -1o4920E+_1 5.11_RE-0_
1_ -6.153_E+_ 6.8214E÷_B
STEA_Y HN C05 SIN







9 2.3512E+_1 6 139_E+O_
1_ 1.261_E+_1 -8:2394E+_0
STEADY HN CO_ SIN








STEADY HN COS SIN
4,798E*_2 1 -2 6173E+02 .2._861E+02t:a538E+R2 2.2553E+_2
3 -1 4652E+_2 -3.2432E+01
4 6i152_E+01 6,3936E+025 -2 5134E+_1 4,_223E+02
6 2 9237E÷_1 -7.2228E÷_1
7 5i36_4E+01 8.8888E÷01
R -g 6285E+01 -5,9179E+_1
9 -I. 2456E÷_1 o2,4559E+_1




























































































































I 7.0_61E+00 -3.8757E+01 3.9385E+01
-_.e_lRE+01 1.4S_3£+01 3.e968E+el
,931te+01 -3,1774E+_1 5.8662E_01
3,e_76E+_t -1,0742E+01 3.1937E+015.3632E+_1 1.5760E,0_ 5.3655E+_1
2_.12S3E,,1 9.]34_S+e_ _.2646E÷el
. .9128E*00 -2.1849E+00 2,9040E÷0_
].[198E+01 6.1060E+00 1.2755E+01
° .5648E+01 3._799E+00 1.5948E÷01
1_ 1,1783E+Ol -5.3968E+00 1,296_E+01
HN COS SIN
9
RUN FIRST I/R .... _: TP _--STEA_ _ ...... HN
59 _2FB18 4 4,331E+@2
RUN FIRST I/R TP STEADY
























































-5.9_5_E÷_1 1 i3 1,183_E+_2 7
4 -1.6631E+_ 2.
5 1._61RF÷_1 -1






































































































































1 6 924¢E+Bl -t._674E+e2
2 -5:1829E+t_1 1,5652E.01



















HN COS SIN RESULTANT
I 1 0673E+_2 -1 3184E÷02 1.6963E+02
' -5!469,E._1 4!7985E+_1 7.2758E+,13 4 8153E+01 1 6533E+01 5.0912E+01
4 1 0686E-01 -2,9757E+_0 2,9776E+_0
5 1:5294E+01 7.1710E+0_ 1,6892E+_1
6 -t.70_4E+Pt 1 8663E-01 1.7_05E+01
7 -6.21_8E-01 9:3257E-_1 1.1205E+_
8 5,5854E+e_ 6.aiSlE-01 5.6221E+0_
9 1 9112E_t -3.4677E_0 1,9424E_o1







1 1,5069E+_2 -1,5526E+O2 2,1657E+02
2 -4.924_E+_1 7,5272E+01 8.9947E+_1
3 7.9309E+_1 1.1794E+_I 8._18_E+_I
4 1.1386E+_1 -4.7825E+e_ 1.235_E+01
5 2,4R88E+el -!.7641E+01 3._5_6E+01
6 -5,_66_E_0_ -2,7367E-_2 5,0669E+0_
7 7,8R36E-RI 1.1164E+0_ 1.3621E+00
8 1.1366E_ 5.38_5E+_ 5.4991E+0_
9 -4.2338E+00 3.)449E+0@ 5,2741E+_
1_ -2.2o9_E+_0 -1.1678E-_1 2.3eIqE+00
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 1.7155E÷02 -1.81_1E+_2 2.4939E+_2
2 -5.658RE+_1 1.1301E+02 1.2638E+_2
3 1.2t79E+02 5.9655E+01 1.3561E*02
4 -1.3514E+0_ 6.5501E+0_ 6.6881E_00
5 2.327!E+_1 -2,62_3E+91 3.5112E_91
6 -3.3455E+0_ t.9969E+H1 2.¢247E+_1
7 3.8981E+_ 2 7467E+Ba 4,7686E+00
8 -i._fiS_E-_t 1:8244E+0_ 1.8275E+00
9 2.9346E+00 1,1743E+00 3.1608E+_
1_ -2.3591E+0_ 3.8973E-01 2.391_E+_e
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
1 ,1.916RE+_2 -2 0733E+92 2.8231E+022 8.1620E+@! 1:4381E+_2 1.6537E.02
3 1.482_E+_2 9.1178E+_1 t,74eeE+02
4 -I.4235E+H0 3 6841E+00 3.9495E+00
5 1.1369E+B1 -3:8625E+01 4._63E+91
6 1.6526E.01 2.8465E+01 3.2915E+01
7 5,5179E+0_ 4,2859E+eO 6,986RE÷00
8 3,_70_E+eP 4 7008E+_e 5,7264E+_0





















































































































































































































































 :,TStE-,2 56,4e . 23771E-,2 -1537 E-  
3 3.'772E'_2 1.4B94E-_2
5 -8i3572E:03 -1.6164E-026 7 547E e3 9 9859 _3
8 -4 5573E-_3







, 6924 - 2
















1 2 574_E-01 -7.7103E-@2
2 -6 755¢E-92 9.0823E-02
3 -2 _4_4E-_3 9.5_99E-_2
4 6 t0¢0E-0_ -8.3842E-_2
5 -t 184PE-_2 -2°8P957-_2
6 -2 1973E-02 -4._545E-03
7 -6 P614E-03 -3.1667E-_
8 -I 4931E-_2 -1.914_Eo_2
9 2 B573E-_4 I 4158E-O2




1 3.871_E-01-!!9092E-_12 -I.3521Eo_1 5298E-O23 1.1642E-_1 35_6E-01
4 -1.6234E:02 1.2159E-02






































































































































-1.4t5,E-,1 7i1867E-024 -4.213_E-._ 3 6133E-82
5 ._.,s92E-,2 :g:9637E-_335385E-82 5385E-.3
,82S6E:_3 , 17.2_-_48 -9.9_78E S3 =6;3851E-B3

























4 .3,7869E-_3 2,7_88E_25 -6.0518E-_2 -2.4387E _2
b 7.8448E_02 =7.4548E-e3






















I .4 _eE.8_ 5.3237E-.1
5 i55_E-_2 3._743E 82
3.2982E-_2 1.t31_.e_























5 -3.9_1E_2 4784E-_26 7.4693E _3 °7o6_73E-_2
7 2,9152E_2 4, 1294E-_3
B =3,6368E _3 1.1151E-02






















2 -i.63e7E et -6.Si23E_Bt
3 .3.7396E81 -8.8345E_24 4,9495E _2 4,_972E B2
5 1.5_13E_81 3 3848E_Ot
.1.1599E et -2_1792E _1
.4._182E._2 -I 3584E-818 5,3233E 02 6:1957E-e2





































HH COS SIN RESULTANT
1 9,5514E+_ 1.34_4E+01 1.6464E+@1
2 -5.8387E+@0 8,58_4E-01 5,9015E÷0_
3 2,_996E*_ -6°B42gE-01 2°1848E÷R_
4 .2°4854E+¢_ -2.6098E+0_ 3.6039E+0_
5 -1,016qE+_0 .I,7794E+BO 2,_4qSE÷_O
:1°63@0E-_1 3.3945E+00 3,3984E+001,R337E+_O 1.gB48E+O_ 2_7_22E+0_
8 -9,_92_E-01 2.2785E+0_ 2,_533E+0¢9 I,@glI.E+00 8.4394E-02 1,_944E+_0
-1_ 8o1568E-01 .3,0@04E+_0 3,1093E÷00
TP STEADY
3 -5°?14E+_J
HN COS SIN RESULTANT
6,3345E+0O 7 0472E+00























1 -1 _2@9E+0_ 1._7_E_1
3 -4,6625E÷@0 _:0520E+014 -4,3412E+00 9681E+@_



























































7 -2,_55E+_1 -1,8673E÷_8 -9,9731E_0_ 9,3221E÷_
9 1,4qOeE+01 4.8418E÷Oe
1_ 1,1951E+01 7.9364E+_0
















































6,1417E+_1 .5887E+Bg8.8245 g "_.632qE+_1






































4 1.424_E*B2 4o7184E+825 4o688RE+HI io7q89E_i
b 2.3585E+01 4.2514E÷e_
7 -2.3344E+8_ 7 4226E+0_
8 2°3583E÷_1 -3_b_47E+01












1 =!!6747E+g2 -9.gTg?E÷gt2 941gE+gl -5.5957E+_13 _367E+01 -4.1_12E÷_9
4 -7.B931E÷_t 4o9113E+02
5 -1.2617E_1 3,6417E+_1
















1 -I 354_E+e2 -1,145BE+02
2 I _759E+82 -4°5631E+01
3 92 2328E+g1 -2.4896E+el4 _252E+82 5.6317E+B2
5 -2 3479E+_1 9.575_E+_1
_ 2685E÷et -i, o7853E+et95BSE+_e 1.5900E+_!
8 .36 3222E+81 2.5686E+_19 1432E+_g 1.382_E+_1












































































1 -6.1212E+@1 -2 9_54E+RI
2 6,2171E+_1 -1 5548E+0!
3 t.604_E+01 3 6661E+_0
4 1.4360E+02 1 4B58E+_2
5 -1.3521E+02 I 125_E+02
6 -1._769E÷_1 -3 A_57E-B2
7 -1.042aE+01 -5 2081E+00
8 5.583rE+OH 1 0230E÷01
9 -6.5726E÷_ 2 8555E+0_






































HN CO_ SIN RESULTANT




















HN CflS _IN RESULTANT

























4 i +@5 _:11_5E+0. "3 587KE÷0 _31@_E+Ol -3 _932E
6 -3 1884E+_1 -4,96_3E+_0
7 -2_3058E+_1 4.598AE+_B

























































































I.Og44E 01 -2.7014E+012.4335 _01 1.7715E+_1
5 =4.O666E_1 -2.069BE+_16 2.2266E 01 -1.6381E+_1
7 -1,1529E+_1 -3.7697E+0_























































HN C0S SIN RESUL_kNT
1 1.6955E+_2 -6.9493E_1 t.8324E+e2
2 -3.5906E+01 5.1441E÷01 6.2732E+_1
3 -t.341RE+P2 -1.6897E+Ht
4 2 5537E+01 -6.066RE+et
5 2i2828E+O1 -2.1751E+016 -6 4221E+_1 4.3445E+_1
7 -2 2769E_01 -1.4626E+01











1 5 329_E+_1 °6.5434E÷et
2 -4i7853E+_1 9.8132E+003 -4 3663E+_ -5.4e46E÷_t
4 -6.4906E-01 -4.1621E+_1
5 2.6753E+_1 7.6927E-_1
6 -] 4572E+01 -2.5033E+_0
7 -2i0481E+_1 4.4281E+0_8 -1 6fi38E+01 2.4903E+_0








































































































































































































































































_TEAD¥ HN COS SIN
3,382E+e_ 1 7 3334E+01 881BE+e2 -3:.s75E÷.I 1643_E+_I
3 1 _292E+01 3o93_IE+"_
4 -I_ItTAE+gl 5.gI43E÷_
5 -1.27_1E+_! 3.93tlE+0_
6 4 _792E+"_ 5.3_34E+00
7 4:162gE÷_ t.8568E+,_8 1.1476E+_1 7._728E+B_
q 8 2769E+e_ 6.21_RE÷_
1_ 2:848tE+_0 -8.84.0E-01
STEAOY H_ Cn$ SIN
2,722E+R_

















7 =2.1786E+_ 6 e930E+Oa8 5.2488E÷00 -2 3576E+_0
0 -1.1715E+_1 1 7147E+HI
1 _ -_.9156E+_ 5 .260E+ee
STEADY HN COS SIN
1,848E÷01 1 9.q238E+_t -1 |612E+02
2 -4.4165E+¢1 4:3966E+_1
3 -7.9613E÷01 1 9192E+_1
4 =6,487qE+_ -l:7177E+el
5 -1.4423E_0_ -3 0296E+_
6 1.937_E+_1 -1:47_,E+_!
7 °1.0332E+,1 4 2877E+,_8 1.,343E÷et -8:8746E+6_
9 5.2961E+00 1 4887E+_1
1_ -t._R91E+_ 0:2383E+_
STEADY HN COS _IN
5.61,E÷Bt 1 5.2827F+B_ -2 0182E+81
2 .1.487RE+81 1:_595E+_1
3 =3.4739E+80 -2 985_E+_
4 3.5319E÷0_ -4!8732E+_5 -3.8636E-02 -4 8723E+e_
6 -6.7683E-¢1 -1.6819E+0_
7 -1.716_E+._ 5 5276E+0_
































































































































4 -8_1617E-02 3 91_7E+g_5 -1 6658E+00 -9.240_E-02
6 _1 239_E+00 -3._110E_0_7 1:4617E+_ 9.5278E 01

































































HN C08 SIN RESULTANT
_2_3E+01 -3 5066E+_1 5.3347E+01
- :82,2E÷ 1 2:9649E- 2  .8212E÷ 1
3 -3.8143E+R_ I 6252E+00 4.1454E+00
4 1._R_flE+O! -3:3776E+00 1.1516E+_1
5 2.5321E+0_ -1.2652E+_1 1.2903E+HI
6 .4 _816E+_0 -4.4273E+00 6.0217E+00
7 -3:4820E+0_ -2.5226E+_0 4.2998E+aO
8 -1.2224F+8_ -6.2484E+00 6.3669E÷OR
9 4 5_65E+_ 2331E+_0 6.1828E+001o 2:934 E+  : :SS gE+OO 3.333oE+ 0
TP 5TE&DY
5 o1._38E+02
HN C08 STN RESULTANT
1 5.5835E+_1 -4.7_56E_01
:3 747E: 1 -995,3E .12.1692E 1 6.652qE+0_
4 7.7647E÷B_ 1.1258E-01
5 6.2131E+0_ -8.5659E+0_








































































HN cn8 SIN RESULTANT 8CPHASE
1 7 7195E+_1 -8.1185E+0! ].1203E+H2
-5:_R73E+01 -1.5_23E+01 5.515BE+01
3 =5:36_3E+01 5.3687E+0_ 5.3871E+014 -7 1709E+_0 1,1404E+01 1,3471E÷01
5 -5 7_7qE+0_ -5.a427E+O_ 7.8B&gE÷B_
6 -6:845_E+@_ 7.3990E+00 1,0073E_RI
7 .5.g185E+Oe 2.07ATE+00 6.27PtE÷BO
8 5.5043E+0_ 4.2978E+_0 6.9_34E+00
9 -2.BOSEE+_ -1.6630E÷00 2.SEgBEeOB
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(a) Assembled view. 
Figure 4.- Exploded view of free-tip assembly. 
149 
(b) Unassembled view. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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SPANWISE BLADE WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION


















CHORDWISE CENTER OF GRAVITY
F I I
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rb/R
Figure 6.- Spanwise distribution of blade weight and chordwise center of
gravity location.
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( a )  Close-up o f  f r e e - t i p  on r o t o r  b lade .  
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(a) At various lift coefficients, V/_R : 0.3, and X : 0.50.
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Figure 11.- Variation of the blade flatwise half peak-to-peak magnitudes with rotor
lift level at V/_R = 0.3.
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-- (a) r /R = 0.13. I ! j
b (b) rblR = 0.18.
= " rb/R = 0.53
oL i , , I/__
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(e) rblR : 0.38. (d) rblR = 0.53.
Figure 12.- Half peak-to-peak magnitude of the flatwise-bending moments at various
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14.- Comparison of control setting for the fixed-tip and




12 ------ FREE TIP
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Figure 15.- Comparison of control settings for the fixed- and free-tip
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16.- Comparison of oscillatory loads going into the control system for the
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